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FOREWORD 
 
 
 

The main scope of the MEMSWAVE conference is to bring together 
scientists from different universities, research institutes, industrial companies 
interested in the development of the RF-MEMS field, to create a forum for the 
knowledge exchange between the RF-MEMS players, provide a qualified 
international forum for researchers and people from the industry, interested in the 
area and introduce to the most recent advances and achievements, especially on 
European activities.  

The MEMSWAVE workshop was generated by the European project 
“Micromachined Circuites for Microwave and Millimeter Wave Applications” 
<<MEMSWAVE>> (1998-2001) coordinated by IMT-Bucharest. The project was 
nominated between the ten finalists (from 108 participants) to the Descartes  
Prize 2002. 

The first 2 editions were organized at Sinaia (Romania) in 1999 and 2001. A 
special volume in the series Micro and Nanoengineering “Micromachined 
Microwave Devices and Circuits” of the Romanian Academy Press, was dedicated 
to the second edition of the workshop and was published in 2002.  

Starting from 2002, the MEMSWAVE workshop is an itinerant European 
event and has become a reference point for the field, gathering interest from all 
over Europe and the rest of the world. 

The next editions were held in Heraklion and Toulouse. From 2004 the 
MEMSWAVE workshop was connected to the European FP6 Network of 
Excellence in RF MEMS “AMICOM” and was strongly supported by this network. 
Most of the European teams involved in these challenging topics were partners in 
the AMICOM project. The workshop was organized in Uppsala (2004), Lausanne 
(2005), Orvieto (2006), Barcelona (2007) and became conference being  important 
instruments for knowledge dissemination of the AMICOM network results. 

In 2008 at Fodele, Greece, took place the first MEMSWAVE conference 
following the completion of AMICOM. In 2009, the conference was organized by 
the MemSRaD Research Group of the Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK), in 2010 
by Universita del Salento, Lecce and in 2011 by University of Athens. 
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The conference is technically sponsored by the European Microwave 
Association (EuMA). However, the significant number of contribution has 
manifested the lasting support of the European RF MST community to this event.  

It is now a tradition to publish the papers in the Series of Micro and 
Nanotechnologies of the Romanian Academy Press. Previous volumes may be 
requested at IMT-Bucharest (print@imt.ro). The present volume contains the 
papers presented at the 12th edition of the MEMSWAVE conference organized by 
University of Athens, in June 2011, in Athens, Greece. 

 
       The editors 

May 2012 
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Abstract. We present key building blocks for monolithically integrated (i.e. 
single-chip) RF-MEMS enabled reconfigurable low-noise amplifiers and RF front-ends 
that have been fabricated on a GaAs wafer using a MMIC foundry process technology. 
Measured results of a tunable (frequency-agile) 16-24 GHz GaAs MMIC based RF-
MEMS impedance matching network show 0.4 dB of minimum in-band insertion loss 
and an on-chip integrated wideband (unmatched) LNA circuit present 15-20 dB of gain 
together with 2 dB of noise figure at 6-26 GHz, respectively. Simulated results of a 
GaAs MEMS-MMIC based 15-20 GHz tunable (dual-band) LNA circuit show  
12-17 dB and 2.5- 5.5 dB of in-band gain and noise figure, respectively. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Today, there is an increasing interest in making RF systems self-adjusting or 
“cognitive” [1]. Such a unique ability is expected to lead to very efficient RF 
systems with reduced complexity, power and cost. Frequency-agile (tunable) 
frontend architectures using RF Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is an 
enabling technology proposed to achieve those highly attractive benefits. 
Reconfigurable MEMS circuits could be utilised to implement tunable (multi-band) 
Low Noise/Power Amplifiers (LNA/PA) and filters that can be commercially very 
attractive since such devices could be useful for different frequency bands and 
applications. For example, today’s wireless RF systems for point-to-point 
communication can operate at many different frequencies (sub-bands) within the  
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5 to 40 GHz range and a use of such highly adaptive (frequency-agile) front-end 
components could result in a reduced system complexity and cost savings due to 
component re-use. By monolithic integration of RF-MEMS and MMICs, a higher 
degree of functionality would be possible, e.g. in active reconfigurable multi-band 
front-ends. RF-MEMS together with active RF-circuitry have so far with a few 
notable exceptions mostly been realized as hybrid circuits and also mainly up to 5- 
10 GHz (see e.g. [2-6]) which still leaves room for significant improvements to be 
made with respect to RF-performance, frequency range, functionality as well as to 
achieve reduced complexity (higher level of integration) and lower costs. To the 
best of our knowledge, the X-band switched dual-path PAs and LNAs reported in 
[2-3] are the first and to this date only real example of a successful monolithic 
integration of active RF devices with MEMS switches in a GaAs MMIC process. 

In this paper, we build on our previous work described in [7] that presented 
experimental s-parameter data of two (10-16 GHz and 15-23 GHz) Co-Planar 
Waveguide (CPW) type of loaded-line RF-MEMS matching networks 
implemented on a 600 μm thick GaAs substrate. Different types of MEMS circuits 
together with monolithically integrated (on-chip) active devices have recently been 
fabricated by the foundry OMMIC (within the EC FP7 ICT project MEMS-4-
MMIC) on a 100 μm thick GaAs wafer with via holes. Here, we will present a 
GaAs MMIC based 16-24 GHz reconfigurable MEMS matching network together 
with an on-chip 6-26 GHz (unmatched) LNA circuit that both were implemented as 
micro-strip designs to facilitate the monolithic integration of a GaAs MEMS 
tunable (dual-band) LNA. Such MEMS based frequency-agile MMICs can be 
regarded as a first step towards realising highly integrated (potentially single-chip) 
reconfigurable active microwave/mm-wave circuits and frontends. Fig. 1 shows an 
exemplary circuit schematic of a tunable LNA architecture using on-chip GaAs 
MEMS based reconfigurable input/output impedance matching networks. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Circuit schematic of a frequency-agile LNA architecture using on-chip 
GaAs RF-MEMS based reconfigurable impedance matching networks. 

 

 
2. RF-MEMS Matching Networks and LNAS 

Fabricated Using a GaAs MMIC Foundry Process 
 

Fig. 2 shows a photograph of a 1-bit loaded-line type of RFMEMS 
impedance matching network (top) and a wideband two-stage (unmatched) LNA 
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circuit (bottom) with dimensions of 700 μm × 1100 μm and 1300 μm × 700 μm, 
respectively (incl. RF and DC pads). The ohmic contact type of MEMS switch 
used here was developed by OMMIC using a GaAs MMIC foundry process 
technology [8]. For the MEMS switches on the fabricated GaAs MMIC wafer that 
were used here the actuation voltage typically was found to vary between 20-40 V. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Photograph of an RF-MEMS reconfigurable matching network (top) and  
a wideband (unmatched) LNA circuit (bottom) that have been fabricated 
on the same GaAs wafer using an MMIC foundry process technology. 

 
Fig. 3 shows measured transmission (S21) and input reflection (S11) of the 

GaAs MMIC based 1-bit RF-MEMS input matching network shown in Fig. 2 when 
the two MEMS switches used were both switched ON (Down state) and OFF (Up 
state), respectively. The two possible tuning states shown here correspond to a 
centre frequency (fc) for the input impedance matching that is equal to 16.2 GHz 
and 24.1 GHz, respectively (i.e. 40% tuning range). At the two frequencies, s11 and 
s21 are equal to -12.8 dB and -4.5 dB and -22.2 dB and -0.4 dB, respectively. The 
measured results of the reconfigurable matching network also compare relatively 
well with the corresponding EM-simulated data if we assume a contact resistance 
(Ron) of 4 Ω for the two MEMS switched used in parallel (the MEMS switch 
capacitance in the Up state Cup equal 10 fF). Simulations further indicate that it 
should be possible to achieve a low transmission loss for the MEMS matching 
network also within the Down state (i.e. when both switches are ON) if Ron would 
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be reduced to 1-2 Ω (i.e. by obtaining an improved contact). This would then also 
result in a higher in-band small-signal gain and lower in-band Noise Figure (NF) of 
a tunable LNA that were using such types of RF-MEMS matching networks.  

The experimental s-parameter data presented here were measured between  
5-40 GHz due to the RF probes and the onchip calibration standard that were used 
in this case. Furthermore, the s-parameters of the GaAs RF-MEMS matching 
network were measured at two different RF input power levels (-25 dBm and  
9 dBm, respectively). As is shown in Fig. 3, the measured RF performance of the 
GaAs MEMS matching network is largely the same at these two power levels thus 
indicating the relatively highly linear properties of this type of reconfigurable 
MEMS matching network. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Measured transmission S21 and input reflection S11 of a GaAs MMIC based  
1-bit RF-MEMS input matching network when the two MEMS switches used  

were both switched ON (Down state) and OFF (Up state), respectively. 
 

Fig. 4 shows measured s-parameter data and noise figure of the two-stage 
wideband (unmatched) LNA MMIC shown in Fig. 2. The LNA presents a gain of 
15-20 dB at 6-26 GHz and NF=2 dB within this frequency range (NF could be 
measured up to 26.5 GHz due to a limitation with respect to the noise figure 
measurement equipment used). The (fixed) wideband LNA MMIC was 
intentionally made without any input and output impedance matching networks 
which explains the quite moderate values obtained for the LNA input and output 
return losses (S11 and S22 above of -8 dB at 5-40 GHz, respectively). The PDC of the 
unmatched GaAs LNA MMIC was in this case equal to 60 mW. The measured 
results of the GaAs 1-bit MEMS matching network and unmatched LNA  
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(see Fig. 3-4) have further been used in simulations to be able to predict the 
expected RF performance of a corresponding GaAs RF-MEMS based (single-chip) 
tunable LNA MMIC design. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Measured s-parameters and noise figure of a two-stage wideband 
(unmatched) LNA MMIC fabricated on the same GaAs wafer  

as a 1-bit RFMEMS matching network (see Fig. 2). 
 

Fig. 5 shows simulated small-signal results of a tunable dualband LNA 
design based on the measured s-parameter data of a 1-bit GaAs MEMS 
input/output matching network and a wideband (unmatched) LNA circuit (both 
shown in Fig. 2). The two centre frequencies obtained for the tunable LNA 
correspond to when the two MEMS switches used within each MEMS matching 
network are either in the Up state or in the Down state, respectively (corresponding 
to the two tuning states shown in Fig. 3). The results show that it can be possible to 
achieve a high in-band tunable LNA gain (12-17 dB) together with relatively low 
values of return losses within the two frequency bands at 15 GHz and 20 GHz, 
respectively (corresponding to a tuning range of 29%). Measured data of a 1-bit 
GaAs MEMS matching network and a 6-26 GHz wideband (unmatched) LNA 
together with corresponding simulated results of a tunable dual-band LNA design 
are summarized in Table 1. Compared with simulated tunable LNA gain and NF at 
fc=20 GHz, the in-band gain and NF is 5 dB lower and 3 dB higher at fc=15 GHz 
which can be explained by the 3 dB higher measured losses of the GaAs MEMS 
matching network at this frequency when the two MEMS were activated (Down 
state). Simulations further indicate it should be possible to obtain a similar high in-
band gain and low NF for a GaAs MEMS based tunable LNA circuit if the MEMS 
switch contact resistance could be made sufficiently small (Ron=1-2 Ω). 
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Fig. 5. Simulated s-parameters of a tunable dual-band LNA design based on 
the measured data of a 1-bit GaAs RF-MEMS (input/output) matching 

network and an unmatched LNA circuit (both shown in Fig. 2). 
 

Table 1. Results of RF-MEMS and LNA circuits made on GaAs 
 

Circuits Gain  
[dB] 

Imput 
matching 

[dB] 

NF 
[dB] 

MEMS matching network -3.5(@ 15GHz) 
-0.6(@ 20GHz) 

-10.0(@ 15GHz) 
-12.3(@ 15GHz) 

N/A 
N/A 

Wideband LNA -18.3(@ 15GHz) 
-16.6(@ 20GHz) 

-5.9(@ 15GHz) 
-7.7(@ 20GHz) 

-1.9(@ 15GHz) 
-1.9(@ 20GHz) 

Tunable LNA (sim.) -12.3(@ 15GHz) 
-17.3(@ 15GHz) 

-24.0(@ 15GHz) 
-14.8(@ 20GHz) 

-5.5(@ 15GHz) 
-2.5(@ 20GHz) 

 
3. Conclusion 
 

We presented a frequency-agile 16-24 GHz 1-bit RF-MEMS matching 
network and a wideband (unmatched) LNA circuit that have been fabricated on the 
same GaAs substrate using a MMIC foundry process technology. The GaAs 
MEMS based matching network and unmatched LNA are both implemented as 
micro-strip designs to facilitate the monolithic integration of an RF-MEMS enabled 
tunable (dual-band) LNA MMIC. The 1-bit GaAs MEMS matching network has 
0.4 dB of minimum in-band transmission loss (in the up state) and the on-chip 
integrated unmatched LNA design shows 15-20 dB of gain together with 2 dB of 
noise figure at 6-26 GHz, respectively. 

Simulated results of a 15-20 GHz tunable dual-band LNA design (based on 
the measured data of the 1-bit GaAs MEMS input/output matching network and the 
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unmatched LNA) show that it can be possible to achieve a high in-band gain of 12-
17 dB and low values of return losses within the two frequency bands 
(corresponding to a tuning range of 29%). Simulations further indicate that the 
tunable LNA gain and noise figure at the lower frequency band (i.e. when all the 
MEMS switches used are in the down-state) are primarily limited by the MEMS 
switch contact resistance. The initial prototypes of GaAs RFMEMS based tunable 
MMICs presented in this paper can be regarded as a first step towards realising 
highly integrated (potentially single-chip) reconfigurable active 
microwave/mmwave circuits and front-ends. 
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Abstract. In this contribution a tunable via-free microstrip composite right/left-
handed transmission line (CRLH-TL) is designed and simulated. To add tunability RF 
MEMS elements are implemented in the interdigital capacitors and stub inductors, 
which match the line impedance during tuning. The via-free design enables easy and 
low-cost fabrication. Additionally, tunable zero-order resonators (ZORs) using two and 
three-cell CRLH-TL units, which have the resonant frequency tuning capability, are 
designed and simulated to  verify the size-independent characteristic of ZORs.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Metamaterials are of interest in order to realize novel components. They are 
artificial structures with electromagnetic properties not commonly found in nature. 
Typical realizations are three-dimensional structured materials containing cells 
with split-ring resonators (SRRs) or composite right/left-handed transmission lines 
(CRLH-TLs) [1]. But for those SRRs are based on the resonant phenomenon, their 
inherent drawbacks such as narrow bandwidth, high loss and fabrication difficulties 
limit the application to the microwave engineering. CRLH –TLs are a more 
practical approach, which are made up with additional series capacitance (CL) and 
shunt inductance (LL) other than unavoidable parasitic series inductance (LR) and 
shunt capacitance (CR) of the line as depicted in Figure 1. CRLH-TLs exhibit left-
handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) behavior in the lower and upper frequency 
range. Since CRLH-TLs have unique characteristics such as negative phase 
constant, backward propagation and non-linear phase, many studies have been 
done to apply CRLH-TLs in various microwave engineering areas such as antennas, 
resonators and filters, etc.  

Of increasing interest is the possibility to make those CRLH components 
tunable in order to provide various functionalities in one component. Many 
researchers have developed tunable CRLH-TLs to enhance their performance and 
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widen its application areas by adding tunability. Those researches are mainly 
focused on changing the parameters of reactive loads, which have been realized 
with varactor diodes, pin-diodes or ferroelectric/superconductive materials. 
However those approaches suffer from high loss, poor yield, narrow tuning range, 
low operating frequency and low temperature condition for superconducting. 
Recently, Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are referred to be the best 
candidate which meet the challenging factors with low loss, high frequency 
operation, high linearity and virtually no power consumption, etc. Other features to 
be considered in the tuning of CRLH-TLs are impedance matching and balancing. 
In general, CRLH-TLs can only be matched in a restricted frequency band. 
However, as the formulae in  Figure 1, when a purely right hand impedance (ZR) 
and a purely left hand impedance (ZL) are equal to the line impedance (Z0), the 
CRLH-TLs are matched over an infinite bandwidth, which also allows balanced 
conditions where the shunt resonant frequency (ωsh) is identical to the series one 
(ωse). If only one load is tuned, the CRLH-TL, which is initially impedance 
matched and balanced, is no more matched and balanced, so at least two loading 
parameters should be tuned at the same time [2, 3].  

 
 

 
Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of  tunable CRLH unit cell with  

physical length p. 
 

In this work, we propose a tunable CRLH-TL based on a microstip and 
monolithically integrated on a MEMS process. As conventional designs, the CRLH 
cell is designed by inserting tunable series capacitance (CL) and shunt inductance 
(LL) as in Figure 1. The cell simultaneously tunes CL and LL to account for the 
impedance change by reactive component change whereas many conventional 
ways are through tuning of only one component. Comparatively, a better matching 
is achieved. This is also advantageous to realize balanced CRLH-TLs, which is 
required to the specific application like broadband side radiating leaky wave 
antennas. The proposed structure is designed by a single planar metal layer and is 
via-free, which introduces low parasitic and loss besides simple fabrication process. 
By introducing radial stubs for grounding, we avoid the complex via penetrating 
process which deters cost effective fabrication. As another approach, the coplanar 
waveguide configuration, where the grounding is much easier for the ground 
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conductors are same  plane as signal’s, can be considered, but it is not suitable for 
some applications like 2D texture surfaces [4, 5]. The MEMS elements in this 
study are based on the design by EADS Germany as reported in [6]. Compared to 
the conventional ones, they introduce low parasitic for their fabrication process and 
geometries are simple, which are advantageous to control and design. 

 
2. Design and Simulation of Unit CRLH Cell 

 

A. Tunable interdigital capacitor 
 

In terms of the capacitance control, the Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) 
approach is more advantageous of realizing high capacitance due to the 
confined and dense electric field between metal electrodes. However, to 
avoid the fabrication complexity, we adopt planar interdigital capacitors 
(IC), which are easy to implement, as opposed to the MIM approaches 
which require complicated process. Figure 2 describes a tunable interdigital 
capacitor with two MEMS cantilever beams (IC1, IC2) for capacitance 
tuning. When the beam is down, the finger is more coupled with its 
neighboring finger, which leads to an increase of the capacitance. Likewise, 
the up-positioned beam decreases the capacitance. Consequently, an IC has 
maximum capacitance when all beams are down and minimum when they 
are in up-position. Unlike a normal switching operation, the beams in the IC 
have no contact parts, so are free of the contact problems. To achieve good 
impedance matching and balancing, the dimensions of IC are carefully 
determined by lumped element parameter extraction. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Tunable interdigital capacitor. 
 
B. Tunable stub inductor using radial stub 

 

The tunable stub inductor is shown in Figure 3. Short circuited stubs which 
have three meander lengths make three different shunt inductances according to the 
state of six switches (RS1, RS2 and RS3). The switches are controlled by three 
signals. When a certain stub is connected to the main line, only two switches in one 
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line are down whereas the other four switches are up. For stub grounding, a radial 
stub is introduced to avoid via-hole fabrication and achieve broadband operation, 
which also enables easy and cost effective fabrication. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Tunable stub inductor using radial stub. 
 
C. Tunable CRLH cell 

 

Figure 4 and Table 1 show the assembled CRLH unit cell and beam/switch 
state assignments to control it into three states while maintaining impedance 
matched and balanced conditions. In Figure 5(a), S21 parameters of CRLH lines 
with three CRLH-TL states are depicted through the simulation by CST 
Microwave Studio [7]. In the figure, we can see the frequency at which the phase 
of S21 is zero is changed for each state by 7.3, 8.2 and 9.6 GHz. Those frequencies 
are transition points between LH and RH regions on each state. The propagation 
constant (β) of one CRLH cell can be easily calculated from its ABCD parameter. 
For a reciprocal network which has the physical length p the following equation (1) 
is valid [8]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Assembled CRLH unit cell. 
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Table 1. Beam/switch state assignments 
 

 IC1 IC2 RS1 RS2 RS3 
State 1 Down Down On Off Off 
State 2 Up Down Off On Off 
State 3 Up Up Off Off On 

 

2
cosh1 1 DA

p
j +
=+ −βα                                     (1) 

 
Generally, the right side term of (1) is a complex value and its imaginary part 

corresponds to the propagation constant β. Figure 5(b) shows calculated dispersion 
curves for each state. The figure depicts dispersion curve changes by reactive load 
tuning. At about 8 GHz, the wave propagates forward in state 1 (β>0). But in state 
3 the propagation occurs in reverse direction (β<0) and even remains in the same 
position in state 2 (β=0). If our design frequency is 8 GHz, we can switch one state 
to another by changing beam/switch states. At other frequencies, we can still tune 
the propagation behavior just by the MEMS element state change without circuit 
modifications.  

 
 

a) 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. (a) Magnitude and phase of S21 according to the state  
(b) Dispersion diagram. 
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Initially, all the states are designed to be always balanced regardless of tuning. 
However, state 1 and 2 are slightly unbalanced and clearly on state 3. This is 
mainly due to the loading parameter changes by element couplings, which is not 
considered in the parameter extraction before assembly. Moreover, compared to the 
reported CRLH design (mainly based on the Rogers material), the structure is 
much smaller and denser where a small coupling makes considerable changes to 
the loading parameters. 

 
3. Zero Order Resonators  
 

Open ended transmission lines produce standing waves due to the boundary 
condition and become resonators. The CRLH-TL resonators have unusual 
characteristics which allow negative and zero order resonant mode besides positive 
order operation as in normal transmission lines. The most interesting mode is zero 
order (β=0) where the CRLH-TL resonates at the infinite wavelength regardless of 
the transmission line length. In unbalanced case, it is shown that the resonant 
frequency of open ended resonators is determined by shunt components, which is 
different from the balanced frequency [1]. 

In Figure 6(a) open circuited CRLH-TL based ZORs of two- and three-cell 
configurations are shown. The cells are cross positioned to avoid radial stub 
overlap between cascading cells. On the same position of each cell, the switches 
are simultaneously controlled to get same loads. In Figure 6(b) it is observed that 
the resonating frequencies for each state are approximately the same regardless of 
the cell number, which verifies the zero order resonance.  

 

         
 

a) b) 
 

Fig. 6. (a) ZORs with 2, 3 CRLH unit cells (b) S21 on each state. 
 
4. Conclusion  
 

Tunable via-free, single-layered microstrip CRLH-TLs using RF MEMS 
technology are designed and simulated. MEMS beams and switches are used for 
changing reactive loads, which simultaneously tunes series conductance and shunt 
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inductance for impedance matching and CRLH balancing. According to the 
beam/switch states, the propagation mode of CRLH-TL is changed, which is 
investigated by β-ω dispersion curves. The exact matching and balancing are still a 
significant developing task. Two designs of ZOR are simulated and discussed to 
confirm the infinite wavelength resonant characteristic. The resonant frequencies 
are not a function of line length but of the loading elements which are controlled by 
MEMS elements.  
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Abstract. A novel MEMS enabled W-band waveguide transmission phase 
shifter is presented. It consists of a ridge waveguide half-wavelength long resonator 
and an electrostatically actuated tilting micro-mirror MEMS. Operation is described 
as a distributed variable shunt capacitance realized by rotating, anti-parallel oriented 
MEMS conductive fingers. A deflection of the fingers of 0º…7.5º results in a phase 
shift variation of 0º…35 at 102GHz with an insertion loss of less than  
0.73 dB. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

The specific properties of millimeter-waves enable the development of 
high-capacity communication links, high resolution imaging, radar and sensing 
systems. Millimeter-wave phase shifters are fundamental components of phased 
arrays and beam steering systems used in such applications.  

W-band (frequency 75 GHz…110 GHz) phase shifters presented in the 
literature are typically based on switched transmission lines or variable capacitive 
loads using RF MEMS [1, 2]. Alternatively, the material properties of 
ferroelectrics and ferrites are tuned by external E-field or H-field, resulting in a 
phase shifting operation [3]. The first approach is limited by low power handling 
capability, high dissipation loss and discrete phase shift. In the second approach, 
continuous phase shift is feasible but leads to bulky structures and increased 
dissipated power due to the large dielectric loss of the materials.  

Mounting the MEMS inside an air filled metal waveguide has the potential 
to overcome the obstacles mentioned above [4]. The waveguide-MEMS concept 
was first introduced in [5, 6] for the application of waveguide switches at 
frequencies up to 16 GHz.  
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A subsequent development showed a reflection-type W-band phase shifter 
based on a MEMS-tunable reflector using the high-impedance surface (HIS) 
concept [7]. When expressing phase shifter performance in terms of a figure of 
merit  (FOM) defined by the ratio of maximum relative phase shift to the 
maximum insertion loss (degrees per dB), the HIS-based reflection phase shifter 
achieves a FOM of 68º/dB (based on simulated data given in [7]). 

In this paper, we present a novel MEMS enabled W-band transmission 
phase shifter. The proposed device consists of a ridge waveguide resonator and an 
electrostatic actuated tilting micro-mirror MEMS as a tuning element placed 
beneath the ridge. Then, variation of transmission phase is achieved by means of 
a variable distributed capacitive loading of this resonant ridge waveguide section. 
The packaging concept proposes a multilayer circuit board (e.g., LTCC) to 
accommodate the MEMS, covered a by three-dimensional ridge waveguide 
structure which can be produced by conventional and electron-discharge 
machining techniques. 

 
2. Phase Shifter Concept  
 

The variation of transmission phase by means of a variable shunt capacitor 
is limited by the effect of increased input reflection. For example, a shunt 
capacitor C in a transmission line environment of characteristic impedance Z (see 
Fig. 1a) and operating at frequency f, shows an input reflection S11 and 
transmission S21 of respectively: 

 

CZfjy
y

S
y

yS π2,
2

2,
2 2111 =

+
=

+
−

=                              (1) 

 

From eq. (1), there is zero mismatch for C=0, whereas a larger C results in 
mismatch and increased transmission phase. Assuming a worst-case input 
reflection of –15 dB (corresponding to a worst-case insertion loss of –0.14 dB), 
the maximum achievable phase shift (that is, variation of transmission phase) is 
about 10.2º. 

Phase shift can be increased at the cost of reduced frequency bandwidth, by 
placing the variable capacitor in a resonator. Then, the worst-case input reflection 
(and insertion loss) may occur at both the minimum and the maximum 
capacitance settings. For example, a half-wavelength transmission line resonator 
of characteristic impedance ZR ≠ Z, with a centered variable shunt capacitance, 
can be used as a transmission phase shifter. Example structures shown in Fig. 1b 
and Fig. 1c both realize about twice the maximum achievable phase shift, 
compared to the structure of Fig. 1a. 

More complicated structures comprising variable shunt capacitors and 
transmission line sections can be envisaged. The structure shown in Fig. 1d, 
comprising of three variable shunt capacitors separated by two identical short 
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transmission line sections, can realize a large maximum achievable phase shift. 
Assuming the center capacitance equaling n = 3.5 times one end-capacitance, the 
maximum achievable phase shift in transmission (for worst-case input reflection 
of –15 dB) is about 128º. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Phase shifter equivalent circuits. For identical conditions (S11 below –15dB, S21  
better than  – 0.14dB), circuit (a) gives a transmission phase variation of about 10º,  

(b) and (c) each give about 20º, and (d) gives about 128º with n = 3.5. 
 

Note that there is a tremendous increase of the transmission phase shift 
range between the structures of Fig. 1a,b,c and the one of Fig. 1d. The idea of the 
proposed waveguide-MEMS phase shifter is to approximate a structure shown in 
Fig. 1d using a single MEMS. The actuated part of this MEMS shall be large (that 
is, not small compared to the wavelength) such that its spatially distributed 
influence on the electromagnetic fields can indeed be approximated by the circuit 
of Fig. 1d. 

The proposed MEMS chip is placed beneath the waveguide ridge as shown 
in Fig. 2. It consists of two sets of conductive fingers which are either set flat in 
the waveguide bottom wall, or rotate in an anti-parallel fashion out of the bottom 
wall plane and towards the ridge. By doing so, the distance between the 
respective ends of the fingers and the low-impedance ridge varies, forming the 
two outer variable capacitors of Fig. 1d. The part in the center of the fingers also 
moves with respect to the central part of the low-impedance ridge, thereby 
approximating the middle variable capacitor of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1. 
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The length of a finger (and also the length of the low-impedance ridge section) is 
approximately slightly less than half a wavelength, thereby approximating the 
transmission line sections of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1d. 

The ridge waveguide is proposed to be formed from a three-dimensional 
machined part connected to the flat metalized surface of a circuit board (e.g., 
LTCC). The MEMS chip is then placed in an open cavity of the circuit board. The 
connection between board and waveguide is helped by alignment pins and uses 
conductive glue. Bias wiring is embedded in the circuit board. Fig. 3 highlights 
this assembly concept. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Waveguide-MEMS phase shifter concept. Beneath a low-impedance ridge  
section of length of somewhat less than half a guided wavelength, two sets of  

conductive fingers rotate upwards in an anti-parallel fashion.Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Waveguide-MEMS assembly concept. The MEMS is  
located in an open cavity of a multi-layer circuit board.  

The machined waveguide part comes on top. 

 
3. MEMS Design 
 

RF-MEMS chip design is based on an electrostatic actuated tilting micro-
mirror. In [8], the feasibility of an RF variable ratio power divider tuned by a 
double-side tilting micro mirror is shown. Here, a MEMS design based on bulk 
silicon micromachining and electrostatic actuation mechanism for a torsional 
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mode of movement is proposed (Fig. 4). High aspect-ratio vertical comb drives 
and a polymeric SU8 spring allow for large static deflection (0º…7.5º) at low 
actuation voltage (30 V). A stack of 3 double side polished mono-crystalline 
Silicon (100) wafers (starting from top: device layer  thickness 100 μm, stator 
layer 180 μm, handle layer 400 μm) and top and intermediate metallization layers 
are fabricated in a 5 mask process [8]. Specific features improve the RF 
performance and the phase shifter FOM:  

• Geometry: two single-side micro-mirrors arranged in an interdigitated  
anti-parallel fashion. Such a configuration approximates a multiple-
capacitor-loaded resonator. A large beam length keeps the micro-
mirrors apart from the comb drive actuators. Accordingly, the chip 
size is 4 mm × 8 mm.  

• Materials: highly conductivity Si is used (σ~75’000 S/m) so as to 
prevent excessive insertion loss due to E-field penetration into the 
chip. Low conductivity Si would allow the appearance of RF cavity 
resonances inside the MEMS chip, which would in turn increase 
dissipative RF loss. 

• Functionality: single-side torsional actuation with a maximum tilt 
angle of 7.5º at 30 V. 

 

  
Fig. 4. Dual-axis tilting micro-mirror MEMS schematic. 

 
4. Results and Discussion 

 

The device was simulated using a finite element solver, Ansoft HFSS V13, 
taking into account all geometrical and material parameters. The simulation 
results are shown in Fig. 5. At 102 GHz, the maximum  transmission  phase shift 
is 35.50 with a maximum insertion loss of 0.73 dB.  

The phase shift obtained is much smaller than the one obtained from the 
(idealized) equivalent circuit of Fig. 1d. It is, nevertheless, almost twice as large 
as expected from a lumped shunt capacitor equivalent circuit, such as shown in 
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Fig. 1b. This clearly shows that the distributed nature of the interaction of MEMS 
and electromagnetic field results in an increased performance. 

Simulation of the different loss contributions show that more than half of 
the loss originates from the MEMS silicon. The use of higher conductivity silicon 
would reduce the loss and increase the FOM. Another significant loss 
contribution comes from electromagnetic energy channeling through the beam 
openings in the waveguide wall. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Simulated phase shifter performance. At 102 GHz, input match is  
below –15 dB, transmission is above–0.73 dB, and the transmission  
phase variation is about 35.5º, resulting in a FOM of about 49º/dB.  
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5. Conclusion  
 

A novel waveguide-MEMS transmission phase shifter is proposed. A tilting 
micro-mirror MEMS device with anti-parallel fingers realizes a variable 
distributed capacitive load to a ridge waveguide resonator. For a deflection angle 
varying between 0º and 7.5º, a transmission phase variation of 35.5º is obtained at 
an insertion loss of less than 0.73 dB at a frequency of 102 GHz, corresponding to 
a FOM of 49º/dB. A packaging concept based on a single metal 3D machined part 
placed on top of a structured multi-layer circuit board is proposed.  
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Abstract. This paper presents a reflect-line phase shifter with a frequency 
reconfigurable behaviour. The proposed design approach uses Metal-Insulator-Metal 
(MIM) capacitors as loads of a branch-line coupler.  The reconfigurability is obtained 
by means of RF-MEMS switches. Results referring to a 90° differential phase shifter 
able to work at two different frequencies (7.7 GHz and 9.76 GHz) are reported and 
discussed. It will be shown that the use of RF-MEMS switches combined with MIM 
capacitors results in compact dimensions and good performance in terms of 
bandwidth, thus demonstrating that the proposed approach is an optimum candidate 
for designing frequency reconfigurable phase shifters.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Microwave Phase Shifters (PSs) are key elements of modern 
telecommunication systems [1], [2]. On the other hand, devices with a frequency 
reconfigurable behaviour are desirable. Accordingly, in this paper we present a 
reflection-type differential PS whose operating frequency can be tuned by means 
of RF-MEMS switches. The architecture of the proposed device is illustrated in 
Fig. 1: it consists of a 3-dB Branch Line Coupler (BLC) terminated with MIM-
capacitors [3], [4]. Both the BLC and the MIM loads have been designed with a 
frequency reconfigurable behaviour.  

In the literature, several approaches are available for designing BLCs with a 
reconfigurable frequency response [5]-[7]; among these, in [7] the electrical 
length of the BLC arms is modified by means of four varactor diodes. In this 
paper, in order to tune the BLC working frequency, MEMS switches in series 
with MIM capacitors are used instead of varactors (see Fig. 2a). Similarly, each 
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load of the BLC coupled ports consists of a MIM capacitor selected by means of 
MEMS switches. Fig. 1 shows the schematic corresponding to the application of 
the proposed approach in order to design a differential PS with two possible 
operating frequencies; it can be observed that eight MIM capacitors, each one 
selected by a series MEMS switch, have been used. Similarly, N possible 
operating frequencies can be obtained by using 6-N 4 MIM capacitors and the 
same number of series MEMS switches. 
 

2. Simulated Risults  
 

As an example of application of the proposed approach, we design a PS 
able to exhibit a 90° differential phase shift at two different frequencies:  
9.76 GHz and 7.33 GHz. Referring to Fig. 1, we first optimized the MIM 
capacitances from C1 to C4 in order to ensure the BLC frequency reconfigurabilty; 
consequently, we optimized the MIM capacitances from C5 to C8 in order to 
ensure the 90° Differential Phase Shift (DPS). More in detail, C5 and C7 
determine the DPS at 9.76 GHz, whereas C6 and C8 determine the DPS at  
7.33 GHz.  

The schematic obtained this way has been implemented in coplanar 
waveguide technology on a 525 μm high-resistivity Silicon substrate within the 8-
masks MEMS realization process available at FBK laboratories [8]. The 
corresponding layout is illustrated in Fig. 2a; the insert shows the dimensions of 
the series MEMS switches which have been designed according to the process 
described in [8]. Table 1 summarizes the switch configurations at the two 
operating frequencies. The layouts corresponding to these configurations have 
been analysed by means of full-wave simulations; results obtained this way are 
given in Figs. 3-4.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the proposed frequency reconfigurable PS. 
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Fig. 2. Layout of the proposed frequency  tunable  PS (a.). 
MEMS switch layout and dimensions (b.). 

 
It is evident that good performance have been obtained at both working 

frequencies.  
The calculated differential phase shift is 90.024° at 9.76 GHz (relative phase 

error equal to 0.03%) and 89.716° at 7.33 GHz (relative phase error equal to 
0.3%). Furthermore, from Fig. 2a it can be noticed that the proposed device 
occupies a very compact area (5.54×5.16 mm2).  
 

Table 1. Combination of the switch configurations  
Corresponding to the two working frequencies.  

 

Frequency  

Switch 9.76 [GHz] 7.33 [Ghz] 
S1 Off On 
S2 Off On 
S3 Off On 
S4 Off On 
S5 On/Off Off 
S6 Off On/Off 
S7 On/Off Off 
S8 Off On/Off 
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Fig. 3. Numerical results calculated for the proposed PS when  
the switch combination is the one corresponding to the  

9.76 GHz operating frequency. 
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Fig. 4. Numerical results calculated for the proposed PS  
when the switch combination is the one corresponding  

to the 7.33 GHz operating frequency. 
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Abstract. Tunable 9.6 GHz to 11.7 GHz bandstop filters are  presented. Tuning is 
done using RF MEMS structure with analogical capacitance variation, from 25  fF to 
225 fF [1]. Filter is designed with ring resonators coupled on a 50 Ohms micro-strip 
transmission line. To  optimize microwave performances, a 2 pole is presented with a 
half-wave line arranged  between  two resonators  with a zero refection  mode. This 
configuration permits to enhanced rejection and minimizes the out of band losses. The 
measured performances are  -35 dB of rejection at 9.6 GHz, shifting to -42 dB at  
11.7 GHz. The losses below the rejected band are less than -1 dB. This device has 
also been measured under variable RF power and has shown handling at 6 W.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

MEMS technology is an attractive solution for microwave  component 
switching and tuning. For instance, micro-electromechanical analog tunable 
capacitors enable wide tuning ranges and high quality factors, compared to the 
existing solid state varactors, which typically have small tuning ratios, high 
resistive losses and low self-resonances. Due to their superior RF performance 
(low loss, low power and low intermodulation distorsion), RF MEMS have been 
used in different  RF circuit applications:  tunable microwave filters [2], tunable 
phase shifters [3] and tunable antennas. One type  of tunable filter that is very 
important in RF receivers for communication and  radar systems is the bandstop 
filter.  

In this work, RF MEMS are used as analog varactors, to change the 
operating frequency of a band reject filter. MEMS based tunable split ring 
resonator can be easily tuned using a variable capacitor since the arms of the ring 
are in opposite phase. Using 2 pole filters, the performances at the working 
frequency can be improved, with the 2 pole tuned at the same frequency. Also, 
the filtered can be widened, by appropriate separate tuning of the resonators. For 
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band stop filter applications, the use of ring resonators designs also permits to 
improve the filter performances along with tuning, as the electromagnetic energy 
can be coupled using a magnetic field coupling inside the ring. This device has 
also been measured under variable RF power.  
 

2. Tunable  Band Stop Filter  
 

The band stop filter developed is designed on 50 Ohms micro-strip 
waveguide, on a 530 µm fused silica substrate with a 400 nm AlN dielectric 
insulating layer. The design of this filter is shown on Fig. 1. 

 

       
 

Fig. 1. Design of the 2 pole tunable X-band rejecter filter  
based on RF-MEMS varactor. 

 
The filter rejection is made with ring resonators. There are two of these as 

the filter operates with 2 pole. The operating frequency of these resonators 
without loading is 12 GHz, changed by the charged impedance presented by the 
RF-MEMS varactors. The RF-MEMS used is based on a technology development 
already presented in [1]. It is composed of an electroplated gold bridge raised 
above an actuation electrode made in chromium, and an aluminum nitride 
dielectric layer. The microwave input and output are standing above the bridge, 
with an air gap between both. The varactor corresponds to two capacitance in 
series located at the RF input of the bridge (metal-air-metal capacitance), and the 
same with the output. These two capacitances will decrease by applying bias, 
which reduce the bridge height, and increase the distance with microwave inputs.  
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These tuning devices are located at the opposite of the micro-strip line (on 
the rings), where the accumulated EM field is maximum. This permits to 
maximize the effect of tuning devices on the filter. The two rings are arranged in 
series with a half-wave line between them (9 GHz). This disposition is used to 
create two  reflections zero, which reduces losses outside of the rejected band. A 
second zero reflection point exists for the frequency of 12 GHz, due to 
combination of this half-wave line with the resonators. 

Two types of application on this filter can be considered. On the one hand, 
the two pole are working at the same frequency, and so, the rejected  performance 
is enhanced with high selectivity. On the other hand, the two poles can be 
adjusted on near frequencies, so the rejection bandwidth is improved. 

This design had been simulated under ADS MOMENTUM software, and 
compared with measurement, for each pole centered at 10.95 GHz, on Fig. 2. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Microwave simulation of the filter (red) and  
measurement (blue). 
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Thus, this design of filter shows potential rejection performances better than 
-50 dB rejected at 11 GHz. The measurements show rejection of -42 dB.  

 
3. Measurements  
The filter has been realized, and measured with the 2 pole working at the 

same frequency. A picture of the filter in its package is shown on Fig. 3.   
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Photography of the filter set in case with SMA  
connection accesses. 

 
The microwave signal is brought with two SMA connectors, and the bias is 

applied with external pads on the filter. On the picture, two bias signals are 
applied using DC probes on the two varactors. In the final development of this 
device, bias will be applied using a specific plug system. Reflection and 
transmission performances are shown on Fig. 4. 

We can see the influence of the two zero reflection points at 9.5 GHz and  
12 GHz. The first of these permits to enhance the return loss with increasing 
working frequency, up to -30 dB at 9.6 GHz (with rejection set at 10.8 GHz). The 
12 GHz zero reflection point permits to have return loss under  -16 dB between 
12 GHz and 12.5 GHz.  

In transmission, this filter shows tunability on X-band between 9.6 GHz to 
11.7 GHz. This tunability allows rejecting all possible frequencies in this 
frequency band, since the matching devices (RF-MEMS varactors) are 
analogically actuated. The isolation due to rejection are from  -35 dB at 9.6 GHz, 
improved to -42 dB at 11.7 GHz. Performances are better for higher frequencies 
because the resonator are design at 12 GHz (considering no bridges), also 
measured at 12.2 GHz. The bandwidth measured for -20 dB rejection increases 
from 50 MHz at 9.6 GHz, to 250 MHz rejected at 11.7 GHz operating frequency.  

Another essential point on this design concerns insertion losses outside the 
rejected band. Using the two zero reflection points seen before, these are limited 
to low values. This is presented in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 4. Microwave performances of the filter, on top the reflection, and down the  
transmission. The measurements are realized for different applied voltages,  

from 0 V to 90 V on the two varactors.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Expanded view on transmission. Insertion losses are  
low outside of the rejected band.  
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Moreover, this filter has been caracterized in response of a power effect. 
Sensivity to radio-frequency power provokes drifts of the resonant 

frequencies of each pole. This drift is depending of the electromagnetic energy 
located between MEMS bridges and RF electrodes. Thus, capacitance values are 
changed by power effect, and then will increase with higher power applied, due to 
the inverted electromechanical principle of the actuators. Capacitance variations 
can be compensated thanks to several volts of applied voltage added on the 
actuators. This is shown on Fig. 6 with different values of power, between  
100 mW and 250 mW. With 1.5 V added on the first pole and 9 V added on the 
second pole, drift of the RF power variation from 100 mW to 250 mW is 
cancelled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. Compensated power effect on the device to obtain  

fixed 10.5 GHz resonant frequency. 
 
 

Futhermore, this device has been tested at highest resonant frequency, with 
variable RF power. In this case, applied power will have the lowest influence on 
the filter stability because MEMS bridges are contacting on the ALN dielectric. 
This has been measured, and shown on Fig. 7. 

Thus, with all RF MEMS in the down state, the resonant frequency of the 
two pole filter is 11.65 GHz, also with 100 mW RF power applied. Then, the 
transmission response is measured for variable power until 6 W, with inchanged 
bias. At 1 W power applied, disturbances are low on the filter, and at 2 W applied, 
we can see that these disturbances are found by drift of the resonance frequency 
of almost 500 MHz. More, we can see that the rejection at 11.65 GHz is still 
strong with -30 dB of transmission at 6 W of power applied. 
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Fig. 7. Influence of RF power on rejection when RF MEMS 
are in the down state. 

 
4. Conclusion  
 

A high performance tunable X-band bandstop filter for interference 
management applications is presented. RF-MEMS are used as tuning devices for 
their interests in microwave performances, with high Q factor. Here we used 
analog RF-MEMS varactors  which present low values of capacitance (25 fF to 
225 fF), in order to tune the center frequency of two ring resonators coupled to a 
micro-strip line. Measurements have shown that tuning effect operate between  
9.6 GHz to 11.7 GHz with rejection about -35 dB to -42 dB. Furthermore, this 
bandstop filter has shown power handling performances under 6 W with 
disturbances compensation possibility.  
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Abstract. This paper presents the design of a compact ultra-wideband (UWB) 
bandpass planar filter with a tunable notched band within the bandwidth. The filter 
can be used for wireless communications within the unlicensed UWB range  
(3.1-10.6 GHz). The UWB filter is based on external interdigitated quarter-
wavelength microstrip resonators and a central half-wave microstrip resonator 
embedding a reconfigurable open-circuited stub. The stub introduces a narrow 
rejection band inside the UWB filter bandwidth. The frequency tuning of the notched 
band is obtained by sequentially activating three RF MEMS ohmic switches placed in 
series along the embedded stub. HFSS® simulations of a 5th order UWB  filter show 
very low return (>13dB) and insertion losses (<0.3dB) in all stub states and good 
selectivity performance of the notched bands (up to -18dB of rejection). The device is 
being fabricating at FBK on quartz substrate; experimental results will be available 
soon.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Since 2002, when the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) 
authorized the unlicensed use of the frequency band from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz for 
commercial communication applications [1], considerable research efforts have 
been  put into ultra-wideband (UWB) radio technology worldwide. For the indoor 
use, the UWB frequency band of 3.1 to 10.6 GHz may be interfered by the 
wireless local area network radio signals. So, a communication system working in 
this UWB frequency band requires a bandpass filter with tunable notched bands 
to avoid being interfered by the WLAN radio signals.  

In recent years several techniques have been introduced to generate a single 
or multi notched bands into UWB bandpass filters. In [2] an asymmetric parallel-
coupled line structure is developed in a multi-mode resonator UWB filter and in 
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[3] an asymmetric dual-line coupling structure is employed for multiple-notch 
implementation in UWB filters. In [4] and in [5] stepped-impedance resonators 
are coupled to the UWB filter to achieve a narrow notched band. In [6] open stubs 
are embedded in a microstrip-to-SIW transitions to generate the frequency notch 
in a UWB  filter realized combining the responses of a highpass filter in Substrate 
Integrated Waveguide (SIW) technology and a step-impedance lowpass filter. 
Embedded open-circuited stubs have been proposed to introduce a fixed notched 
band in a UWB filtering response, such as in [7], [8], [9]. 

In this paper, a UWB 5th order bandpass filter with an embedded RF-MEMS 
based reconfigurable notched band is presented. The UWB filter is composed by 
external interdigitated quarter wavelength microstrip resonators and a central 
half-wave microstrip resonator [2], embedding a MEMS-reconfigurable open stub. 
Such a solution allows for lower loss contribution and narrower rejection 
bandwidth if it is compared to other solutions developed so far which employ pin 
diodes [10].  

Moreover, the MEMS-based open-circuited stub yielding the tunable 
notched bands is embedded in the 5th order filter thus unchanging the filter 
footprint and achieving a very compact structure (2×35 mm). 

 
2. Filter Design  
 

The layout of the UWB filter is shown in Fig. 1. At both extremities, three 
λ/4 (at 6.5 GHz central frequency) open-circuited lines are parallel-coupled in an 
interdigitated configuration producing four filtering function poles. The additional 
pole of the filter is due to the central λ/2 resonator. The UWB filter structure is 
characterized by the presence of a length-reconfigurable open-circuited stub that 
is directly embedded within the central λ/2 resonator (Fig. 2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Layout and scheme of the UWB bandpass 5th  order filter. 
 

Three RF-MEMS cantilever switches are placed in series along the open-
circuited stub to vary its length Lnotch and consequently tune the notch frequency.  
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Fig. 2. Reconfigurable open-circuited stub with three RF-MEMS  
switches embedded in the UWB filter central resonator. 

 
The cantilever MEMS switch consists of a gold membrane suspended above 

the interrupted microstrip stub and anchored at one end. The membrane has a size 
of 110µm×170µm and an air gap of 2.7µm (Fig. 3). In the off-state the switch 
provides very high wide-band isolation from DC up to high frequencies, virtually 
realizing an ideal open-circuit. In the on-state, on the contrary, the cantilever is 
lowered by electrostatic forces applied on the actuation pad and contacts the 
interrupted signal line.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Photo of the series ohmic cantilever switch used as  
building block of the filter. 

 
Similar switches in coplanar or microstrip technology have already been 

manufactured at FBK (Fondazione Bruno Kessler) on high resistivity silicon 
substrate showing equivalent on-state resistance of 0.9Ohm and off-state 
capacitance of about 10fF [11], [12].  
 

3. Simulated Results  
 

Fig. 4 shows the Ansoft HFSS® model of the MEMS-based 5th order UWB 
filter. Each MEMS switch has been modeled as a series capacitance of 10fF or a 
series resistance of 1Ohm for the cantilever in up (off-state) or down position  
(on-state) respectively. The filter footprint is 2×35 mm. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. HFSS® model of the MEMS-based 5th 
order UWB filter. 
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When all switches are activated (on-state), the line is uninterrupted and no 
selective stop band is visible. Fig 5 shows the full wave simulated results via 
Ansoft HFSS® [13] for this configuration. As can be seen, return loss and 
insertion loss better than 20 dB and 0.25 dB have been obtained from 3.5 GHz to 
9.5 GHz.  

When switch #1 is deactivated and the other ones are in the on-state, the 
embedded line is interrupted introducing the notch stop-band response at 4.3 GHz. 
When also switch #2 is deactivated, the length of the stub is reduced so as to 
produce a rejected band exactly at the center of the filter band, i.e. at 6.5GHz. 
Similarly when switch #3 is deactivated as well, the notched band is moved to the 
upper bandwidth, i.e. at 8.5GHz. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Full wave HFSS® simulated performance of the UWB filter with 
no rejected band: |S21| (solid blue line) and |S11| (dashed red line). 

 
Fig. 6 shows the comparison in terms of insertion loss in these three 

configurations. As can be seen, the 3dB rejection bandwidth is very narrow (5-6% 
depending on the stub state) because of the very low coupling between the central 
resonator and the embedded stub [9]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Comparison among the UWB filter |S21| responses of  
the three different stub configurations (HFSS®). 
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The rejection ranges from -13dB up to -18dB depending on the stub 
configuration. The insertion loss of the UWB filter is insensitive to the embedded 
stub state and is below 0.3dB in all cases. Fig. 7 shows the filter responses in 
terms of return loss for different states of the embedded stub. The stub introduces 
a small degradation of the filter matching: the return loss is however better than 
13 dB over the whole filter bandwidth in all cases.  
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Comparison among the UWB filter |S11| responses of  
the three different stub configurations (HFSS®). 

 
The device is being fabricated on quartz substrate by using the 8-mask 

MEMS process developed by FBK in Trento [11]. RF performance and reliability 
tests will be carried out for a complete characterization. The experimental results 
will be available soon.  
 

4. Conclusions  
 

The design of a compact UWB 5th order bandpass filter with a tunable 
notched band has been presented. A variable length λ/4 open stub is embedded in 
the central λ/2 resonator of the UWB filter. Three RF-MEMS cantilever switches 
have been placed in series to the open stub allowing for selecting four possible 
filter states: no notch, notch in the lower bandwidth, notch at centre frequency, 
notch in the higher bandwidth. The Ansoft HFSS® filter simulations show very 
good return loss (>13 dB), insertion loss (<0.3dB) in the entire bandwidth and 
rejection of notched band up to -18dB in all configurations. The presented device 
is being fabricated at FBK.  
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Abstract. This paper presents the design of a low loss 2-bit digital phase shifter 
using a high-impedance coplanar transmission line periodically loaded with miniature 
RF-MEMS switched capacitors. This phase shifter is designed to generate four phase 
states with an accuracy of better than 2° and should be integrated to allow electronic 
steering of patch antenna in SIP complete communication module operating at  
54.5 GHz. This phase shifter is composed of the series association of 18 unit cells 
organized in 2 independent bits thanks to DC biasing though decoupling MIM 
capacitors. At 54.5 GHz the targeted reflection loss matching should be better than -
12 dB with insertion loss of as low as 1.5 dB whatever the phase state generated.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Since a couple of years, phase shifters appear to be key components in any 
communication module that requires antenna with scanning and beam forming 
capabilities.  

Several technologies are today available to produce highly integrated and 
high performance phase shifters in the millimeter wave frequencies spectrum. 
Hence phase shifter design using semiconductor components technology like FET 
or PIN diode have been for a long time favored ensuring high integration level 
and very fast reconfiguration capabilities (1-100ns) [2]. But nevertheless this 
technology generally implies high insertion losses as well linearity and power 
consumption troubles [3-4].  

Today, other candidates are under study to overcome these drawbacks, as 
ferroelectric capacitors [5-8] that still requires doing compromises between loss 
and tunability capabilities or also RF-MEMS components ensuring both low 
insertion loss and power consumption with monolithic integration capabilities [9] 
with sometime some limitation in term of switching speeds and power handling.  
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Today there are three main topologies that have been exploited to achieve 
phase shifter design based on RF MEMS component technology. The first is 
based on the phase shift induced by a reflection line design which usually requires 
couplers or circulators The second is based on switchable delay line topology 
whereas the third uses the principle of a slow wave transmission line periodically 
loaded with switches or MEMS switched capacitors well known as DMTL 
(Distributed MEMS Transmission Lines) on which the phase shift introduced 
when MEMS are activated is given by [1]: 
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It is expressed in terms of:  
•  f     the operating frequency in Hz  
•  s    the spacing between the MEMS switches in m  
•  Z0  the characteristic impedance of the line in Ω  
•  εeff  the effective dielectric constant of the substrate.  
•  c    is the speed of light in vacuum in m/s  
• Zlu and Zld the impedances of the loaded line corresponding to up and 

down states of MEMS switches respectively in Ω.  
The aim of our study is to prototype high performance 2-bit phase shifters 

combining low losses and low power consumption, able to generate four phase 
states [0°, 65°, 130°, 195°] to ensure the targeted 20 degrees beam steering on the 
radiating pattern of a millimeter frequencies antenna based on a four patches 
array. The targeted frequency band is quite wide (52-57GHz) implying to achieve 
a broadband performance, that why DMTL phase shifter topology has been 
favored. This approach is also compatible with the final SIP (System in Package) 
integration expected in this work. 
 

2. Operating Principle of a DMTL Phase Shifter  
 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, one approach to design a DMTL phase shifter in 
millimeter frequency band is to use a high-impedance coplanar line periodically 
loaded by MEMS switched capacitors. Thus the phase shifter design consists in 
cascading identical unit cells that allows obtaining a phase shift proportional to 
the number of cells used. By appropriately sizing the MEMS components and 
their periodic spacing on the transmission line, we can lower the impedance of the 
transmission line from its unloaded value Z0 to loaded impedance given by [10]: 
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Fig. 1. Structure of the DMTL phase shifter from the top view. 
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where Ct and Lt are the per unit-length capacitance and inductance of the 
unloaded high-impedance transmission line and Cb (Cbu for the OFF state and ON 
state for Cbd) and s are the RF-MEMS switch capacitance and periodic spacing, 
respectively. In addition to changing the transmission-line impedance, phase 
velocity is also decreased due to the capacitive load and is given by [10]: 
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So the maximum expected return loss level RLmax can be set judiciously 

choosing the optimal impedance for loaded transmission line.  
Thus the periodically loaded transmission line can operate over a wide 

frequency range from DC up to Bragg frequency of the device corresponding to a 
cutting frequency where the propagated wavelength begins to be very close to the 
RF-MEMS switches period spacing. This frequency can be easily computed using 
(6) and set the size of the phase shift elementary cell as function of the targeted 
bandwidth of operation of the phase shifter [11]: 
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3. RF Design  
 

A. Miniature MEMS switched capacitors 
 

For the switched capacitors design that will load periodically the slow wave 
coplanar line used as phase shifter, we have opted for a miniature MEMS 
component topology whose dimensions are 5 to 10 times lower than conventional 
RF MEMS components. As shown in [12], this approach also allows to achieve 
switching times of less than one microsecond but also to be less sensitive to 
temperature changes and the effects of charge trapping at the root of many 
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failures encountered in the conventional RF MEMS components. As illustrated in 
Fig. 2, these MEMS two states capacitors are based on a 60×30µm2 gold movable 
membrane 350 nm thick and suspended 1µm above the lower capacitor RF 
electrode also used as biasing electrode. This electrode is covered with an 
insulating AlN film 200 nm thick. According to finite element electromechanical 
simulations performed using ANSOFT ANSYS, with this design these switches 
should require actuation voltages from 20 up to 30V and can generate a change in 
capacitance from 15fF to 90fF once actuated. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Miniature RF-MEMS switched capacitor cross-view section. 
 

B.2 bits DMTL phase shifter design 
 

As shown in Fig. 3, each MEMS switched capacitor (Cbu, Cbd) is associated 
in series with a MAM capacitor Cs (Metal Air Metal) in order to avoid RF MEMS 
capacitance value dispersion in their down state. Indeed, the specificity of the 
MAM capacitor is to be mechanically unmoving allowing to ensure a fixed 
capacitance value.  

 
 

Fig. 3. Unit cell equivalent circuit model with the MEMS bridge. 
 

Thus the load capacitance seen by the line is the series combination of the 
MEMS bridge capacitance Cb and the total lumped capacitance Cs (45fF) and is:  
 

( )sbbsl CCCCC += /                                               (5) 
 

when the MEMS bridge is in the up-state position, the bridge capacitance Cbu 
(15fF) is, in the limit, much smaller than Cs (45fF) and the effective capacitance 
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seen by the transmission line, is Clu≈Cbu. When a bias is applied on the line and 
the MEMS bridge is in the down-state position, the bridge capacitance Cbd  
(expected to be at least higher than 90fF) increases by a factor of 6 and becomes 
much larger than Cs (45fF)) thereby resulting in a load capacitance of Cld≈Cs. The 
distributed capacitance can therefore be discretely controlled by the independent 
choice of Cbu and Cs. Our unit cell is designed to achieve 11 degrees phase shift at 
54.5 GHz. Thus as shown in Fig. 4, by cascading 6 unit cells, a 65° degrees phase 
shift section is obtained whereas using 12 cells a 130 degrees phase shift can be 
achieved. For each of these group of cells, activation of MEMS switched 
capacitors will collectively and synchronous and independently from each other 
through the integration of DC decoupling MIM capacitors (300 fF) between the 
two bits. It allows generating the intermediate phase states (i.e. 65° and 130°). As 
illustrated in Fig. 4, the MEMS biasing is ensured by separate commands related 
to the central conductor of the waveguide through high impedance integrated 
resistor Rs (50-100kΩ). These resistances allow us to prevent any leakage of the 
RF signal into the bias network and maintain a low loss performance phase shifter.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Layout of the DMTL 2-bit phase shifter. 
 

4. Conclusions  
 

This paper illustrates the potential of miniature RF-MEMS switched 
capacitors to design low-loss digital type distributed RF-MEMS phase shifters in 
millimeter frequencies. The electromagnetic simulations performed on this design 
using the software 2.5 D Momentum confirmed that the number of cells retained 
will achieve the desired level of total phase shift with a phase error acceptable. 
Also as shown in Fig. 5-(a) and 5-(b), the matching level remains well below  
-12 dB in the frequency range covered (52-57 GHz), while the total loss level is 
estimated better than 1.5 dB regardless the phase state looked for. Thus, at  
54.5 GHz, as well Table 1 summarizes simulations results that seem very 
promising. The first phase-shifters fabrication is still on-going in our laboratory 
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(Fig. 6). Unfortunately, on the first fabrication run the biasing resistances were 
not working properly due to fabrication process troubles. This problem will be 
normally fixed quickly. First RF measurements (Fig. 7) are still in good 
agreement with expected performances, but since bit cannot be activated for 
instance, only one state has been successfully measured. A second fabrication run 
is running, last results with operating MEMS capacitors are expected in the 
following weeks and will be presented during the MEMSWAVE conference this 
year.  

 
 

a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

Fig. 5. Simulation results of the 2-bit DMTL phase shifter. 
(a) Return Loss and Insertion Loss, (b) Phase Shft. 

 
 

Table 1. Expected Performance of th 2-Bit MEMS Phase Shifter at 54.5 GHz 
 

Binary combination 0-0 1-0 0-1 1-1 
Desired phase shift 0,0° 65,0° 130,0° 195,0° 
Simulated phase shift 0,0° 65,4° 129,4° 193,8° 
Phase error 0,0° 0,4° 0,6° 1,2° 
Return loss (dB) -20 -13 -19,5 -18 
Insertion loss (dB) -0.8 -1,2 -1,1 -1,2 
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Fig. 7. RF performance of phase shifter in their 0-0 state. 
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Abstract. In this paper, the optimization of a low-loss radio frequency (RF) 
microelectromechanical (MEMS) 2-Bit Ka-Band monolithic Phase Shifter for high-
power application is presented. These micro-strip circuits are fabricated on 0.254mm-
thickSapphire substrate and are based on a reflection topology using 3-dB branch line 
coupler. The insertion loss of the circuit varies from –2 dB for the state (0°) to  
–2.6 dB for the highest state (225°). The return loss is better than -15 dB and the 
phase shift is steady within the aimed frequency range [25.7 –27] GHz. Power stress 
with 1 dB step measurements have been done on a 1-bit 45°cell . No significant phase 
change has been observed in down-state for an input power variation from 0 dBm to 
+32 dBm. In up-state only 3.3° deviation is recorded.  

Index Terms: Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), phase shifters, switches, 
high-power.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

With the progress of the MEMS technology , new antenna solutions are 
arising, achieving reconfigurability at moderate cost. It could be an answer to new 
needs for Space telecoms with Flexible Payloads (coverage flexibility, frequency 
resource flexibilities and power flexibility) [1].  

Microwave and millimetre-wave phase shifters are essential components in 
phase array antennas for telecommunication and radar applications. Low loss and 
high frequency phase shifter has been presented in  reference [2] or [3] but those 
works did not address power handling capabilities. Other works such as [4] 
present phase shifter designs using high power MEMS switches but not 
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necessarily suited for Ka band application nor constant phase shift response 
versus frequency requirement [5], [6].  

This paper proposes an optimized Ka-Band 2-bit phase shifter careful 
design using capacitive MEMS switches with high-power handling capabilities. 
This phase shifter has been designed for the particular need of Ka-Band phase 
array antennas which use ferrites as a reference solution. Two bits only are 
necessary in our application with the respective values of 45° and 180°. The 
circuit has been designed within the frequency range [25.7-27] GHz, and the 
operating power requirement is 4.6W CW. Thus, the RF power applied to MEMS 
switches is 3dB less than the circuit input power.  

Manufacturing of the devices has been performed at XLIM laboratory. 
Design, probing and measurements were carried out at TAS. 

The measured performances of the Ka-Band 2-bit phase shifter are 
presented in [9] and main results are recalled in section 3. In this paper, back 
simulations and optimization have been done in order to achieve an accurate 
response and get the correct phase shifts within the frequency range (see section 4). 

 
2. Circuit Design and Fabrication  
 

In addition to the 2-bit 45°/180° phase shifter (Figure 1), a 1-bit 45° (Figure 
2) and a 1-bit 180° phase shifters (Figure 3) have been also designed. The three 
circuits have been fabricated on a 254 µm-thick Sapphire substrate.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. 2 bit Ka band phase shifter. 
 
 

The elementary 1-bit phase shifter is based on reflection type topology [7] 
[8] which consists of a 3-dB branch line coupler and identical transmission lines 
at the direct and coupled ports loaded with capacitive MEMS Switch taken from 
XLIM Technology Basic Building blocks (Figure 5). 
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                 Fig. 2. 1-bit 45° phase shifter.                            Fig. 3. 1-bit 180° phase shifter. 
 

Fabrication process starts with the deposition of a 60/1500A Cr/Au metal 
deposition (fig. 5 (a)), followed by a 0.4 µm thick AlN sputtered layer (b). 

Next, a 100Kohm.square doped carbon resistive layer is deposited and 
patterned to provide a low loss bias network of the components. Next, a two steps 
sacrificial layer is deposited and patterned (c-d), in order to define the areas 
where the MEMS devices will be separated from the substrate. A second 2.5 µm 
thick gold layer is then deposited and patterned, to define the MEMS moveable 
parts (e). Finally, the devices are diced, released (f) and dried in a critical point 
drying system. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Fabrication process. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. XLIM elementary capacitive MEMS Switch. 
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3. Measurements 
 

S-parameters and phase shift of each circuit (1-bit 45° phase shifter, 1-bit 
180° phase shifter and 2-bits phase shifter) have been presented in [9]. The three 
circuits are mounted on a Copper-Tungsten base-plate and are wire-bounded 
using three parallel wires (length 200µm, diameter 25µm) to JMT© transition 
(used to transform CPW connection to micro strip).  

 
A. 1-bit 45° phase shifter measured performance  
 

The performance of the 1-bit 45° phase shifter is recalled in Figure 6 and 
TABLE 1. The input and output reflection losses are better than –11 dB from 25.7 
GHz to 27 GHz and the average insertion loss is -0.7 dB for down or up state. The 
delta fundamental phase state is within 2.3°. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. 1-bit 45 ° phase shifter performance. 
 
 

Table 1. 1-bit phase data at 26.4 GHz 
 

Phase State 45.0 
Measuured 42.7 
Delta -2.3 

 
 

For this design, we note that, in down-state, insertion loss and phase shift 
measurement is reproducible. Phase shift response is very close to simulation 
results (Table 1). Nevertheless, we observed that phase shift value decreases after 
few actuations down to a stabilized value of 25° due to the influence of charging 
effects phenomena.  

The input power hardness has also been characterized. Figure 7 shows 
relative AM/PM curves in up- and down-states for three frequency points in the 
band of interest. 
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Fig. 7. AM/PM measurement of 45° phase shifter. 
 

Measurement results show a good sturdiness of both the design and the RF-
MEMS for an high input power range. The worst case AM/PM variation is 3.3° in 
up-state and 0.3° in down-state. The input power was voluntarily limited to  
+32 dBm in order to avoid probes damage. 

 
B. 1-bit 180° phase shifter measured performance  
 

The performance of the 1-bit 180 ° phase shifter is drawn in Figure 8. The 
input and output reflection losses are better than –10 dB from 25.7 GHz to  
27 GHz and the average insertion loss is –1.5 dB for down or up-state. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. 1-bit 180 ° phase shifter performance. 
 

On this circuit, input and output matching performance is deteriorated 
compared to simulation results. Insertion losses are 0.8 dB poorer than simulation. 
The measured phase shift at ambient temperature is 170°, for an aimed 180° value. 

However this performance is obtained at 23 GHz instead of 26.5 GHz 
indicated a shift in frequency.  

After twelve hours at hot temperature (75°C) in environmental chamber, the 
170° phase shift value has been now measured at 120°. Charging effect 
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phenomena of the dielectric of the MEMS Switch, not totally reset during a 
thermal stage, has an influence on the phase shift variation. It shows that 
packaging is here needed to have reproducible results. 

 
C. 2-bit phase shifter measured performances  
 

The performance for two manufactured samples of the 2-bit phase shifter 
for up and down-states are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 for three MEMS 
switches configuration. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. 2-bit 180° phase shifter  RF performances. 
 

 
 

Fig.10. Phase shift performance of the 2-bits phase shifter. 
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The influence of the 180° cell behaviour could have been recognize on the 
2-bit phase shifter measurement. Moreover, it has been noticed that measurement 
(in particular for phase shift parameter), is not reproducible over several samples. 
This phenomena could be explain by dispersion on physical parameters of MEMS 
switches and/or their CDown/CUp ratio. 

We observed that:   
•  The input and output reflection loss are higher than simulation predictions 

but they are in line with the measurement obtained on the single 180° cell.  
•  Phase shift curves for 180° and 225° states are shifted by 3 GHz towards 

low frequencies like the 180° cell.  
The results showed an average insertion loss of about -2 or -3dB in the 

operating frequency band, in any case higher than the simulation. This can be due 
to metal and/or substrate losses underestimation.  

 
3. Feedback Simulation and Optimization  
 

Retro simulations with Agilent ADS circuit software have been done to 
better explain the discrepancy between measured and simulated results. The 
design of each function has been optimized for a second run, taking into account 
substrate and MEMS switches technological parameters uncertainties. We have 
been keeping in mind that these uncertainties could have a significant influence 
on the totally circuit performance.  

Regarding substrate technological parameters uncertainties, we paid a 
particular attention to the properties of sapphire substrate (Table 2) and especially 
its anisotropic permittivity value. Measurement fitting was performed by 
sweeping the effective dielectric constant value. The best result was obtained with 
an εr of 11.6 (εr=11 for the initial design). Thus, this value have been kept for 
design optimization. 

 
Table 2. Properties of Sapphire substrate 

 

 Value 
Crystalline structure rhombohedral 
Tear in a stocking 
parameter (nm) 

0.348 

Permittivity: εr 9.3 to 11.6(anisotropic) 
Tan δ 3.8 10-8 at 80K and 10 GHz 
CTE(10-6/K) 7 

 
Since the dielectric properties of sapphire substrate are anisotropic, the 

relative dielectric constant is not a single value but a tensor. It could have an 
impact on the behaviour of single micro-strip lines by the variation of their local 
impedance, and could explained frequency shift, high insertion losses, and 
incorrect phase shift.  
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Width and length dimensions of each discontinuities as bend or taper 
elements have been also analyzed and optimized to reduce their sensitivity to 
variation of effective dielectric constant. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Layouts of micro-strip elements sensitive to εr variation. 
 

For MEMS switches technological parameters uncertainties we have looked 
a design sensitivity to the dispersion on physical parameters of MEMS switches 
and /or their CDOWN/CUP ratio which have a direct impact on phase shift value at 
given frequency.  

More attention has been given to improve the 180° cell behaviour. The 
optimization of this design has been done in order to get better input and output 
matching performance, better insertion loss and a correct phase shift centred at 
26.5 GHz (Figure 14). Thereby, we have taken into account:  

• the technological parameters (including tan  δ parameter new value), 
• the influences of every discontinuity, keeping in mind that they could have 

a significant influence on the presented impedances, and consequently on the 
totally 180° cell performance.  

Further, the proposed structure of the 1-bit 180° phase shifter design (Figure 
13) has been done to be close to the 1-bit 45° phase shifter, whose measured 
performance and simulated behaviour are similar. 
 

                   
 
   Fig. 12. Previous1-bit  180° cell layout.                 Fig. 13. 1-bit  180° cell optimized layout. 
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Simulated performances are very encouraging for the phase shift parameter. 
It can be seen on Figure 14 that, a flat phase shift value within the operating range 
can be expected.  
 

 
 

Fig, 14. Phase shift of optimized 180° device. 
 
 

Figure 15 and Table 3 show the simulated result of the 2-bit phase shifter 
optimized design.  
 

 
 

Fig. 15. 2-bit phase shifter performance. 
 
 

Table 2. 2-bit  phase shifter simulated phase shift value 
 

Phase State 45.0 180.0 225.0 
Simulated data @26.4 GHz 40 175 216 
Delta -5 -5 -9 
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The insertion loss of the phase shifter at 26.5 GHz varies from -2 dB for the 
state (0°) to -2.6 dB for the highest state (225°). The return loss is better than  
-15 dB for all states within the [25.7-27] GHz frequency range.  

 
5. Conclusion  
 

A 2-bit Ka-Band monolithic phase shifter with XLIM elementary MEMS 
switches for high power applications has been designed and on-probe measured. 
The average insertion loss of the circuit is -2.3 dB with a return loss >10 dB 
within the aimed frequency range [25.7-27] GHz. Power handling capability of a 
1-bit 45° phase shifting cell over a wide input power range shows a good 
behaviour. No self actuation of RF-MEMS has been observed up to an input 
power of +32 dBm which confirms the interest in XLIM capacitive MEMS 
technology for power applications.  

Taking into account technological parameters uncertainties which have a 
direct impact on device behaviour and phase shift parameter, back simulations 
have been done. Redesign of corrected and optimized 45° 1-bit, 180° 1-bit and  
2-bit phase shifters have been achieved. Manufacturing of these MEMS based 
phase shifters will be performed by XLIM laboratory.  
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Abstract. A selectable-band triangular patch filter for WiMax application using 
MEMS varactors is proposed. The MEMS varactor was designed based on the 
envisioned fabrication process and the required capacitances  to be incorporated to 
the filter using a flip-chip process and a final MEMS release after incorporation. 
The filter was simulated by an EM-simulator using the extracted equivalent 
electrical circuit model for the MEMS varactor. The widths of the 2.5 GHz and  
3.5 GHz passbands are 8.35 % and 4.84 %, respectively. The insertion loss within 
both bandwidths is better than 2.6 dB and the return loss is better than 10 dB.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Currently, different wireless communication standards such as GSM, 
WCDMA, WLAN and WiMAX are using more than one operating band to 
handle more efficiently the information in wireless communication systems. As 
a consequence, RF/microwave selectable-band circuits are essential for further 
developments in wireless systems.  

The use of MEMS as  tuning elements is interesting for their higher 
performance in terms of loss and nonlinearity when compared to traditional 
tuning elements such as PIN or varactors diodes, and provides a simple 
integration with planar resonators, offering a compact size and a wide tuning 
range On the other hand, planar patch resonators are very attractive for 
applications in satellite and mobile communication systems where low insertion 
loss and high power handling are required [1], besides its simple low cost 
fabrication [2]-[3]. 

In this paper, MEMS varactors are integrated to a patch filter through a 
flip-chip process in order to change the filter center frequency. The selected 
frequencies are the ones assigned to WiMAX frequency bands. The design of a 
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selectable-band patch filter at 2.5 GHz and 3.5 GHz is proposed with a detailed 
description of the envisaged MEMS varactors fabrication process.  
 

2. Tunable Filter Design  
 

The design of the patch filter in this work is based on the analysis of the 
dual-mode triangular patch filter with inverted “T” slots of reference [4]. This 
topology was chosen due to its flexibility shown by the possibility of controlling 
independently the frequency of each fundamental degenerate mode.  

The tunability concept illustrated in [5] was applied to the triangular patch 
filter in order to obtain a multi-band reconfigurable filterIn [5], two face-to-face  
varactors diodes  were used across each of the four slots of a circular patch filter 
to change its center frequency and bandwidth. The face-to-face configuration 
was required to correctly bias the varactors.  

Here, in order to simplify the polarization scheme and simply the topology 
of the MEMS varactor, the triangular patch was divided in four smaller patches. 
Each of the smaller patches is connected to its neighbor by a varactor. Thus, the 
varactor can be biased by applying a dc voltage between any two of the smaller 
patches. The layout of this patch filter is shown in Fig. 1. 

The patch resonator is formed by an equilateral triangle with base of  
10.8 mm. All the gaps and slots in the layout are 200-μm wide. The small 
vertical and horizontal slots in Fig. 1 are 1.55-mm and 3.1-mm long, 
respectively, and they  are used to reduce the frequency of the resonant modes, 
yielding greater miniaturization. The feed lines were designed to have a 
characteristic impedance of 50 Ω, considering a commercial substrate (Rogers 
3010 with εr=10.2 and thickness of 25 mils). The varactors C1, C2, C3 and C4 
were placed strategically where their influence  on the resonant modes are  the  
strongest. The input capacitors (Cin=1 pF) are used to achieve a stronger 
coupling between the feed lines and the resonator.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Layout of  the selectable multiband  
triangular patch filter. 
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The patch filter of Fig. 1 was simulated with a 3D-planar electromagnetic 
simulator (Momentum - Agilent) considering the dielectric and conductor losses 
of the substrate. The influence of ideal varactors on the filter response was 
simulated with a circuit simulator (ADS - Agilent Technologies) using simple 
capacitances. The capacitances  were varied in order to obtain passbands with 
center frequencies assigned to WiMax  applications i.e. 2.3 GHz, 2.5 GHz,  
3.5 GHz and 5.8 GHz. Fig. 2 shows the filter frequency responses with different 
bands and Table 1 lists the insertion and return losses, the 3 dB bandwidth and 
the capacitances  (C1, C2, C3 and C4) required to obtain the related central 
frequency, Fc. The results demonstrated great center frequency tuning flexibility.  

 
Table 1. Multi-band filter responses and capacitances 

 

Fc 
(GHz) 

Insertion 
Loss (dB) 

Return 
Loss (dB) 

3 dB 
Bandwidth (%) 

C1 
(pF) 

C2 
(pF) 

C3 
(pF) 

C4 
(pF) 

2.3 1.8 10.4 5.2 7.1 7.1 100 0.85 
2.5 1.4 10.6 7.2 7.1 7.1 100 0.3 
3.5 2.2 10.2 3.45 2.75 2.75 2.7 0.3 
5.8 1.8 15.7 3.8 1.8 1.8 0.2 0.3 

3.5/5.8 2.0/1.8 24.5/15.8 4.6/3.8 1.8 1.8 4.5 0.3 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Performance of the  triangular patch filter  
with capacitances. 
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The filter frequency responses shown in Fig. 2 are not the only possible 

ones, since it is possible to arrive at similar results with different combinations 
of capacitances. For example, the value of C3 could be reduced down to 53 pF 
with only a small increase in the insertion loss (IL) at the 2.3 GHz and 2.5 GHz 
passbands. Considering this change, all the capacitances can be obtained with 
commercial varactors. However, the series resistances of these devices range 
from 0.8 Ω up to 3.15 Ω [6], which completely degrades the filter response, 
highly increasing its IL. In fact, resistances greater than 0.1 Ω result in IL 
greater than 3 dB for most of the passbands of this filter. For this reason, MEMS 
varactors were developed to tune the filter.  

 
3. MEMS Varactor Design and Modeling  
 

Considering the capacitances ranges required to obtain all the passbands 
illustrated in Fig. 2, MEMS varactors with up to four positions would be 
necessary. To simplify the MEMS design and the filter complexity, only two 
passbands were selected as a proof-of-concept: 2.5 GHz and 3.5 GHz. 
Simulations showed that it is possible to switch between these two passbands 
using only MEMS with up to  two positions. In this case, C1 is not required, C2 
and C4 have the same capacitances of 70 pF (DOWN position)  and 2.45 pF (UP 
position), while maintaining C3 and Cin constant at 3.9 pF and 1 pF, 
respectively. 

The MEMS varactors were designed to be fabricated using the process 
described in Fig. 3. The main idea is to fabricate the patch filter using 
conventional printed circuit board technology on commercial RF substrates and  
to incorporate the MEMS with a flip-chip process.  

The MEMS is to be fabricated using conventional microelectronic 
processes on low-cost glass substrate. In the envisioned fabrication process (Fig. 
3), a sacrificial film, such as SiO2, is deposited over the substrate to allow the 
structure to be released from the substrate after it integration to the patch filter. 
A seed layer of titanium, used for adherence, followed by a layer of copper, is 
deposited over the sacrificial layer (Fig. 3a).  

Then, the geometry of the MEMS structure, with 500 μm by 500 μm 
parallel plates, is defined with conventional photolithography. The photoresist is 
used as mask to electroplate a thicker copper film (1μm) that will be the 
structural material of the MEMS varactor. After that, an insulator (Si3N4–85 nm) 
and another sacrificial layer  

(SiO2 –1 μm) are deposited and patterned (Fig. 3b). Once again, a seed 
layer of Ti/Cu is deposited and the geometry of the copper supports is defined 
on a photoresist. A thick copper film (10 μm) is then electroplated to form the 
supports that will be attached to the patch filter (Fig. 3c). These supports are 
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bonded using solder spheres to the patch filter and a final release step (Fig. 3d) 
removes the sacrificial films, freeing the MEMS varactor and eliminating the 
glass substrate. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Fabrication process flow for the MEMS varactor. 
 

Based on the fabrication process described above, the MEMS varactor, 
shown in Fig. 4, was simulated using a full-wave 3D electromagnetic simulator 
(HFFS – Ansoft). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Topology of the MEMS varactor in the UP position. 
 

Considering the dimensions of the neck (400 μm × 100 μm), a low pull-in 
voltage is estimated of approximately 8 V, based on [7]. The capacitance in the 
DOWN position is expected to be 70 pF and in the UP position, 2.45 pF.  

By comparing the HFSS simulated results with an equivalent RLC circuit, 
it was possible to extract values for the equivalent capacitance, resistance and 
inductance of the MEMS varactor, shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. RLC equivalent circuit for the UP position (2.45 pF)  
and the DOWN position (70 pF). 

 
Fig. 6 shows that the HFSS simulation results of the MEMS structure and 

the equivalent electrical circuit model results agree considerable well. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Comparison between the results of the HFFS model  
(solid line)  and the equivalent  RLC  circuit  (dashed line)  
for the MEMS varactor in the UP and DOWN positions. 

 
The equivalent RLC circuit was incorportated into the patch filter model  

(Fig. 1). The capacitances at the UP and DOWN positions and the filter layout 
had to be adjusted to account for the parasitic inductance of the MEMS model. 
The small vertical and horizontal slots were increased to 1.75 mm and 3.4 mm 
long, respectively. The UP and DOWN capacitance were changed to 2.65 pF 
and 65 pF, respecively, and C3 was changed to 3.8 pF. Fig. 7 shows the 
performace of the triangular patch filter with the MEMS varactors. In theses 
simulations, the substrate losses were considered. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Simulated performance of the selectable band  
patch filter with MEMS varactor. 
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In the selectable band patch filter, the bandwidths of the 2.5 GHz and  
3.5 GHz passbands are 8.35 % and 4.84 %, respectively. The insertion loss 
within the passbands is better than 2.6 dB and the return loss is better than 10 dB.  

 
4. Conclusion  
 

A selectable-band filter was designed for integration with MEMS 
varactors  through a flip-chip process. Two-position MEMS varactors were 
designed with 65 pF and 2.65 pF capacitances and modeled based on the 
proposed low-cost fabrication process. The simulated filter response 
demonstrates that the filter can be switched rom 2.5 GHz to 3.5 GHz using  a 
low bias voltage of approximately 8 V, maintaining adequate performance.  
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Abstract. A reconfigurable metamaterial, obtained from the combination of 
two-hot-arm electrothermal actuators with a split-ring resonator, is presented in this 
paper. Offer-ing a reliable control of the tip displacement, the selected actuators 
overcome the undesired bandwidth constraints of existing structures and establish 
significant levels of tunabil-ity. To this goal, the actuator is realized as an integrated 
part of the resonator. The proposed design is numerically verified through several 
setups which prove its left-handed behavior.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Metamaterials, as artificially engineered electromag-netic media, exhibit 
unique electromagnetic properties not available in nature. Among the multitude 
of contemporary applications, their combination with nanostructures has been 
intensively researched [1]-[4]. Nonetheless, such implementations are still rather 
limited, mainly due to the lack of a wide spectral bandwidth. So, the design of 
meta-materials with a controllable operating frequency is deemed critical to 
overcome the prior constraints. To this aim, various tuning mechanisms have 
been proposed [5]-[8]. However, the excellent features of radio-frequency 
microelectromechanical systems (RF-MEMS) [9]-[11] offer the most viable 
solutions, as they introduce the de-sired tunability which circumvents bandwidth 
restrictions. 

A noteworthy design of RF-MEMS switches that can provide robust 
control of the tip displacement, and hence fulfill the above requirements, is the 
two-hot-arm thermal actuator [12], [13]. This type of electrothermally actuated 
apparatus may be used as a powerful switching element or as a part of a tuning 
mechanism, e.g. a reconfigurable capacitor with an externally movable dielectric. 
In the former case, the actuator causes a negligible impact in the overall 
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performance of the controllable device, while in the latter it is responsible only 
for the device’s rear-rangement. Although various interesting studies have been 
presented, to the best of our knowledge, the association of the two-hot-arm 
thermal actuator with an electromag-netic structure as a fully operational 
component has not been yet numerically explored. Therefore, it is the goal of 
this paper to examine the combination of the aforemen-tioned actuator with a 
split-ring resonator (SRR) in order to obtain a reconfigurable metamaterial. The 
proposed design launches the actuator as an integral component of the SRR and 
supports its claims by a set of accurate nu-merical results with a left-handed 
profile. 

 
2. Design of the Electrothermal Actuator  
 

The two-hot-arm design approach of a thermal actuator exhibits some 
important advantages over existing realiza-tions, such as increased power 
consumption efficiency and thinner flexure, which lead to enhanced levels of 
deflection. Its principal operation is summarized in the asymmetric thermal 
expansion of the hot and cold arms, while an electric circuit is created by setting 
a potential difference between them. In this manner, electric current travels 
along the hot arms, resulting in resistive heating and thermal expansion, whereas 
the thicker arm remains cold, since it is not part of the electric circuit. Conse-
quently, a deflection occurs owing to the expansion dif-ference between hot and 
cold arms.  

The design parameters of the PolySilicon two-hot-arm horizontal thermal 
actuator, as depicted in Fig. 1, are: L1 = 252 μm, L2 = 220 μm, L3 = 162 μm,  
L4 = 38 μm, w1 = 21 μm, w2 = 14 μm, w3 = 14 μm, d = 2 μm, and g = 5 μm. Also, 
the height of dimples and anchors is set to 2 μm, while the height of the 
remaining actuator is 2 μm.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Front and back side of the two-hot-arm actuator. 
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A cou-pled electric, thermal and structural analysis along with a 
parametric study for the actuation voltage are conducted in order to identify the 
primary characteristics of the device. In this framework, the displacement of the 
actuator’s tip versus the actuation voltage is illustrated in Fig. 2.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Maximum tip displacement for different values of the  
actuation voltage. 

 
To avoid the presence of unwanted short circuits that may degrade the 

device’s performance, the operational range is limited to 15 V. Based on the 
above notions, Fig. 3 presents the deformed geometry of the actuator together 
with its corresponding total displacement distribution. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Total displacement distribution on the actuator  
(in μm) at the actuation voltage of 15 V. 

 
3. Controllable Metamaterial Unit Cell  
 

The geometry of our controllable 550×473 μm meta-material unit cell – 
formed via the gap between the actua-tors and the SRR – is given in Fig. 4. 

When a voltage is applied to the actuator’s arms, a deformed structure oc-
curs and the gap is shortened. Therefore, variations in voltage levels introduce a 
tunable gap and as a conse-quence a reconfigurable SRR. The width of its metal 
strip is 28 μm, the cell period is 650 μm, the height of the SRR is 4 μm, and the 
thickness of the Si3N4 substrate is 20 μm. Furthermore, the length and the width 
of the cou-pling bar between the two independent actuators are 150 μm and  
14 μm, respectively. Bearing in mind the prior structural data, all numerical 
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simulations are performed by means of the finite element method. In order to 
extract the S-parameters, a parallel-plate waveguide approach is adopted, which 
requires the use of PEC and PMC bound-ary conditions instead of the 
conventional periodic boundary conditions. Also, a robust homogenization 
method [14] is utilized to retrieve the constitutive effec-tive parameters of the 
proposed metamaterials. In this context, Fig. 5 illustrates the magnitude of the 
S11- and S21-parameter of the reconfigurable metamaterial at the actuator voltage 
of 0 V.  

 
 

Fig. 4. Geometry of the electrothermally controlled, in terms  
of two independent actuators, metamaterial unit cell. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. S-parameters of the reconfigurable device at the ac- 
tuation voltage of 0 V. 

 
Results indicate the pres-ence of three acute resonant frequencies for the 

S21-parameter, i.e. at 56 GHz, 169 GHz, and 201 GHz. To this direction, the left-
handed behavior of the combined structure can be substantiated in Fig 6, which 
illustrates the variation of the real and imaginary part of both effec-tive 
constitutive parameters.  
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Fig. 6. Left-handed performance at the actuation voltage of 0 V.  
(a) Effective dielectric permittivity and (b) effective  

mag-netic permeability. 
 

However, in order to ensure the validity of the homogenization technique 
the opera-tional wavelength must be higher than the cell period by a factor of 8 
at least. Thus, the presence of three distinct negative μ frequency regions is 
easily discerned, but only the first is identified as a left-handed resonance. Addi-
tional evidence of the enhanced tunability accomplished by our controllable 
device can be obtained from Figs 7 and 8, where the variation of the S11- and 
S21-parameter is -l examined for different actuation voltages. In fact, as the 
actuation voltage increases from 0 V to 15 V, a certain shift (around 2-3 GHz) at 
all resonant frequencies is achieved.  
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Fig. 7. Tunable behavior at several actuation voltages in  
terms of S11-parameter. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Tunable behavior at several actuation voltages in  
terms of S21-parameter. 

 
Similar deductions may be drawn from the shift of the real part of the 

effective magnetic permeabil-ity in Fig. 9, while Fig. 10 presents two snapshots 
of the electric field at two resonant frequencies of the device for an actuation 
voltage of 0 V.  

Concentrating on the results so far acquired, it has to be stressed that, 
despite initial theoretical predictions, a nontrivial number of multiple gaps is 
involved in the overall analysis. This simply implies that multiple reso-nant 
frequencies are sufficiently amplified, thus compli-cating the investigation of 
such devices. Moreover, it becomes apparent that the use of two independent 
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electro-thermal actuators enables the fine tuning of the resulting metamaterial – 
with respect to the actuator voltage of 0 V– on condition that the proper bias 
network (separate for each actuator) is employed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Tunable left-handed performance at several actuation  
voltages in terms of effective magnetic permeability. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Electric field snapshots of the electrothermally con-trolled,  
in terms of two independent actuators, metamaterial  

unit cell at (a) 56 GHz and (b) 201 GHz. 
 

Should we have required a simpler configuration with only one bias 
network, the novel double parallel actuated structure of Fig. 11 can be 
considered. However, this simplification is at a slight expense of fine tunability, 
as the double parallel actuator is proven more rigid. So, this tradeoff between 
bias network complexity and fine tuna-bility must be taken into account during 
the design of such devices, depending on the operational priorities.  
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Fig. 11. (a) Geometry of the double parallel actuated device and  
(b) its total displacement distribution (in μm) at the  

actua-tion voltage of 12 V. 
 

Taking into account the aforementioned properties, a reconfigurable 
metamaterial unit cell, which incorporates the double parallel actuated device, is 
designed and nu-merically investigated. The enhanced tunability achieved by 
our controllable device can be confirmed via Fig. 12, where the variation of the 
S11- and S21-parameter is exam-ined for different actuation voltages.  

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Tunable behavior of the double parallel actuated de-vice  
at several actuation voltages in terms of (a) S11-parameter  

and (b) S21-parameter. 
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At 0 V, the presence of two acute resonant frequencies for the S21-
parameter, i.e. at 58 GHz and 142 GHz, is revealed. However, as the actuation 
voltage increases from 0 V to 12 V, a certain shift (around 1-2 GHz) at all 
resonant frequencies is observed. Congruent deductions may be obtained from 
the shift of the real part of the effective magnetic perme-ability in Fig. 13, while 
the homogenization condition, denoting a left-handed performance, is only 
satisfied for the first resonance. Finally, Fig. 14 presents a snapshot of the 
electric field at the first resonant frequency of the device for an actuation voltage 
of 12 V. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Tunable left-handed performance of the double par- 
allel actuated device at several  actuation voltages in terms of  

effective magnetic permeability. 
 

 
 

Fig. 14. Electric field snapshot of the double parallel actuated  
device at 58 GHz. 

 
The reconfigurable unit cells presented herein exhibit left-handed behavior 

as well as conventional performance depending on the frequency region utilized. 
In both cases, the tuning property in terms of bandwidth and frequency shifting 
is accomplished, thus allowing the design of sev-eral applications, such as 
millimeter wave filters and modulators. Moreover, the electrothermal principle 
of controllability provided by the two-hot-arm horizontal thermal actuator 
enables driving these devices by means of a low voltage. Hence, the controllable 
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unit cells may be incorporated in mobile apparatus, where low voltage 
specifications are enforced by limited power availability. 

 
4. Conclusion  
 

The use of two-hot-arm thermal actuators in the effi-cient design of finely 
tunable metamaterials has been analyzed and numerically studied in this paper. 
A left-handed performance has been attained for several states, leading to useful 
millimeter wave implementations. 
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Abstract. A miniature multilayer beam (alumina / aluminum / alumina) has 
been recently proposed for capacitive ultra fast RF MEMS switches design and 
fabrication. This component presents a 40 V pull-in voltage and is able to achieve 
the switching time as low as 50 ns once biased with 80 V actuation voltage which is 
the faster RF MEMS capacitor reported up to now. Based on this setup, this paper 
describes our current work on ohmic contact switch design based miniature and 
multilayer high stiffness beam geometry. The presented concept is expected to 
achieve switching time lower than 300 ns considering a 7 V pull-in voltage.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

RF-MEMS switches and switchable capacitor should be promised to a 
fruitful future. Their impressive linearity capabilities, their superior RF 
performances and their very small DC consumption requirements make them 
serious competitors for semiconductor technologies. Huge research efforts are 
currently done to bring solutions to their reliability limitation and lead this 
MEMS technology to the maturity required for industrial applications. However, 
RF MEMS components still suffer from limitation; their switching time, 
generally of few microseconds is one of them [1-2]. It is usually limited by the 
time required to move physically the beam mechanical structure. Hence, this 
time limits the use of MEMS components for fast reconfigurable application.  
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In order to improve the switching time, some studies were already made. 
Rebeiz [3], from San Diego University, showed that downsize the beam 
compare to the actual common sizes, results in high mechanical resonance 
frequency able to reach high switching speed. Indeed, with a 20 µm long and  
9 µm large beam, switching times below 500 ns could be measured. Lacroix [4], 
from XLIM laboratory, demonstrates by reducing the beam dimensions and 
adding simple bent sides on conventional beam edges, strongly increases the 
beam mechanical stiffness. With this setup, he obtained 200 ns switching time. 
Another study has been made by Berkeley laboratory [5]. It demonstrated the 
use of micro electromechanical component in logic application. With this setup, 
300 ns switching time was achieved.  

50 ns are achieved, for capacitive components, made of a multilayer beam 
alumina/aluminum/alumina [6]. The beam, whose dimensions are 30 µm long 
by 25 µm large, presents a 40 V pull-in voltage. From this setup, in this paper, 
an ohmic contact RF MEMS component design is presented based on with 
nanogap electrostatic actuators. The miniature membrane consists also in a 
composite structure of three layers alumina/aluminum/alumina supporting a 
gold based contacting electrode. Thanks to this setup and an appropriated 
mechanical design, pull-in voltage under 10 V can be achieved for switching 
time close to 250 ns.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. SEW view of fabricated bridges structure; beam  
dimension 15 µm long and 10 µm wide. 

 
To increase the beam mechanical resonance frequency, a first approach is 

to miniaturize the mobile structure [4]. A second approach is to use for the 
mobile structure, one or combination of materials with enhanced mechanical 
properties.  

In a previous study [6], we designed suspended miniature structures made 
with several thin film materials stacked to achieved a high mechanical 
performance membrane that have been implemented on a CPW line to form 
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ultra fast switchable capacitors (Figure 1). Thus, aluminum has been favored 
since it is a very good conductor and also because it's a very light material  
(2.7 g/cm3) that will allow to guaranty high mechanical resonance frequencies 
for the MEMS structure. To enhance its mechanical capabilities, aluminum layer 
has been encapsulated between two others material layers. For this stack, 
alumina was a good candidate because of its very low density (3.9 g/cm3), but 
also its high Young's modulus (380 GPa) which allow to achieve a high stiffness 
thin film. Based on this alumina / aluminum / alumina structural material with 
respective thickness of 100 nm / 200 nm / 100 nm, some MEMS components 
have been developed based on fixed-fixed miniature beams geometry. This 
setup ensures high mechanical resonant frequencies in the range of several MHz, 
compared to few tens of kHz for conventional RF MEMS components.  

In fact, once looking for high MEMS device structural material stiffness 
that allows reaching fast switching speed, also impacts on the beam pull-in 
voltage. This voltage is related to the beam stiffness and the gap between the 
beam and the actuation electrode. This electrode was recovered of a 200 nm 
aluminum nitride dielectric layer to ensure a RF capacitive contact. Thus, to 
keep reasonable lower voltages, the air gap was reduced by a factor of 10 
compared to conventional values. With a gap of 300 nm, lower voltages than 50 
V should be sufficient to actuate the component. From this configuration, in 
order to reach sub-microseconds switching time range with this device, it’s 
necessary to tune the beam sizes (length, width, thickness). In Table 1, some 
geometry which have been designed and fabricated as a proof of concept of ultra 
fast switched MEMS capacitors are shown.  

The beam mechanical resonance frequency and the pull-in voltage were 
simulated using 3D Finite Element Method Ansys mechanical simulations [7]. 
Then, the switching time values were calculated from the computed beam 
mechanical resonance frequency and the equation (1) [8] considering a Vapp/Vp 
ratio of 1.5. The computed results for the several designs are summarized in 
Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Summary of Expected and Measured Values for Several Designs 

 
Beam 
length 
(μm) 

Bean 
witdh 
(μm) 

Actuation 
electrode 

witdh 
(μm) 

Computed 
beam 

mechanical 
resonance 
frequency 

(MHz) 

Measured 
beam 

mechanical 
resonance 
frequency 

(MHz) 

Computed 
switching 
time (ns) 
@1.5×Vp

Measured 
switching 
time (ns) 
@1.5×Vp

Computed
pull-in 
voltage 

(V) 

Measured 
pull-in 
voltage 

(V) 

15 10 8 18.7 18.9 21 40* 120 76 
20 15 13 10.6 10.5 37 65 68 54 
25 15 18 6.8 6.5 57 75 44 30 
30 25 23 4.8 4.7 82 110 31 40 
35 25 28 3.5 3.5 111 130 22 42 

 

   * @ 1.2×Vp 
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From specific test bench, the beam mechanical resonance frequency and 

the switching time have been measured and demonstrated good performances 
(Table 1). Indeed, switching times below 100 ns are achieved and the beam pull-
in voltages are close to 50 V.  

Moreover, the fabricated switched RF performances have also been 
measured. To evaluate the off-state and the on-state capacitances, the S21 
parameters measurements are itting with an equivalent circuit using Agilent 
Momentum electromagnetic simulator [9]. Table 2 summarizes the RF 
performance measurements for several designs.  

As we can see in Table 1, the smaller components have a low switching 
time, but also a low contrast corresponds at these components. This is the price 
of small contacting surface associated to very small air gap distance design.  

 
Table 2. RF Performance Measurements 

 

Beam length 
(μm) 

Actuation electrode 
witdh (μm) 

Coff 
(fF) 

Con 
(fF) 

Con/Coff 

15 8 8 15 1.9 
20 13 10 30 3 
25 18 13 42 3.2 
30 23 18 82 4.6 
35 28 19 110 5.8 

 
3. Mechanical Design for Ohmic Contact Relays 
 

From this concept, to improve the contrast and to use low actuation 
voltage, a design of a miniature ohmic component has been studied. In this case, 
we keep the miniature multilayer membrane (alumina / aluminum / alumina) 
geometry and thickness (100 nm / 200 nm / 100 nm). A carbon pull down 
electrode coated by a dielectric layer has been added since in this case the 
contact electrode could not be used as electrostatic actuator electrode. An 
evaporated titanium/gold metallization layer takes place to define the RF contact 
area at the extremity of the RF line discontinuity. The multilayer membrane is 
suspended 300 nm above these contact electrodes and is anchored between two 
metallization layer to mechanically fixe the beam extremities.  

To allow the RF transmission signal once the membrane will be pulled 
down, a gold contact bar including dimples are added below the multilayer 
membrane. RF signal will be transmitted along. 

In order to have a beam pull-in voltage smaller than 10V, several designs 
are considered. Figure 3 shows the pull-in voltage for a fixed-fixed multilayer 
beam for several lengths considering a 30 µm large beam. The gold contact 
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dimple dimensions are 28 µm long and 10 µm large. We can see that the pull-in 
voltage is smaller than 10 V for beam length higher than 42 µm. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Design of ohmic contact miniature MEMS relay. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Effect of the beam length on the pull-in voltage. 
 

The corresponding switching time is shown on Figure 4. For beam length 
higher than 42 µm, the switching time is higher than 200 ns. We chose to have a 
small pull-in voltage in despite of a switching time higher than 200 ns. For 
example, for a 50 µm long beam, the pull-in vol tage is 7 V and the switching 
time is 285 ns considering 10.5 V actuation voltage.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Effect of the beam length on the switching time. 
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In order to have switching time below 200 ns and actuation voltage below  
10 V the gap should be decreases. But with gap under 300 ns, the technology 
process becomes complex especially to realize efficient gold dimple contact.  

For this design, the contact force per contact area is evaluated to be in the  
8 µN range once actuation voltage reaches 10.5 V. When the contact force 
increases, the insertion losses are reduced.  

Beam tests structures are actually in fabrication. The latest experimental 
results will be presented during the conference.  

 
4. Conclusion  
 

An approach to design miniature ohmic RF MEMS component has been 
presented. This multilayer beam alumina / aluminum / alumina with gold dimple 
contact allows reaching pull-in voltage below 10 V with switching time in the 
250 ns range. To valid the presented concept, beam tests structures are being 
fabricated. 
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Abstract. The capacitance tuning behavior of a BiCMOS embedded RF-MEMS 
switch is investigated. The novel switch electrode configuration allows precisely 
obtaining intermediate capacitance values between the off-state (Coff) and on-state 
(Con) capacitances under specific AC signal conditions. The stable capacitance 
tunability is demonstrated by both optical and electrical methods. For AC 
amplitudes up to 400mV, capacitance tuning with a ratio of 1:10 is achieved without 
any pull-in effect. The results show that the RF-MEMS switch can be used as a 
tunable capacitor for mm-wave applications.  

Index Terms: Embedded MEMS, RF-MEMS switch, mm-wave circuits, 
varactor, tunable capacitor. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Latest developments in RF-MEMS technology have opened the way for 
achieving high performance and IC-integrated MEM devices/systems, especially 
RF-MEMS switches and tunable capacitors. RF-MEMS components are 
considered as one of the key components for the development of the next 
generation multi/wide band communication systems [1, 2]. Many 
communication systems such as satellite communication or wireless local area 
networks (WLAN) require tunable components to have multi-band or wide-band 
operation [3]. P-N junction or inversion MOS types of varactors are the main 
components in BiCMOS technologies to achieve capacitance tuning with limited 
capacitance ratios. However, the quality factors of such devices are limited 
especially for mm-wave frequency ranges. RF-MEMS tunable capacitors are 
used in voltage-controlled oscillators, matching networks and tunable filters and 
provide a wide capacitance tuning and a high quality factor, especially for the 
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frequency below 10GHz [4, 5]. There is a strong need of a  tunable capacitor in 
mm-wave frequency range which has a high capacitance ratio and a high quality 
factor. Recently, a BiCMOS embedded RF-MEMS switch was demonstrated 
with an excellent performance and very good reliability [6, 7]. The capacitive-
type RF-MEMS switch shown in Fig. 1 provides a Coff /Con ratio larger than 1:10 
and is therefore a potential candidate for using it as a tunable capacitor 
especially due to the electrode configuration which provides a continues control 
of the movable membrane displacement without any pull-in effect. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. BiCMOS embedded RF-MEMS switch [6]. 
 
 

In this work, the mechanical and electrical performance of a BiCMOS 
embedded RF-MEMS switch which is used as a tunable capacitor have been 
demonstrated. The electrode configuration allows to precisely achieving the 
intermediate capacitance values between the off-state (Coff) and the on-state 
(Con) capacitances under specific AC signal conditions. The mechanical and the 
electrical characteristics have been investigated by different methods to 
overcome the specific measurement effects. Measurement results show that the 
RF-MEMS switch can be used as a tunable capacitor with a Coff /Con  
capacitance ratio of 1:10. The advantage of electrode configuration which 
provides a mechanical movement without any pull-in effect is detailed.  

RF power handling performance of the tunable capacitor is also analyzed. 
 
2. Technology  
 

The fully embedded RF-MEMS switch has been built between the Metal2 
(M2) and Metal3 (M3) of BEOL metallization of IHP’s 0.25µm SG25H1 
BiCMOS process (Fig. 1) [5]. The specific RF-MEMS switch consists of M1 
used as high voltage electrodes for electrostatic actuation and the stress-
compensated M3 stack which is used as the movable membrane (Fig. 2). The 
original RF-MEMS switch process is slightly modified and the initial gap 
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between M3 and M2 is lowered from 1300nm to 900nm to have a better tuning 
capability. The Con/Coff ratio is higher than 1:10 and makes the RF-MEMS 
switch feasible to use it as a tunable capacitor with a wide and continues tuning 
range. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Cross-section view of RF-MEMS Varactor. 
 

3. RF-MEMS Tunable Capacitor  
 

The nonlinear behavior of the electrostatic actuation with the characteristic 
pull-in effect is one of the main reasons which limit the tuning range of MEMS 
tunable capacitors. The equation (1) gives the relation between the applied 
voltage and the changing gap where the A is the area, go is the initial gap and 
the g is the displacement [8]. 
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⋅⋅⋅εε                                           (1) 

 

After the voltage pull-in voltage (Upi) is reached i becomes equal to (2) 
and pull-in occurs. At this voltage the membrane suddenly moves down to the 
contact and canno be held in a stable position [8]. By the help of (1) and (2), it 
can be shown that the displacement can be controlled only for the first 1/3 of the 
initial distance between the movable membrane and the high-voltage electrodes 
[8]. This phenomenon limits capacitance tuning of electrostatic actuated MEMS 
varactors because the higher capacitance values are achieved when the 
membrane is close to the contact. 
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The BiCMOS embedded RF-MEMS switch in this study has a specific 

electrode configuration. The details are given in Fig. 4. As can be seen from  
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Fig. 4, the high voltage electrodes (M1) are in a lower position than the contact 
level (M2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Detailed cross-section of the RF-MEMS varactor. 
 

Different principles have already been proposed in literature to prevent 
from nonlinearities of the pull-in effect such as three-plate configuration or 
separation of actuation electrodes and signal-line [9, 10]. The present RF-
MEMS varactor is based on the second principle and therefore is insensitive to 
the nonlinear characteristic of electrostatic actuation. The initial distance 
between the membrane (M3 and the electrode (M1) is 2750nm while the gap 
between th signal line (M2) and the membrane (M3) is 900nm. Th movable 
membrane can be controlled in every position between M3 and M2. The specific 
electrode configuration allows using the MEMS switch as a MEMS variable 
capacitor. Furthermore, the electric field occurs only from the sides of the 
movable membrane (Fig. 3) which also helps to prevent from pull-in effect.  

Although the standalone DC actuation voltage does no cause any pull-in 
effect, the AC signal on the signal lin (M2) can also affect the mechanics of 
membrane and pull-in can occur due to the high amplitude of AC signal [11]. 
The membrane is very sensitive to the AC signal amplitude when it is too close 
to signal line (M2). This effect obviously limits the power handling of the 
MEMS structur when it considered to be used as a variable capacitor 
Furthermore, precise capacitance measurements require specific voltage level 
which influences the C-V behavio during measurements. Therefore both optical 
and electrica measurements have been performed to distinguish between 
different effects which can result with pull-in of the switch.  

 
4. Experimental Results 
 

To analyze the variable capacitor performance of the switch, optical and 
electrical measurements have been done The displacement of the membrane by 
applied voltage has extracted using optical methods while the electrical method 
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has provided the capacitance versus applied voltage curve Finally, the results 
from different methods have been correlated. 

 
A. Optical Measurements  
 

Optical measurements have been performed to investigate the deflection of 
the membrane with respect to the applied voltage which is related to the contac 
capacitance between M2 and M3. In comparison to electrical measurements, it 
provides a membrane deflection without any applied signal on M2 and therefore 
prevent from the mentioned pull-in effect which can occur due to high 
amplitude of AC signal on the signal line (M2). The Laser-Doppler-Vibrometer 
MSA-500 from Polytec® (LDV has been used to measure the maximum 
deflection in the middle of the contact area with respect to the actuation voltage 
which has been changed with 100mV steps between 13V to 20V. The result of 
the displacement-voltag behavior is shown in Fig. 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.  LDV  measurement of  RF-MEMS  varactor:  
Displacement versus actuation voltage. Every point  

in figure shows a measurement point. 
 

The total displacement is approximately 900nm with a required voltage of 
14-18V (Fig. 4). 100mV voltage steps are applied between 13V to 20V to better 
extracting the tuning region. All the measurement points show the stable 
membrane position which approves that the MEMS switch can be easily 
controlled with 100mV voltage steps. 

 
B. Electrical Measurements  
 

Although the optical results show that the mechanics of the RF-MEMS 
switch is suitable to use it as a variable capacitor, appropriate electrical 
performance is also necessary. Therefore, the contact capacitance measurements 
between M2 and M3 have been performed using Agilent® 4294A Precision 
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Impedance Analyzer. The measurement frequency of the AC signal was taken as 
100 kHz to measure the capacitance. AC signal is applied to M2, resulting in an 
influence on the mechanical behavior of the membrane. If the amplitude of this 
signal is too high, this can also affect the mechanical behavior of the switch.  

Therefore, the AC signal amplitude was chosen as 100mV not to affect the 
dynamics of the switch. The total capacitance from signal line (M2) to substrate 
without a suspended membrane (M3) has been removed from the total measured 
capacitance to extract the pure contact capacitance for both off and on states. A 
switch without any membrane was used to measure the coupling capacitance 
from signal line (M2) to substrate. The de-embedded contact capacitance 
between M2 and M3 is given in Fig. 5. The off-state and the on-state contact 
capacitances have been measured as 16fF and 165fF, respectively. Fig. 5 shows 
almost continues C-V curve for an AC voltage increment of 100mV. The 
intermediate capacitance values between off and on states have been achieved 
by applying 100mV actuation voltage steps. On the other hand, it is noted that 
such small amplitude (100mV) of the measurement signal has no effect on the 
mechanics of membrane. Under such low amplitude of AC signal, electrical 
measurements also provide acceptable variable capacitor performance. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. De-embedded contact capacitance versus  
actuation voltage. Every point in figure  

shows a measurement point. 
 

C. Nonlinear Movement  
 

As illustrated in Fig. 6, there are three main different regions in case of the 
displacement-voltage and capacitance-voltage behavior (Fig. 6). The main 
reason for such behavior is the nonlinear movement of the membrane and the 
specific electrode configuration. The LDV with the scanning option has been 
used for better understanding the different effects on dynamic behavior. 
Following effects have been observed after detailed analyses of the dynamics: In 
region A, the whole membrane (the middle region and the side parts) moves 
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down and at the end of region A, the sides stop to move. In region B, only the 
middle part moves down and the sides almost do not move. The first contact 
between M2 and M3 is achieved at the end of the region B. This can also be 
seen from the displacement curve because the displacement finishes at the end 
of region B. Region C helps to define the real contact and the final position of 
the membrane. In region C, there is no remarkable displacement but a 
significant capacitance increase can be observed. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Different regions of membrane movement. Every  
point in figure shows a measurement point.   

 
5. RF Power Handling  
 

As mentioned in previous parts, the amplitude of the AC signal on the 
signal line (M2) has a strong effect on the dynamics of the RF-MEMS switch if 
it is used as a variable capacitor. The capacitance measurements have been 
repeated using different AC signal amplitudes to define the maximum allowable 
amplitude that can be used on the RF line (M2). An AC signal with a frequency 
of 100kHz and amplitude values ranging from 100mV to 800mV has been used. 
Fig. 7 shows the C-V curve for different amplitudes of AC measurement signal. 
It is clearly seen that the increase of the amplitude results with a stronger pull-in 
effect. Up to 400mV, almost all the intermediate capacitance values can be 
achieved using 100mV actuation voltage steps but using 800mV amplitude of 
AC signal, the capacitance values between 50fF to 150fF cannot be achieved 
due to the strong pull-in effect (Fig. 7). 

Table 1 summarizes the dependency of the Con/Coff ratio and pull-in effect 
to AC signal amplitude. No real pull-in effect was observed for the AC signal 
amplitudes of 100mV, 200mV and 400mV. At 800mV amplitude of AC signal, 
strong pull-in effect was observed due to the high amplitude of the AC signal. 

For the first three cases, the capacitance tunability is almost the same like 
in case of 100% tunability with capacitance ratio of 1:10 because there is no real 
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pull-in effect. But in case of 800mV AC signal amplitute, the maximum tuning 
range reduces to 1:3.7 because the intermediate capacitance values between 
50fF to 150fF cannot be achieved using 100mV actuation voltage steps. It is 
obvious that if the RF-MEMS switch wanted to be used as a variable capacitor 
with a 100mV actuation voltage steps, the AC signal amplitude on the signal 
line should be kept below 400mV to achieve a continues tuning range.  

Such power levels are enough for most of the mm-wave SiGe applications. 
Another approach to handle more RF signal amplitude would also be using an 
actuation voltage steps smaller than 100mV. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. De-embedded contact capacitance versus actuation  
voltage curves for different amplitudes of AC signal used  

for capacitance measurements. Every point shows a  
measurement point with an increment of 100mV. 

 
Table 1. Dependency to AC signal amplitude 

 

Umeas [mV] Con/Coff Pull-In Effect [V] 
100 10.8 No Pull-in 
200 10.9 No Pull-in 
400 10.8 No Pull-in 
800 11 ~ 14.5 

 
6. Conclusion  
 

A BiCMOS embedded RF-MEMS switch has been used as tunable 
capacitor. The stable capacitance tunability has been demonstrated using 
electrical measurement supported by optical measurement to understand the 
effect of the AC signal amplitude. Up to 400mV AC signal amplitude, continues 
tuning ratio of 1:10 has achieved without any pull-in effect. A further increase 
of the AC signal amplitude leads to a strong pull-in effect and reduces the tuning 
ratio. The results show the feasible usage of RF-MEMS switch as a tunable 
capacitor for mm-wave applications. 
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Abstract. The paper investigates the actuation mechanism in floating 
electrode MEMS capacitive switches. It demonstrated that in the pull-in state the 
device operation turns from voltage to current controlled actuation. The current 
arises from Poole-Frenkel mechanism in the dielectric film and Fowler-
Nordheim in the bridge-floating electrode air gap. The pull-out voltage seems to 
arise from the abrupt decrease of Fowler-Nordheim electric field intensity. This 
mechanism seems to be responsible for the very small difference with respect to 
the pull-in voltage. 

The radio frequency (RF) microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 
switches and varactors have been developed  more than fifteen years ago for low 
loss switching/routing circuits and X-band to millimeter-wave (mm-wave) phase 
shifters, which have seen increasing applications in tunable filters, antennas and 
reconfigurable matching networks [1, 2]. Among the different designs, the 
capacitive switches proved to exhibit excellent RF performance and power 
handling [3, 4]. The performance of the capacitive switches depends on the 
down-state capacitance that can be limited by the finite roughness as well  as  
the low planarity of both the dielectric layer and the beam [5, 6]. In order to 
diminish this effect and ensure a constant capacitance in the pull-in state, the 
deposition of an additional (electrically floating) metal layer on the dielectric 
layer was proposed [7, 8, 9]. Such devices are actuated through side actuation 
pads or by applying the bias directly to the transmission line. Among the two 
actuation methods, the former is similar to the one used in conventional 
capacitive switches and the pull-in condition has been analyzed in details in 
many papers including or not the charging effect, e.g. [1, 2, 10, 11. In these 
switches the actuation through the floating electrode has received no attention in 
spite of the dramatic change of bridge to floating electrode capacitance, hence 
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the potential difference, upon the transition from pull-out to pull-in state. The 
aim of the present work is to analyze the actuation mechanism of the floating 
electrode capacitive switch, demonstrate that in the pull-in state the conventional 
condition V ≥ Vpi cannot further hold and the device turns from voltage to 
current actuation.  

The switches used in present work were parallel single pole single through 
(SPST) cells. In the parallel (shunt) version of the SPST a metal membrane 
(movable air bridge) above the CPW substrate can electrically short the centre 
line to ground when electrostatically actuated, as shown in Figure 1a. Two side 
actuation pads were added in order to separate the DC bias from the RF signal 
on central line. These actuation pads were connected with polysilicon bias lines 
which were isolated with 300nm SiO2 film from the ground plane and coplanar 
transmission line (fig. 1a). In the present work the bias was applied only to 
coplanar waveguide transmission line (CPW) and not to the side actuation pads. 
Under the bridge the central line was constituted by a metal multilayer (Ti-TiN-
Al-Ti-TiN) covered by SiO2 dielectric film (Low Temperature Oxide, LTO) 
with a thickness of about 100 nm. A floating metallic (Au) contact (90μm × 
150μm) was deposited on the top surface of the dielectric film to ensure a 
constant capacitance during pull-in state where the device must behaved like 
MIM capacitor with a capacitance of CMIM ≅ 4.66pF.  

The capacitance of the RF MEMS switches was measured at 1 MHz with a 
Boonton 72 B capacitance bridge that provided a resolution better than 0.5 fF. 
The current-voltage characteristic was measured at room temperature with a 
Keithley 6487 picoampere meter. All measurements were performed in vacuum 
and the surface humidity was removed by heating cycles at 140°C for two hours 
each time. Finally prior assessment the devices were stored in vacuum. Unipolar 
capacitance-voltage characteristic were obtained increasing the voltage from 0 
to 50 V and then returning back to 0 V (fig. 1b). In all measurements the bias 
was applied to the transmission line with respect to the ground level. Unlike the 
conventional actuation without floating electrodes or by using the lateral pads, 
there was no apparent hysteresis. The two branches of CV curve for increasing 
and decreasing voltage are practically superimposed and the pull out and the 
pull in voltages are about the same.  

As already mentioned a metal film floating electrode was deposited on the 
dielectric surface in order to ensure primarily a constant capacitance during pull-
in. The presence of this metallic film cap leads to uniform charge injection and 
screens any potential fluctuation that may arise inside the insulating film.  In 
absence of dielectric charging, if z0 is the air gap at equilibrium, k the spring 
constant, A the switch area, d the dielectric film thickness (d<< z0) and V the 
applied bias the pull-in voltage will be given by: 
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where the first term is introduced by the capacitors voltage divider. The pull-out 
voltage cannot be calculated in the conventional way because of the following 
reasons: i) the absence of a dielectric film between the floating electrode and 
bridge, although the asperities and roughness will not allow the perfect contact 
between the electrodes and ii) the fact that as soon as the bridge lands on the 
floating electrode they attain the same potential and the electrostatic force 
vanishes. For an ideal dielectric, where no leakage occurs, the later will lead to a 
transitory actuation after which the bridge will return permanently to pull-out 
state. In Fig.1b the switch remains in the “pull-in” state, a fact that indicates the 
presence of electrostatic force.  
 

 
 

a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

Fig. 1. (a) Picture and cross-section of the device and (b) the unipolar capacitance- 
voltage and current-voltage characteristic of the MEMS switch. 
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The electric field between the bridge and floating electrode clearly denotes that, 
during contact, transferred charges are dissipated as soon as the contact is lost. 
The practically constant pull-in capacitance leads to the conclusion that charges 
are transferred from the bridge to the floating electrode and further through the 
insulating film to transmission line. Since the current may be injected through 
even one asperity, no further bridge flattening will occur when the applied bias 
increases. This current arises from field emission (Fowler-Nordheim, IFN) in the 
gap and Poole-Frenkel (IPF) in the dielectric film. According to this IFN (VFN) = 
IPF (VPF) while the applied bias will be given by V=VFN  + VPF, where VFN and 
VPF are the voltages across the gap and the dielectric film controlling the Fowler-
Nordheim and Pool-Frenkel effects  respectively. Now, if w is the gap through 
which current flows, then the currents equality can be written as: 
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, the numerical values obtained for the Au-

vacuum potential barrier (Φ1 = 5.2eV). Finally, M is a constant proportional to 
Poole-Frenkel conductivity. At this point we must stress that w is much smaller 
than the average gap measured through capacitance. The effective value of w 
arises from one or more asperities or surface roughness peaks that ensure the 
required current flow. Since (2) is valid only in the pull-in state it becomes 
obvious that the capacitance-voltage and current-voltage characteristics have to 
be monitored and plotted simultaneously. The two characteristics are presented 
in Fig. 1b and allow the determination of the onset of leakage current, which 
practically coincides with the transition to pull-in state. Here it must be pointed 
out that in spite of the fact that the experiment has been performed in vacuum the 
presence of surface leakage currents cannot be overruled. At pull-in the potential 
drop across the gap and w readjust in order to compensate the current through 
the dielectric film. Taking these into account and the fact that the Fowler-
Nordheim current increases faster with the gap electric field than the Poole-
Frenkel one with the electric field in the film, as deduced from (2), we are led to 
the conclusion that VFN must not vary significantly above pull-in. This allows the 
fitting of Poole-Frenkel law to the measured current using VFN as fitting 
parameter, as shown in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. Current-voltage characteristics of the MEMS switch. The inset shows the  
excellent agreement with Pool-Frenkel effect. 

 
The calculated potential drop across the gap (VFN) was found to be about  

20.4 Volt, which is in good agreement with the pull-in voltage of VPI =  
21.4 Volt obtained from the capacitance-voltage characteristic (fig. 1b). The 
smooth transition to pull-in state, within 3 Volt, cannot be attributed to the 
bridge mechanical deformation, like in conventional switches, but rather to 
mechanism that controls the pull-in state. Nevertheless, this effect requires 
further investigation. The pull-out voltage (VPO) when calculated in the 
conventional way, assuming the presence of an air gap in the pull-in state [12] 
and taking into account the capacitors divider, leads to: 
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where w0 is the average gap calculated from C-V characteristic in the pull-in 
state. For the present device, with an air gap of about 3μm, the theoretical and 
measured capacitances in the pull-out state are Cpo-th ≈ 0.04pF and Cpo-meas ≈ 
0.56pF, the later arising from the parasitic capacitances introduced by the low 
frequency measurement setup. In the pull-in state on the other hand the measured 
pull-in capacitance is Cpi-meas = 1.83pF and being further corrected to 1.31pF by 
considering the parasitic capacitances, leads to an average air gap  
w0 ≈ 69nm, which is in reasonable agreement with previously reported values by 
S. Melle et al. [5]. According to these values (3) leads to a very low pull-out 
voltage (4% of VPI) that disagrees with data in Fig.1b and clearly indicates a 
different  pull-out mechanism. Since the phenomena occurring at pull-out could 
not be analytically derived we calculated theoretically IPF, using the previous 
fitting parameters, and from this the corresponding electric field intensity for the 
FN effect (EFN), both as a function of applied voltageHere it is important to 
emphasize that EFN is the electric field across the shortest distance between the 
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floating electrode and the moving armature arising from asperities where the 
field emission current occurs in order to fulfill (2). The results are shown in  
Fig. 3 and indicate an abrupt decay of EFN below pull-in voltage. The abrupt 
decrease of EFN obviously results in a decrease of current and since the 
continuous flow cannot be further maintained the bridge is released. Here it must 
be pointed out that if the pull-out voltage was smaller, then at pull-in the leakage 
current would exhibit a sharp increase and vanish at pull-out as shown above. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Dependence on Poole-Frenkel current and corresponding Fowler-Nordheim  
electric field intensity of the applied bias to device terminals. 

 
In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that in floating electrode MEMS 

capacitive switches the operation is different with respect to conventional ones. 
Although the transition to pull-in state is electrostatically controlled in the 
conventional way, the pull-in is sustained through current flow that allows the 
development of electrostatic force between the floating electrode and the 
moving armature. This process appears to control the pull-out voltage since the 
electric field in the gap vanishes as soon as the diminishing of the current 
through the dielectric cannot be sustained. Finally we should like to emphasize 
that this mechanism is promising because it can lead to new devices with 
properly engineered dielectric films that will efficiently mask the charging and 
produce a new generation of MEMS capacitive switches.  
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Abstract. A broadband 0º/180º phase switch based on a slotline-coplanar-
waveguide cross loaded with two MEMS switches in opposed (ON/OFF or 
OFF/ON) states, is reported. The fabrication was made on high-resistivity silicon 
substrates using the FBK-irst and LAAS-CNRS surface micromachining processes, 
showing a high repeatability. The measured phase shift is 180º +0º/-7º in the 
extremely wide frequency range 1–30 GHz.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Recent advances in two-state (0º/180º) phase switches have shown that 
uniplanar designs based on coplanar waveguide (CPW) [1], [2] feature a 
broadband phase-shift behavior with low insertion loss. In [1], a CPW/slotline 
design on alumina substrate using PIN diodes is reported, with a phase shift of 
180º ± 2º and insertion loss ≤ 2.5 dB in the frequency range 24−37 GHz (42.6%). 
In [2], a phase switch based on switching between two out-of-phase back-to-
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back CPW-to-slotline transitions using two single-pole-double-through MEMS 
switches is presented, with a phase shift of 180º ± 5º and insertion loss ≤ 2 dB in 
the frequency range 14−20 GHz (35.3%). These figures are comparable or even 
better than those reported for microstrip-based MMIC phase switches [3] –[5]. 
In [3] an InP HEMT process is used, featuring a phase shift of 170º ± 10º and 
insertion loss of 3.5 ± 0.5 dB in the frequency range 26–36 (32.2%). The p-
HEMT phase switch presented in [4] features a phase shift of 187º ± 7º in an 
ultra-wide bandwidth (0.5–20 GHz) with insertion loss of 3.7 ± 0.6 dB in the 
frequency band 6–20 GHz. The InP HBT phase switch presented in [5] features 
a phase shift of 180º ± 1º to 180º ± 5º with insertion loss of 2–5 dB in various 
20%-bandwidth channels in the frequency range 30–100 GHz. Phase switches 
based on MEMS switches with electrostatic actuation [2], [6] present inherent 
low insertion loss and egligible DC-power consumption, which are attractive 
features for space applications. In [6] a distributed-MEMS phase shifter is 
reported, presenting a differential phase shift of 180º in a narrow band at  
13.7 GHz, whereas in [2] the phase shift is broadband as described above. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Structure of the uniplanar 180º phase switch and its principle of operation. The arrows 
represent electric-field orientations. (a) One of the phase-switch states, with the exciting input 
slotline mode, and the obtained output CPW (even) mode. (b) Same MEMS switch states as in (a) 
but now reversing the sign of the incoming slotline field; by linearity, the output CPW field is 
reversed. (c) Same phase-switch as in (b) but mirrored along de H-H’ axis. (d) Same phase-witch 
as in (c) but with the MEMS switches renamed (A↔B); thus, the other MEMS-switch state is 
obtained: the output CPW mode is sign-reversed with respect to (a), for the same field orientation 
of the input slotline mode.  
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In this paper, we report a broadband, uniplanar phase switch based on a 
slotline-CPW cross with capacitive-contact MEMS as switching elements. Fig. 1 
illustrates its principle of operation. The two MEMS switches are always in 
opposed states (ON/OFF or OFF/ON, where OFF is used here for not-actuated 
MEMS and ON for actuated MEMS), thus defining the two phase-switch states 
(0º/180º). The phase switch features frequency-independent 180º phase-shift 
properties provided that the structure is symmetric along the axis H-H’. The 
underlying multimodal theory and design procedure of the phase switch are not 
covered here since they are extensively studied in [7]. The RF MEMS switches 
are described in section 2 and applied to the phase switch design in section 3. 
Section 4 summarizes the main results.  

 
2. Fabrication Processes and MEMS Switches  

 

The phase switch was fabricated using two different surface- 
micromachining MEMS processes, the FBK-irst eight-mask process [8] and the 
LAAS-CNRS process [9], both on high-resistivity silicon substrate. The 
substrate resistivity is higher than 5 KΩcm for the FBK process and 2 KΩcm for 
the LAAS process. Fig. 2 shows pictures of the capacitive-contact switches used 
in the design. A bridge topology was selected, with a pair of electrodes located 
symmetrically. The switch-membrane dimensions and electrode area of 
620×100 μm2 and 2×180×100 μm2 (for the FBK process), and 800×50 μm2 and 
2×130×210 μm2 (for the LAAS process), respectively. The actuation voltages 
are 50 V (FBK) and 35 V (LAAS).  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Pictures (not to scale) of the capacitive-contact MEMS  
switches used in the designs. (a) FBK-irst process and  

(b) LAAS–CNRS process. 
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Fig. 3 illustrates the RF performance of the switches characterized up to  
30 GHz with an AgilentTM N5242 network analyzer and a Cascade-
MicrotechTM on-wafer probe station with ground-signal-ground probes. Within 
the phase-switch operating band (8-16 GHz), the FBK-switches OFF-state 
insertion loss is ≤ 0.3 dB and the return loss is ≥ 20 dB; the ON-state return loss 
is ≤ 0.5 dB and the isolation is ≥ 20 dB. For the same operating band, the 
LAAS-switches OFF-state insertion loss is ≤ 0.6 dB and the return loss is ≥  
20 dB; the ON-state return loss is ≤ 0.6 dB and the isolation is ≥ 15 dB.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Measured results of the capacitive-contact MEMS  
switches of Fig. 2. 

 
3. 180º Phase Switch 
 

A phase switch was designed. It uses the symmetric slotline-CPW cross 
shown in Fig. 1 loaded with capacitive MEMS switches in the two CPW 
opposed arms. Fig. 4 shows pictures of the fabricated phase switches using the 
two processes and the capacitive MEMS switches described in Section 2. Three 
devices were fabricated on different chips using the FBK process, and one 
device with the LAAS process. The design centre frequency is 12 GHz. The 
phase switch was simulated and designed using multimodal-analysis tools [7], 
which take into account the complex interaction between the CPW even and odd 
modes generated in the slotline-CPW cross. To obtain a perfect phase shift of 
180º between the two phase-switch states, the CPW opposed arms must have 
equal lengths and be loaded with identical capacitive MEMS switches (but in 
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opposed ON/OFF or OFF/ON states). Under these conditions, the 180º phase-
shift is basically frequency-independent. 

In Fig. 4, it is observed that a CPW-to-slotline transition of the type 
described in [10] is inserted prior to the slotline arm, in order to ease the phase-
switch characterization using CPW ground-signal-ground wafer-probes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Pictures (not to scale) of the implemented 180º phase  
switches. (a) FBK-irst process and (b) LAAS-CNRS process. 

 
The simulated and measured performances are depicted in Fig. 5. 

Simulations were performed using electromagnetic tools (MomentumTM from 
Agilent). The simulations agree well with the measured results; in general, 
Momentum simulations predict quite accurately the phase-switch behavior, 
though they tend to underestimate the insertion loss. From Fig. 5(a) (FBK 
process) the insertion loss is  ≤ 3 dB for 9–16.5 GHz, with a minimum of 1.9 dB 
at 13.5 GHz. The amplitude unbalance between both phase-switch states is small 
in a very wide band (± 0.5 dB for 1–20 GHz). Moreover, the amplitude 
differences between the three FBK devices for each state is minimum (±  
0.25 dB for 9–16.5 GHz), demonstrating a very small dispersion in the 
fabrication process. Return loss is ≥10 dB for 7.7–16.7 GHz, with a maximum 
of 25 dB at 12.8 GHz. The measured phase shift is 180º +5º/−2º in a very wide 
band (1–18 GHz). Regarding the measured results of the phase switch 
manufactured with the LAAS process (Fig. 5(b)), they show an insertion loss ≤ 
4.3 dB in the frequency range 7–15 GHz, with a minimum of 3.2 dB at  
12.6 GHz. The amplitude unbalance between both phase-switch states is small 
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in an extremely wide band (± 0.5 dB for 1–30 GHz). The return loss is ≥ 10 dB 
in the frequency range 10–16 GHz, with a maximum of 18 dB at 14 GHz. The 
measured phase shift is 180º +0º/−7º, also in an extremely wide band  
(1–30 GHz), showing the basic phase-shift frequency-independence property of 
this kind of phase switches. The somewhat higher measured insertion loss for 
this process is due to the lower resistivity of the silicon substrate.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Experimental results and  electromagnetic simulations of the implemented  
phase switches:  insertion and return loss for each state,  phase shift and  
amplitude unbalance. (a) FBK-irst process. Solid line: measurements of  
chips 9A (red), 9B (orange), 10B (blue). Dotted line: electromagnetic  

simulation. (b) LAAS-CNRS process. Solid line: measurements.  
Dotted line: electromagnetic simulation. 
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4. Conclusion  
 

In this paper, a broadband, uniplanar 180º phase switch, based on a 
slotline-CPW cross loaded with two capacitive MEMS switches in opposed 
states has been reported. The devices were fabricated on high-resistivity silicon 
substrates using two surface-micromachining processes (FBK-irst and LAAS-
CNRS). The phase switches have proved to be highly repeatable over the two 
processes showing similar performance. They feature a 180º +0º/−7º phase-shift 
in an extremely wide frequency band (1–30 GHz) and insertion loss ≤ 3 dB in a 
59% bandwidth (9–16.5 GHz).  
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Abstract. A resonator using shear waves of lithium niobate is used in this paper 
to achieve large fractional bandwidth BAW filter. Electromechanical couplings in 
the 20–50 % range are obtained for the shear waves of a thin layer of Lithium 
Niobate suspended on a silicon substrate. By this way a filter with fractional 
bandwidth over 20% has been designed for space applications.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Acoustic waves in elastic solids are used in numerous applications in 
signal processing, including frequency generation, control and filtering in 
modern wireless communication systems [1] [2]. With the growing demand for 
multimedia and mobile applications, the new generations of telecommunication 
satellites require higher performances, higher functionalities and still stronger 
cost and size constraints [3] [4]. In that context, Bulk Acoustic Waves (BAW) 
devices have many potentialities for the development of smart RF subsystems. 
For instance this technology is now used as alternative to Surface Acoustic 
Waves (SAW) filters in handset duplexers for UMTS and DCS standards around 
2 GHz with Aluminum Nitride piezoelectric layers [5]. However, Aluminum 
Nitride is not suitable for large band applications, due to its electromechanical 
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coupling coefficient. This material is mainly processed for local oscillators or 
narrowband filtering operations (<5%) [6] [7] [8].  

Single crystal-based acoustic resonators for filtering have received a 
strong interest for many years. Various developments have been particularly 
achieved using Quartz with either SAW delay lines or resonators. However, 
most approaches have been developed exploiting quartz machining along 
standard etching, rarely compatible with batch processes as used for Micro-
ElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) [9][10][11].  

That is why Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) layers bonded on silicon substrates 
are studied to reach large band pass specifications for satellite requirements. It is 
essential to maximize the values of the electromechanical coupling coefficient in 
Lithium Niobate, and to use wisely crystallographic cuts in order to perform the 
best results for longitudinal or transverse waves. Thanks to Lithium Niobate 
shear wave propagation behavior, it is possible to synthesis and to achieve band-
pass filters with fractional bandwidth over 10 or 20 %. The resonant frequency 
of the resonator and the filter proposed in this paper is not given because the 
industrial partner of this project keeps this value confidential.  

 
2. Electromechanical Coupling Coefficient  
 

Mechanical and electric fields are coupled in piezoelectric solids, so both 
Maxwell and elastodynamic equations have to be solved [12]. The velocity of 
elastic waves in elastic solids is generally five orders of magnitude lower than 
the electric waves, which give much smaller circuits, mainly used for low 
frequency applications (100MHz ~ 3GHz). A quasi static approximation permits 
to obtain independent propagations for elastic and electric waves.  

By solving the generalized Christoffel equation in piezoelectric materials, 
we can use tensorial expressions that give phase velocity and polarization [12]. 
For “z” propagation (fig1.), three plane waves are created, which have 
orthogonal polarization with different velocities.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Propagation in anisotropic crystal. 
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It results a thickness wave polarized along the “Z” axis, and two shear 
waves, polarized in the “XY” waves plane. These velocities permit to define 
very important parameters for BAW resonators: thickness, electromechanical 
coupling coefficient kt² and shear electromechanical coefficient ks².  

The higher these coefficients are, the best electromechanical coupling the 
piezoelectric layer gives. The following expression describes the dependence of 
kt² (or ks²) according to resonance and anti-resonance.  
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It is not possible for Aluminum Nitride to have a coupling coefficient kt² 
higher than 7%. We propose to use two different cuts of Lithium Niobate: the 
(YXl)/ 36° and the (YXl)/163° cuts. The first one allows for the excitation of 
high velocity (7000 m.s-1) longitudinal modes whereas shear waves are used in 
the second one, allowing for electromechanical coupling. For these orientations 
we obtain ks² around 30% for the (YXl)/36° cut and around 45% for the 
(YXl)/163° cut. 

 
3. 1D Simulation Results  
 

The first step is to size the thicknesses of the several layers of the structure 
to reach the targeted frequencies. In the case of figure 2, we used the cut Y+36°; 
we obtain a coupling coefficient kt² equal to 33%. This resonator with very large 
electromechanical coupling will enable to reach easily fractional bandwidth 
filter over 10%. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Simulation response of a lithium niobate  
resonator (cut Y+36). 

 
4. Fabrication and Measurements  
 

In this work, we propose a filter fabricated on LiNbO3/Silicon substrates 
obtained by Au/Au bonding at room temperature and a lapping/polishing on the 
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upper face of the lithium niobate substrate. This approach allows for a collective 
and accurate production of filters, the filter frequency being controlled by the 
membrane thickness of the lithium niobate layer.  

We based our device fabrication on gold bonding with a lapping/polishing 
process to prepare wafer compound to different devices. It allows us to 
manufacture a BAW resonator on LiNbO3 membrane as shown in fig. 3. A gold 
thin layer (200nm) is deposited first by sputtering on both LiNbO3 (bottom face) 
and silicon (top face) wafers.  

Both wafers are then bonded together via gold layer compression into an 
EVG bonding machine. During this process, we apply a pressure of 65 N.cm−2 
to the whole contact surface, yielding a high quality bond. LiNbO3 is 
subsequently thinned by lapping and polishing steps to an overall thickness of 
several microns. The resonator is finally suspended by etching the back side of 
the silicon substrate by DRIE. Aluminum electrodes are deposited on the 
LiNbO3 upon the cavity to achieve working BAW resonators. A cross section of 
the resonator is presented figure 3.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Cross section of the structure. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Fabricated resonator (top view). 
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S21-parameter measurements for the structure shown in Fig. 4 were 
performed using a HP 8510 A network analyzer system. The measured response 
is presented Fig. 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Measured resonator. 
 

It exhibits an electromechanical coupling of 30 %. This resonator can then 
been used to synthesis large fractional bandwidth filter. Figure 6 presents a 
lithium niobate based BAW 3 pole filter with a 3 dB fractional bandwidth of 
22 % in a ladder configuration. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Computed ladder 3 pole filter with large fractional  
bandwidth for space application. 

 
5. Conclusion  
 

In this paper an efficient method to compute BAW filter using shear waves 
has been presented using a scalar approach. By the way very important 
electromechanical coupling coefficients have been obtained with lithium niobate. 
Large band pass filter become then very easy to achieve for space applications.  
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  Abstract. This paper presents a 102 fF to 18 fF analogically tuned capacitor, 
based on RF MEMS structure. It is composed of a beam electrostatically actuated with 
a polarization electrode under, and two RF electrodes above. Then, the operating 
MEMS principle is inverted, which permits to present a high capacitance variation in 
the analog motion of the beam, before its pull-down under 2/3 of the initial gap. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

RF-MEMS are emerging as a practical solution for high Q, wideband tuning 
of microwave elements. Recently, wide band tunable filters, cavities, and silicon 
integrated high Q tuners have been demonstrated by several laboratories and 
companies. Indeed, specific designs had to be made or very careful integration of 
varactors had to be conducted. Among the designs that have been made in RF-
MEMS switched varactors, most were concentrated on high density capacitance 
designs, which resulted in moderate Qs, when they were switched in the down 
state. In the design presented in [1] and [2], the capacitance is operating in the 
opposite manner: the electrostatic gap is in the lower side of the capacitor, and the 
capacitance is decreased as the voltage is increased. Therefore, instability issues 
are occurring when the moveable plate is far from the actuation plate. Another 
approach could be to use a structure similar to ohmic contact switches with a 
capacitive contact instead of having an ohmic contact. This idea was developed in 
[3] and [4]. In this paper, we propose to develop novel air gap capacitance, with 
low values and high Q, and a normally on behavior, that is to say the device has its 
largest capacitance when no bias voltage is applied. A photograph of the RF 
MEMS varactor is presented in Fig. 1.  
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2. Operating and Fabrication  
 

The varactor presented is based on an RF MEMS technology developed 
already, and presented in [5]. It is composed of an electroplated gold bridge raised 
above an actuation electrode made in chromium, and an aluminum nitride dielectric 
layer. The microwave input and output are standing above the bridge, with an air 
gap between both. The varactor corresponds to two capacitance in series located at 
the RF input of the bridge (metal-air-metal capacitance), and the same with the 
output. These two capacitances will decrease by applying bias, which reduces the 
bridge height, and increases the distance with microwave input and output.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Photograph of the micrometric RF MEMS varactor, 
and its operating sketch view under. 

 
In order to reduce losses in the structure, the bridge and RF electrodes 

thickness are 3 μm thick. Thus, the series resistance due to metallization is strongly 
decreased, and the Q factor of the capacitance is less limited by this parameter. The 
bridge is raised upon the dielectric layer with a 2.50 μm height, leaving a variable 
distance from 0.25 μm to 2.75 μm with the RF electrodes. The AlN dielectric layer 
thickness is 400 nm. The fabrication process of this component is shown in Fig. 2.  

This design of RF-MEMS allows a variation of capacitance in the 5 V to  
30 V range.  
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Fig. 2. Fabrication process of the RF MEMS based varactor. 
 

3. Measurements  
 

Measurements were taken on an Agilent-HP 8722 ES VNA, and cascade 
probe stations, as the component has been implemented on a coplanar waveguide. 
The values of the capacitors were fitted to an equivalent scheme composed of 
capacitance in series with a 0.29 nH inductance. The capacitance values were fitted 
to the measured curves, with relatively fair agreement. The measured up state 
capacitance 102 fF, and the down state capacitance is 12 fF, with the beam contact 
on the dielectric. The lowest capacitance measured in the analog range is 18 fF, 
with 35 V applied in the electrostatic actuator. Measurements are shown in Fig. 3., 
where we try to pick-up the varactor capacitance value each 0.5 dB of variation. On 
these curves the highest capacitance corresponds to the beam initial state, with no 
bias applied. Finally, this device presents analog capacitance variation with a ratio 
of 5.6, and a switched capacitance variation with 8.5.  

Regarding loss, we were not able to measure any consistent value for the Q of 
these varactors. The modulus of the impedance of the series capacitance is over 1 
KOhm at 2 GHz, even in the up state, and we estimate that the series resistance of 
this device is on the order of 0.1 Ohm.  

We believe that the main loss contribution of such varactor mounted inside a 
microwave cavity will be the assembly loss. For instance, if the bonding resistance 
is Ohm, then the Q of this device would be better than 100 at 10 GHz, in the worst 
case, since the capacitance is low.  
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Fig. 3. RF measurements of the varactor under various bias, from 0 V applied 
(C = 102 fF) to 36 V (C = 12 fF). The lowest capacitance value 

in the analog part is obtain at 35 V with C = 18 fF. 
 
 

4. RF-Power  
 

On this type of structure, the RF electrodes are opposed to the actuator 
electrode, compared to the moveable beam. This is an important point, because the 
effect of RF power will applied on the beam a force opposed to the electrostatic 
force. Thus, failure modes like self-actuation can be compensate by applying an 
appropriate added voltage on the actuator. The Fig. 4. shows the effect of power on 
the varactor during a power sweep from 10 mW to 1 W for different initial 
capacitance values, and the power compensation with biasing. All RF power are 
applied at frequency constant wave of 3 GHz.  

We can see first that the power effect increases the varactor’s capacitance 
value, especially when the beam is near RF electrodes. The failure by contact 
between the beam and RF electrodes is identified at 26 dBm applied for 
capacitance values of almost 100 fF. This failure happens with higher RF power 
when the capacitance is lower, as the beam goes away from RF electrodes, until no 
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influence observed at the analog limit (S21=-26 dB @ 3 GHz), and after pull-
down.  

 
 

Fig. 4. On the top: effect of RF power on the varactor with fixed biasing voltages,  
the capacitance increase with power until failure. On the bottom:  

compensated RF power effect with biasing to  
fix the capacitance values. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. The RF power effect compensation is limited, considering that the force 
induced by power is non-uniformly distributed on the moveable beam. 

 
The power effect is compensated by applying higher bias voltage, so higher 

electrostatic force, which permits to equilibrate the beam height at a given position 
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(also the RF transmitted response). At the initial state, the beam is near the RF 
electrode with no bias applied. When RF power increases, bias voltage is applied 
on the actuator to compensate. We can see that almost 20 V are needed to 
compensate 500 mW of power. After this step, the compensation cannot be 
established, because the mechanical force induced by power is not uniformly 
distributed on the beam, so the beam will be positioned slantwise, and failure by 
contact between beam and RF-electrode cannot be prevented (Fig. 5.).  

For lower capacitance values, the beam is located lower, and the power effect 
can be compensated until 1 W.  

 
5. Conclusion  
 

We have presented an analogically tuned RF MEMS varactor, based on a 
reverse actuation principle. This type of structure shows the potential to design 
microwave devices with very high quality factor and enough wide accordability. 
Furthermore, high quality factor are developed on very low value of variable 
capacitances (<100 fF).  

Capacitance range of this type of device can be easily changed in the 
conception, because it is almost only dependent of RF electrodes surfaces, 
considering that the mechanical part of the structure is not sensitive to this 
parameter.  

Finally, another point can be interesting, considering that the biasing 
electrode can be used to compensate the effect of RF power, and then permit to 
increase the reliability of the device with high power handling.  
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Abstract. This paper reports on multi-position RF MEMS digitally tuneable 
capacitor concept resulting in quasi-analog tuning with large tuning range. The 
capacitors are integrated inside a coplanar transmission line whose tuning is achieved 
by moving the sidewalls of the 3D micromachined transmission line, with the actuators 
being completely embedded and shielded inside the ground layer. 

Devices with symmetrical two and three-stage actuators have been fabricated in an 
SOI RF MEMS process. A tuning range of Cmax/Cmin=2.41 with a total of 7 discrete 
tuning steps from 44 to 106 fF was achieved for the three-stage tuneable capacitors. 
Devices with actuator designs of different mechanical stiffness, resulting in actuation 
voltages of 16 to 73 V, were fabricated and evaluated. The robustness of the actuator to 
high-power signals has been investigated by a nonlinear electromechanical model, 
which shows that self actuation occurs for high-stiffness designs (73 N/m) not below  
50 dBm, and even very low-stiffness devices (9.5 N/m) do not self-actuate below  
40 dBm. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Most RF MEMS capacitors are based on a switched or tuned, surface-
micromachined, parallel-plate configuration [1]-[2]. However, such architectures 
are limited to low tuning range (analog tuning) or require large areas, as digitally 
tuning requires multiple devices, and require relatively complex fabrication. The 
devices presented in this paper are based on laterally moving structures fabricated 
in robust monocrystalline siliconon-insulator (SOI) device layer, already utilized 
by the authors for fabricating laterally moving switches [3]. The basic concept of 
utilizing such a technology for tuneable capacitors has recently been presented by 
the authors [4]. 

In the present paper, this process is utilized for a concept of multi-step quasi-
analog tuneable capacitors utilizing laterally-moving multi-stage MEMS actuators. 
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2. Concept and Design 
 

Fig. 1 shows the basic concept of the multi-stage tuneable capacitors. The 
sidewalls in a section of the ground plane of a 3D micromachined coplanar 
waveguide can be moved laterally and are thus changing the capacitive load of the 
transmission line [4]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. 3D illustration of ground sidewall integrated  
multistage tuned capacitors. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Operation states of a two-stage actuator (only one side of the coplanar transmission  
line illustrated): (a) nonactuated; (b) stage 1 actuated (half displacement);  

(c) stage 1 and stage 2 actuated (full displacement). 
 

The tuning range of the devices in this paper is much larger than conventional 
parallel-plate tuneable capacitors, as the actuation electrodes are de-embedded 
from the RF electrodes. Furthermore, a special multistage actuator is implemented, 
which offers large displacement at acceptable low voltages by splitting the total 
movements into smaller parts, which is achieved by a series of actuators which are 
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sequentially operated, as shown in Fig. 2 for a two-stage design. For actuating a 
stage at low actuation voltage, all previous stages must already have been actuated. 
The tuning elements of one side are duplicated symmetrically in the ground layer 
of the other slot, and thus the number of possible states is higher than the number 
of actuator stages, as the transmission line can be loaded slightly unbalanced. 

The advantages of this concept, over conventional electrostatic actuator based 
MEMS tuneable capacitors, are summarized as follows: 

- moving sidewalls low-parasitic tuning concept; 
- multi-step digital tuning with extended tuning range; 
- ground layer-embedded, electrically shielded actuators; 
- de-embedded RF and actuation electrodes; 
- 3D micromachined transmission lines; 
- all-metal actuators and metal-air-metal capacitor; 
- single-mask fabrication. 
 
3. RF and Actuator Evaluation 
 

Fig. 3 and 4 show SEM pictures of fabricated two and three-stage devices 
respectively. The two ground sidewalls of a CPW can be tuned independently, 
resulting in additional states, as listed in Table I, together with the corresponding 
capacitance values extracted from S-parameter measurements (shown in Fig. 5) via 
an equivalent circuit model in Agilent Advanced Design System (ADS). The two-
stage device has a total of 5 discrete states with capacitance values ranging from 48 
to 105 fF (Cmax/Cmin=2.18), for a capacitance gap from 6 to 2 μm. The three-stage 
device has 7 discrete states with capacitance values ranging from 44 to 106 fF 
(Cmax/Cmin=2.41). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. SEM picture of a fabricated two-stage  
Tuneable capacitor. 
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Fig. 4. SEM picture of a fabricated three-stage  
tuneable capacitor. 

 
 

Table 1. Actuation states and corresponding capacitances 
Extracted from S-parameter measurements 

 

Actuated stages 
(left) 12 21(right) 

Capacitance [fF] 
(measured) 

00 00 48 
10 00 62 
10 01 70 
11 01 88 
11 11 105 

 

a) two- stage device 
 

Actuated stages (left) 
123  321(right) 

Capacitance [fF] 
(measured) 

000 000 44 
100 000 47 
100 001 50 
110 001 58 
110 011 64 
111 011 86 
111 111 106 

 

b) three- stage device 
 
 

The capacitive behavior and the varying capacitance is clearly visible in the 
measured return loss (S11) of the 50 Ω transmission line piece containing the 
tuneable capacitors, plotted in Fig. 5 for all states of the two and three-stage 
devices. The S-parameters could only be measured up to 40 GHz with our 
measurement setup. 
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Fig. 5. Measured return loss (S11) of fabricated devices for 
all actuation states as listed in Table 1: (a) two-stage  

device; (b) three-stage device. 
 

Fig. 6 shows the results of the actuator characterization, i.e. pull-in and 
release voltages for each stage of the two and three-stage devices, for 10 device 
designs with different mechanical spring constants. The actuation voltages for the 
different implemented spring designs are between 16 and 73 V. The overall device 
design is extraordinarily robust, since relatively stiff springs can be employed as 
the full tuning range is split up between different actuators, in contrast to 
conventional tuneable capacitors. This robustness is demonstrated by simulation 
results of a nonlinear electromechanical model in Agilent Advanced Design 
System (ADS) shown in Fig. 7, showing that selfactuation, i.e. pull-in resulting 
from very high signal power, occurs for the high-k designs only above 50 dBm, 
and even for the lowest-k devices not below 40 dBm. 

The mechanical resonant frequency of one of the devices was measured to be 
11.05 kHz. The fabrication process flow require only one photolithographical step, 
one metal deposition step, a deep-silicon etch step and wet-etching. 
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Fig. 6. Actuation and release voltages versus spring constants of 10 different actuator designs of 
varying  mechanical  stiffness,  plotted  or  the  individual  stages  of  three-stage  (A..E)  and  

two-stage (F..J) devices: (a), (b), (c) three-stage devices, stages 1, 2, and 3, respectively;  
(d), (e) two-stage devices, stages 1 and 2, respectively. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Simulated self-actuation robustness for three-stage 
devices A (low k) and E (high k) from Fig. 7. 

 
4. Conclusion 
 

A novel concept of RF MEMS tuneable capacitors has been presented which 
offers the following advantages: multi-position digitally tuning; large tuning range; 
number of states independent on required transmission line length; low insertion 
loss by moveable sidewalls and by embedding the actuators inside the shielding 
ground layer; low-loss 3D micromachined transmission line; high self-actuation 
robustness; single-mask fabrication. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with small-signal model of diode on base of electron 
field emission of AlGaN microcathode and electron transit in vacuum layer, which 
width is less than one micron. Electron emission delay time dependent on Al fraction in 
cathode is comparable with transit time and less than a picosecond for the diode. 

Therefore we have included consideration of the emission delay when studying 
diode impedance characteristics. The investigations show that diode negative 
conductance spectrum being single-band or multiband depending on a ratio of emission 
delay time to alternating signal period is in terahertz frequency range. Maximal value of 
negative conductance in the spectrum and frequency of the maximum are the more than 
less emission delay time value. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Negative conductance of available microwave semiconductor barrier-
injection transit-time (BARITT) diode is a result of the electron transit delay effect 
alone because of negligible small electron injection delay time as compared with 
electron transit time. We have modified BARITT diode small-signal theory [1] to 
investigate vacuum barrier-emission transit-time diode on base of electron field 
emission of AlGaN microcathode and electron transit in vacuum. Time of electron 
tunneling under potential barrier of electron affinity energy in the emitter is 
comparable with transit time for the studied diode. Therefore in the small-signal 
model of the diode we unlike Sze [1] take into account delay both transit and 
emission as for a single-barrier diode in [2]. In addition an acceleration of electron 
in transit layer has been included into consideration as distinct from supposed in 
[1] and [2] constancy of electron drift velocity. 

 
2. Model Description 
 

Active layers of the diode studied are a layer of AlGaN emitter, a vacuum 
layer of potential barrier of electron affinity energy in the emitter and a vacuum 
transit layer. Fig. 1 shows energy diagram of the diode studied.  
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Time-independent current density of electron field emission is expressed as 
 

( )[ ] zBzf
0

V eTkeeTAJ d/exp1ln −+= ∫
∞

                             (1) 

 

here A = 4πqmcme *kBT/h3, q and me
* are electron charge and effective mass in 

emitter, mc degeneracy of emitter conduction band, kB and h are Boltzmann and 
Plank's constants, ef and ez are Fermi energy and emitter electron energy 
component perpendicular to emitting surface, T is diode temperature and TV 
permeability of the potential barrier for an emitted electron. 

A tunnel resistance of the potential barrier is inverse to derivative of a current 
density on voltage. It is expressed for the diode as rt = b/σ, where σ = dJ/dF is 
positive differential emission conductivity of the diode. F is constant electric field 
in vacuum and b is potential barrier width for emitted electron which energy we 
suppose equal Fermi energy. At this assumption b = (χ − φs− ef)/qF where χ and φs 
are the electron affinity energy and emitter conduction band bending on boundary 
with the barrier. Time of electron tunneling under the potential barrier τt = rtct = 
ε0/σ, where ct = ε0/b is barrier layer capacitance per unit area, ε0 vacuum 
permittivity constant. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Energy diagram of the diode. 
 

Diode microwave impedance is calculated in framework of small-signal 
model like the same one developed by Sze [1] for BARITT diode but involving 
electron emission delay and acceleration of electron in vacuum transit layer. 
Expressions for active and reactive components of the impedance derived 
neglecting emitter conduction band bending are the following 
 

( ) s21221 rz/bzbaaar ++−= σϕϕ cos/cos                             (2) 
 

( ) d221112 cz/bbzbaaax ωσϕ /1/cos −−−=                           (3) 
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here a = uσ/ω4ε0
2, a1 = cosθ + θsinθ  −1, a2 = θcosθ − sinθ, b1 = 1/ϕ − sinϕ, b2 = 

ϕ − sinϕ, zk = cos2ϕ + bk
2, ω = 2πf, f is alternating signal frequency, τ and θ = ωτ 

are time and angle of electron transit, ϕ = ωτt is emission delay angle, u = qF/m0 
and m0 are acceleration and mass of electron in vacuum transit layer, cd = ε0/d is 
transit layer capacitance, d = uτ2/2 transit layer width, rs = ρc + ρele is diode 
parasitic series resistance in absence contact spreading resistance, ρc contact 
specific resistance, ρe and le are resistivity and total width of semiconductor 
epitaxial layers of the diode. 
 

3. Analysis of Numerical Calculation Results 
 

Numerical calculations were conducted for three diodes with presented in  
Table 1 values of electron affinity energy in emitter which correspond with 
different values of Al fraction x in AlxGa1–xN emitter. We suppose diode 
temperature 300K, an emitter doping level 5·1018 cm-3 and the following parameters 
of the parasitic resistance le = 250 nm, ρe = 10-3 Om×cm, ρc = 10-7 Om×cm2 [3]. 
 

Table 1. Diode Parameters And Emission Characteristics 
 

Diode 
number 

Electron affinity 
energy in emitter 

(eV) 

Electric field 
(kV/cm) 

Minimal 
tunneling time 

(ps) 
1 0.18 1.9 103 6 10-2 
2 0.44 6.5 103 2.5 10-1 
3 0.61 1.04 103 6 10-1 

 
 

Dependences of differential emission conductivity on direct electric field in 
vacuum calculated for the diodes with the above mentioned values of potential 
barrier of electron affinity energy in emitter are shown in Fig. 2. The emission 
conductivity reaches maximum which value is the more and the maximum is 
reached at the less electric field value than the potential barrier is lower. Table 1 
shows values of electric field and minimal emission delay time which correspond 
with the emission conductivity maxima for the diodes. 

Microwave impedance characteristics per unit of diode cross-section area 
computed for the diodes with the minimal values of emission delay time are shown 
in Fig. 3–5. When analyzing the impedance characteristics it is seen that negative 
conductance spectra of all the diodes are in terahertz frequency range. The 
spectrum is singleband or multiband depending on frequency inverse to tunneling 
time is higher or lower than upper frequency of diode negative conductance 
frequency spectrum. 
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Fig. 1. Differential emission conductivity dependences on direct  
electric field in vacuum for the diodes with the electron 

affinity energy in emitter 0.18 eV, 0.44 eV, 0.61 eV. 
 

Tunneling time is less than alternating signal period at all frequencies in 
negative conductance spectrum of the diode 1 so the spectrum is single-band. For 
the diodes 2 and 3 a ratio of tunneling time to alternating signal period is less than 
unit in lower part of negative conductance spectrum and it is more than unit in 
upper part of the spectrum. When frequency in the spectrum changes value and 
sign of the greatest first term in (2) oscilate due to oscilations included into it 
periodical functions of emission delay angle. The angle increases to about 0.9π, 5π 
and 11π when frequency increases to upper limits in the spectra of the diodes 1, 2 
and 3 accordingly. This modulation of negative resistance frequency dependence 
results in multiband spectra of the diodes 2 and 3. Except the basic first band at 
frequencies less than emission delay frequency ft =1/τt additional bands are in the 
rest upper part of the spectrum.  

Fig. 3. Frequency dependences of negative resistance (Fig. 3a) and negative 
conductance (Fig. 3b) of the diode 1 at transit angles θ = kπ/5, where k is curve 
number. Fig. 3 presents negative resistance and negative conductance frequency 
dependences for diode 1. There is one peak on every of the two dependences. 
Value of negative resistance peak increases and frequency of the peak lowers when 
transit angle increases. A value and frequency of negative conductance peak and a 
width of negative conductance frequency band depend on a ratio of transit time to 
tunneling time. When transit angle increases from zero to value of emission delay 
angle the band appears and broadens as its upper frequency increases and lower 
frequency decreases, frequency of negative conductance peak increases. When 
transit angle further increases to 2π frequencies upper and of the peak decrease, the 
band narrows and lowers. Negative conductance peak value reaches two maxima 
with transit angles about π/2 and 3π/2 accordingly and one minimum with transit 
angle near π. It tends to zero when the transit angle approaches to 2π. 
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Fig. 3. Frequency dependences of negative resistance (Fig. 3a)  
and negative conductance (Fig. 3b) of the diode 1 at transit 

angles θ = kπ/5, where k is curve number. 
 
 

Frequency dependences of negative resistance of the diode 2 at frequencies of 
the lowest first band are shown in Fig. 4a and at frequencies in the rest upper part 
of the spectrum in Fig. 4b. Two additional bands of negative resistance take place 
at frequencies near emission delay frequency and doubled this frequency 
accordingly. A value of negative resistance peak in a band increases and frequency 
of the peak decreases with transit angle increasing. A value of negative resistance 
peak in the basic first band is three orders more than the same one the second 
additional band. 
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Fig. 4. Frequency dependences of negative resistance for the diodes 2  
in lower (Fig. 4a) and upper (Fig. 4b) part of negative conductance  

frequency spectrum at transit angles θ = kπ/5, k is 
curve number. 

 
 

Analysis of negative conductance multiband spectra the diodes 1 and 2 in 
Fig. 5 shows the more transit angle the lower frequency bands of negative 
conductance in the spectra. Maximal peak of negative conductance in a band takes 
place at transit angle near the least its value in the band. However lower limit of 
transit angle interval where negative conductance is present in a band increases 
with band number increasing. Therefore the transit angle corresponding with 
maximal negative conductance in band is the more than the band is higher. For 
both the diodes the greatest peak in the first band takes place near half of emission 
delay frequency and transit angle of π/4. When tunneling time increases the 
negative conductance spectrum widens; bands narrow and increase in the number; 
value, frequency and transit angle corresponding with the greatest peak in the 
spectrum decrease.  
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Admittance reactive component at frequency of the greatest negative 
conductance peak is comparable with the same active component for the diode 1 
and of one order more for the diodes 2 and 3. Its value decreases with emission 
delay increasing. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Frequency dependences of negative conductance for the  
diodes 2 (Fig. 5a) and 3 (Fig. 5b) at transit angles θ = kπ/5, 

k is curve number. 
 

Transit layer width values at frequencies of the greatest negative conductance 
peaks shown in Fig. 3b, 5a, 5b are close to 17 nm and 420 nm for the diode 1 with 
transit angles π/2 and 3π/2, 80 nm and 950 nm for the diodes 2 and 3 with the angle 
π/2 and π/4 accordingly. 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

Terahertz frequency spectrum of negative conductance of the diodes is 
single-band or multiband depending on emission delay frequency is more or less 
than upper frequency in the spectrum. Modulation period of negative resistance 
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multiband spectrum is near emission delay frequency. The first negative 
conductance band in the spectrum is near one half of emission delay frequency. 
The less is emission delay time the more value, frequency and transit angle 
corresponding with the greatest peak of negative conductance in the spectrum. 
Advantage of the diode over semiconductor the same one [2] is higher operating 
frequency due to less barrier width which value is into interval from 0.9 nm to  
0.6 nm for the diodes. 
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Abstract. The paper presents modeling and measurements of microwave 
propagation in CNTs based resonator for DNA detection. We report on sensing of 
adsorbed DNA on multi walled carbon nanotubes and deposited over a microwave IDT 
resonator. The DNA is revealed by a phase shift, of 20 degrees for the resonant 
frequency. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

The microwave devices based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) constitute a 
promising area of research and many microwave devices, such as filters, 
resonators, amplifiers, and oscillators, which have been already built and tested in 
the frequency range of 0.5-100 GHz, and even beyond, up to THz. A recent review 
[1] gives a comprehensive overview of these efforts to bridge the nanotechnologies 
based on CNTs with microwave applications. The high impedance of CNTs make 
them very difficult to match CNTs-based RF devices or with any other RF device 
or circuit that have a standard impedance of 50 Ω. Recently, our group has 
obtained a resonator based on a CNT array in the microwave frequency range of 1–
2 GHz. [2]. 

The detection of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) represents a huge 
importance in molecular diagnosis of various diseases and early warning of serious 
illnesses. New DNA detection methods are required to be simple, fast and able to 
detect DNA with a reduced number of preliminary steps in the DNA sample 
processing. All these effective methods are termed free-label methods and carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) play a leading role in them.[3] On the other hand, the dielectric 
properties of DNA are used to detect it at various electromagnetic frequencies.[4]. 

In this paper is reported the fabrication interdigitated structures IDT CNTs 
based resonators for DNA detection and also the experimental results at a high 
frequency. 
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2. Design and Modeling 
 

The test structure was modeled and designed in frequency domain using CST 
Microwave Studio. CST uses time domain simulations and the port definition, S 
parameter extraction is optimized for electric field distribution (ideal for waveguide 
port and planar ports with multiple pins definition). The 3D view o resonator 
structure obtained by CST is presented in Fig. 1.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. D view of IDT resonator structure layout. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Simulated S parameters for the IDT resonator. 
 

The simulated S parameters are presented in Fig. 2. The simulated insertion 
losses are very good taking into account the large domain of frequency.  

The design of the multilayer structure was made for a 10 (width)×140 
(length) μm IDT structure having one large IDT for a 50 (width)×140(length) μm 
which transform a capacitor in a LC band stop resonator. The structure has been 
designed with the following layers: 

- the substrate layer is Silicon, with high permittivity (11.9) and is 500 μm thick. 
- the second layer is silicon dioxide (SiO2), with a permittivity of 3.9 and  

500 nm thick. 
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- the top layer is the metallization, where perfect electric conductor (PEC) 
was used, 500 nm thick. 

The frequency bandwidth for this structure was 20-60 GHz and set in the 
environment. The next step was to set of some boundaries for the structure, so the 
open boundary was chosen for all the sides of the structure, and with space for the 
top side. In the final stage of the preparations for the simulation, the waveguide 
ports were designed, defining the coordinates for them, and selecting the type of 
the port, meaning Ground-Signal-Ground (GSG). The simulation was done using 
the Transient Solver, meaning time-domain.  

 
3. Fabrication 
 

The IDT structure was manufactured on a SiO2/high resistivity wafer with the 
dielectric permittivity 11.9. The fabrication has been done following the steps: (a) 
cleaning of the Si wafer (H2SO4 + H2O2, HF + DIH2O), (b) thermal oxidation (tox = 
1μm), (c) optical lithography consisting of treatment on hot plate at 1100C for  
10 minutes, AZ5214 photoresist deposition by spinning with thickness of 1.5 μm, 
and UV exposure and developing), (d) e-beam Ti/Au deposition with heat 
treatment during vacuum step, with layers of thicknesses 20 nm/80 nm, (e) metal 
lift-off (treatment on hot plate at 1100C for 1 minute, till cracks appear on the metal 
surface, followed by cooling down to room temperature and then immersion in 
acetone, and (f) cleaning in isopropylic alcohol and DI water in a ultrasonic bath 
for 1 minute.  

In the area of the IDT we deposited a drop (0.3 μL) of the MWCNTs and 
DNA composite with the following concentrations: 10 g /l CNT and 0.5 g/l DNA 
which can be seen in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) of the sensing device. The morphological 
characterisation of IDT resonator structure covered by CNTs and DNA has been 
obtained using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). As you can seen in Fig. 4 (b) 
and (c) texture differences are clearly visible i.e. before and after the DNA 
immobilisation.  

 

      
 

                                       a)                                                                        b) 
 

Fig. 3. Optical photo of the structure during the microwave characterisation. 
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                                     a)                                                                              b) 
 

 
 

c) 
 

Fig. 4. The SEM photo showing the deposition of the DNA- MWCNTs composite in the  
area of the IDT is displayed in Fig. 4 (a), while Fig. 4 (b) illustrates a detail of the  

CNTs  before DNA immobilization, Fig. 4 (c) illustrates the detail of  
CNTs DNA composite after DNA immobilization. 

 
 
 

The functionalization of MWCNT started with dispersing them for 6 hours, 
with the aid of ultrasounds, in 300 mL of concentrated H2SO4/HNO3 (3:1, v/v) 
mixture. The suspension of purified CNTs was then diluted up to 1500 mL with 
distilled water and filtered on a 0.45 µm (Isopore™) membrane, using a Büchner 
funnel. The filtrate was washed plenty with distilled water until the pH of the waste 
water became 6.0. The functionalized nanotubes were afterwards dried in oven, at 
100°C, for 4 h and the FT-IR spectra were acquired, showing the characteristic 
absorption band ascribed to the carboxyl group -COOH, situated at 1740 cm−1. The 
interaction of λ-DNA (0.5 g/L) with MWCNTs-COOH (0.04 g/L), mixed at 1:1 
v/v, was assayed spectrophotometrically (Fig. 5), using a photodiode array 
spectrophotometer (U-0080D Diode Array Bio-Spectrophotometer, Hitachi). At the 
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working pH, the adsorption process of λ-DNA on the MWCNTs-COOH backbone 
is much facilitated, being known that minimum influences on the adsorption 
processes concerning the immobilization of DNA on solid substrates are 
manifested in the 6.4 - 8.5 pH range when. We can see from Fig.5 that the 
composite DNA-functionalized MWCNTs displays a shape containing the spectral 
peaks of its constituents. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. UV-VIS spectra (in arbitrary units) of multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs,  black)  and  functionalized  carbon  nanotubes  
(MWCNTs-COOH, red) monitored spectrophotometrically  

(U-0080D Diode Array Bio-Spectrophotometer,  
Hitachi) is marked by the green color. 

 
 

4. Measurement Results 
 

Further, we have performed the microwave measurements and for this 
purpose we have used two types of depositions made on the same wafer: IDT 
structure covered only with MWCNTs and IDT structure covered with the 
composite DNA - MWCNTs with the same concentrations as mention before. The 
two IDT structures covered with MWCNT and with DNA- MWCNTs 
functionalised were measured directly on-wafer with a vector network analyzer 
(VNA) -Anritsu - 37397D connected to a Karl-Suss PM5 on-wafer probe station. 
The SOLT calibration standard was used to calibrate the system.  

The transmission of the IDT resonator structure is presented in Fig. 6 (a) and 
the results demonstrate a resonance of almost 41 GHz in a very good agreement 
with the simulation results. The transmission of IDT resonator structure covered 
with MWCNT and the DNA-MWCNTs composite are displayed in Fig. 6 (b).The 
results demonstrate a shift in frequency in comparison with the response of IDT 
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resonator structure respectively in the left side for the IDT resonator structure 
covered with MWCNTs and in the right side for the IDT covered with DNA-
MWCNTs composite. We can see that the microwave signatures of the two 
compositions are quite different. The DNA signature is expressed by a distinct 
decrease of amplitude up to 20 GHz. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding phase for the 
two distinct depositions. 
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Fig. 6. S21 parameters for (a) IDT resonator structure, (b) IDT resonator structure covered 
with MWCNT and IDT resonator structure covered with DNA - MWCNT composite. 
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Fig. 7. The phase of the IDT resonator structure covered by  
MWCNTs and by the DNA- MWCNT composite. 

 
 

The most interesting sensing parameter is the phase, which is shifted with 20 
degrees in the range of resonance frequency for both structures (Fig. 7) and 
decrease at higher frequencies. The behavior in microwave range of MWCNTs and 
the DNA-MWCNTs composite IDT resonator structures can be explain by the 
differences in the microwave effective permittivity which is calculated as around 2 
for MWCNTs and 11-58 for DNA-MWCNTs composite [4]. This is the reason 
why such a large phase shift occurs in Fig. 7 for the composite DNA-MWCNTs in 
contrast to the MWCNTs deposition. Repeated measurements over an interval of 
several days (not shown here) demonstrated that the electromagnetic responses of 
both the MWCNTs and the DNA-MWCNTs composite are stable in time. 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, we demonstrated using an IDT resonator structure covered by 
MWCNTs a detection method of DNA for a high frequency. The MWCNTs plays 
a key role in this sensitive detection procedure due to its low effective permittivity 
in microwaves, which contrasts the high permittivity of the DNA in the same 
frequency region. Instead of the decrease in quality factor of CNTs based 
resonator, the results are very important for the DNA sensing devices in high 
frequencies domain. 
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Abstract. This paper reports on the design, manufacturing and RF characterization 
of a zero-level packaging for RF-MEMS devices implementing TSVs (Through-Silicon 
Via’s) and metal bonding. Coplanar interconnection feedthroughs have been modelled 
and designed for low loss and wideband RF applications. The coplanar slot width of 
both sides in the vertical interconnection via’s pads have been enlarged and reshaped to 
compensate for the excessive shunt capacitance. Compensated packaged CPW lines 
have been manufactured and measured in the 0-40GHz frequency band. A significant 
improvement in terms of RF loss and frequency bandwidth have been obtained thanks 
to the compensation procedure. A comparison between simulated and measured data up 
to 40 GHz are presented and discussed.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Radio Frequency Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (RF-MEMS) devices 
have demonstrated great potential for applications at millimetre-wave frequencies 
because of several advantages such as high signal linearity, low insertion loss, and 
power saving [1]. However, in order to protect its movable friable parts during its 
entire lifetime, the RF MEMS device needs to be sealed into a hermetic cavity. 
Several different technologies exist in order to create hermetic cavities [2] and the 
most of them depends on several factors such as process temperature, device 
requirements, costs etc,. One of the main approach exists for 0-level packaging is 
the ―“chip capping”. It can be done as die-to-die (D2D) capping, as a die-to-wafer 
(D2W) capping, or as a wafer-to-wafer (W2W) capping. A capping technology 
tolerating a certain level of wafer topology is needed. Since the 0-level package 
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defines the first interface of the RF MEMS device to the outside world, it is clear 
that the RF design of the package is very important.  

The package should provide a good electrical contact for RF signals with the 
higher level of the system and has a low impact on the RF characterization of the 
RF structures. The use of low-loss high resistivity cap materials (and MEMS 
substrate materials) and cap with sufficient cavity height will minimize the 
degradation influence of the presence of cap [3]. The RF signal feedthrough or 
transition is one of the promising schemes at 0-level package to serve the RF 
MEMS devices for wideband interconnection applications [4] . One of the possible 
implementations for the RF feedthroughs is Vertical via’s, implemented either in 
the MEMS substrate [5,6] or in the Cap [7]. These present a more compact solution 
(smaller footprint) than the horizontal feedthrough designs, but, the process is more 
complex as through-wafer hole etching is required. Another advantage of vertical 
via’s is the readiness for 3D implementation.  

In this paper, a 0-level package solution based on chip capping is presented. 
All RF feedthroughs interconnections including Cu-coated through-silicon via’s 
(TSVs) are electromagnetically designed and optimized in order to improve the RF 
performance of overall structure.  

 
2. Fabrication Process  
 

Within the EU-FP7 project MEMSPACK, a Zero level packaging for RF 
MEMS devices implementing TSVs and metal bonding is realized using die-to-die 
bonding process (D2D).  

The process flows for the MEMS and cap wafers are manufactured at IMEC 
(Interuniversity MicroElectronics Center). The MEMS package consists of two 
parts: the MEMS substrate and the CAP. Both are made of high resistivity Si 
wafers using the 0.35μm CMOS technology adjusted to be compatible with the RF 
design rules and the flip-chip assembly. This adjustment includes the optimization 
of the Cu-oxide damascene technology, thicker metal lines and the additional 
surface passivation layers between the Si and the backend. The CAP wafer was 
further thinned down to the thickness of 100μm. The thinning step was followed by 
the etching of the through silicon vias (TSVs) 70μm in diameter. The 2μm thick 
polymer was then deposited from the back side of the CAP creating the DC and RF 
isolation for the 5μm thick electroplated copper. As the last step before the 
assembly the 3μm thick Sn was electroplated to ensure the formation of the reliable 
solder joints. The CAP and the MEMS dies were then assembled together using the 
die-to-die (D2D) flip-chip alignment and bonding. The cross-section of the 
complete assembly is shown in Fig.1 More details on fabrication process including: 
MEMS substrate, bonding and thining, TSV etching, dielectric patterning, TSV 
metallization and CuSn/Cu bonding are presented in [8]. 
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Fig. 1.  The  cross-section  of  the  hermetic chip  MEMS  package.  
The dotted line represents the path for the propagating RF signal. 

 
The blue dotted line in Fig.1 schematically shows the propagation path for 

the RF signal. The 50Ohm coplanar waveguide (CPW) is patterned on metal of the 
MEMS die (not shown) and is used to provide the connection between the input 
and output ports inside the package. The RF signal propagates from the CPW 
access pad on the top surface of the cap (as show in Fig. 2) through the Cu TSV 
connected to the short CPW patterned on the back surface of the CAP die. It then 
continues through the solder joint down to the MEMS die where it goes along the 
50 Ohm CPW (which can be replaced by a MEMS in the real application) and then 
up to the CAP die and to the output RF terminal.  
 

 
 

Fig. 9. The top view of the MEMS package  
with 150μm pitch GWG RF pads. 
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3. RF Feedthroughs Interconnection Design and Optimization  
 

The most critical part for electrical RF performance is the RF feedthroughs 
interconnections between layers. In this package, they are based on coplanar-to-
coplanar waveguide (CPW-to-CPW) line transitions.  
The RF feedthroughs from the MEMS substrate to the RF pads on top of cap 
consist of the series of three different CPW lines connected through vertical 
interconnection and Cu TSV. Fig.3 shows the three different CPW lines indicated 
as (a), (b) and (c) in Fig.1.  
 

     
 

                                      a)                                                                                b) 
 

 
 

c) 
 

Fig. 3. The three CPW lines with original dimensions before optimization. 
 
 

A full wave electromagnetic analysis has been performed to study the effect 
of these transitions on the RF performance, in terms of return and insertion losses. 
First simple straight CPW-CPW interconnections as indicated in Fig. 3 have been 
simulated. The dimensions of the three CPW lines are summarized in Table. 1  
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Table 1. Dimensions of CPW lines 
 

Parameter Size Parameter Size 
w 90 μm w1 160 μm 
g 50 μm g2 70 μm 

dring 100 μm w2 90 μm 
Rw (width of ring) 50 μm g2 45 μm 

 
All simulations have been performed using the Ansoft HFSS software. Fig.4 

shows the RF performance for these transitions which is significantly deteriorated 
by the vertical interconnections. Return loss better than 14 dB and insertion loss 
better than 0.7 dB up to 20 GHz have been obtained.  

The basic effects at the transitions of vertical interconnections can be 
represented as a series reactance. This reactance results from the superposition of 
capacitive and inductive effects. The capacitive part is caused by dielectric loading 
at the transition due to the silicon substrate. The inductive contribution is due to the 
change in current density distribution and direction when going from layer to 
another layer.  

The parameters affecting the interconnection performance are:  
• Via diameter.  
• Via height (i.e. substrate thickness)  
• Via pad area (length and width).  
• CPW slot width in correspondence of transitions.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. The three CPW lines with original dimensions before optimization. 
 
 

The via diameter and height are fixed by technology, the via pad area has 
been taken as small as possible. We have concentrated on the forth parameter.  
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In order to improve the RF performance, the basic idea is to compensate the 
excessive shunt capacitance at the transition by redesigning and adding an 
inductive section in correspondence of the vertical via. This can be done by locally 
enlarging the coplanar slot width of the CPW line of both sides in the vertical 
interconnection pad region as shown in Fig. 5.  
 

      
 

                                      a)                                                                                   b) 
 

 
 

c) 
 

Fig. 5. The three CPW lines dimensions after optimization. 
 

The compensation has been performed by fixing dring, d, d1, d2 and varying 
the distances called dopt, dopt1,dopt2 from 60 μm to 150 μm. The new dimensions 
for the compensation steps are summarized in Table. 2  
 

Table 2. Dimensions of redesigned parameters 
 

Parameter Size Parameter Size 
d 90 μm dopt 60, 90, 120, 140, 150 μm 
d1 50 μm dopt 1 60, 90, 120, 150μm 
d2 100 μm dopt 2 60, 90, 120 μm 
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A parametric electromagnetic simulation using Ansoft HFSS is run in order 
to find the values of dopt, dopt1, dopt2 which compensate the excessive shunt 
capacitance and give better RF performance.  

The corresponding results are plotted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. It can be noted that 
the increase of dopt, dopt1, dopt2 leads to an improvement in RF performance.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The simulated Return loss of the compensated structure. 
 
 

The best return and insertion loss have been obtained for dopt=140μm, 
dopt1=120μm, dopt2=120μm (green curve). Return loss better than 20 dB and 
insertion loss better than 0.6 dB from Dc up to 20 GHz have been achieved.  
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The simulated Insertion loss of the compensated structure. 
 
 

Finally, the comparison between the simulated and the measured RF 
performance of the package in the frequency range of 100MHz-40GHz is shown in 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.  
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Figure 8 shows that the return loss of both have similar slope but with 
discrepancy at frequencies less than 20 GHz. The acceptable magnitude of the 
return loss (better than15dB) indicates that the actual wave impedance of the line is 
close to the target value in a wide frequency range and that the precision of the flip-
chip assembly is accurate enough.  

However, a high insertion loss (more than 3.5 dB), indicates the presence of a 
source of an extra RF loss in the interconnects of the package.  
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Comparison between simulated and measured Return loss  
for the compensated structure. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Comparison between simulated and measured Insertion 
loss for the compensated structure. 
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Such abnormal frequency behavior is, however, often reported for coplanar 
waveguides patterned on a Si substrate [9].  

The magnitude of the RF loss in the frequency independent plateau can vary 
with the doping level of Si and with the surface passivation technique being 
utilized. Thus, the relatively high level of insertion loss reported in this work may 
be attributed to the lack of the passivation of the bottom surface (the side from 
which the TSV are etched) of the HRSi Cap. By minimizing the length of the 
interconnects (by design) on the Si surfaces, which cannot be passivated, or, by 
tuning the technology, the insertion loss of the 1-2mm package can be lowered to 
acceptable values of 0.5-0.7dB.  

 
4. Conclusion  
 
This paper has presented the RF design, manufacturing and characterization 

of a zero-level packaging for RF MEMS devices implementing TSVs and metal 
bonding. The CPW to CPW line transitions have been redesigned and optimized in 
order to compensate the excessive shunt capacitance and improve the RF 
performance. A simulated return loss better than 20 dB and insertion loss better 
than 0.6 dB up to 20 GHz have been achieved. A disagreement between measured 
and simulated loss has been noted due to, most likely, the lack of the passivation of 
the bottom surface (the side from which the TSV are etched) of the HRSi Cap. The 
improvement of technology will lead to an acceptable measured loss similar to the 
simulated one.  
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Abstract. The mechanical material parameters of complex metal layer stacks 
embedded inside a BiCMOS process have been analyzed. Finite-Element-Method 
simulations (FEM) with a combination of statistical calculation methods have been 
used to accurately determine the material properties. The Young’s modulus of AlCu 
and TiN have been found to be 65 GPa and 410 GPa. The residual stress values have 
been extracted as -514 MPa (compressive), 494 MPa (tensile) and -964 MPa 
(compressive) for the TiN Top-layer, AlCu and the TiN Bottom-layer which is in good 
agreement to in-line wafer curvature measurement. Intrinsic stress was found to play an 
important role for the reason that it partly compensates temperature-induced stress and 
offers a reliable RF-MEMS switch operation. The extracted material parameters are 
very useful to perform accurate FEM simulations and help to reduce the 
design/modeling time of new BiCMOS embedded MEMS components. 

Index Terms: FEM analysis, material characterization, residual stress, RF-MEMS 
switch, monolithic integration. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

The knowledge of mechanical material parameters is mandatory for the 
development of MEMS due to their influence on device performance and reliability 
[1]. One of the most important MEMS components for RF applications are 
electromechanical switches [2].  

Electromechanical switches are considered as a key component for multi-
band circuits due to their low insertion loss, high isolation and low power 
consumption [3, 4]. Recently a BiCMOS embedded RF-MEMS switch was 
demonstrated with an excellent performance and a very good reliability [5, 6]. The 
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specific switch consists of electrodes in Metal 1, the signal line in Metal 2 and a 
TiN/AlCu/TiN stack in Metal 3 which is used as a movable membrane (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. SEM of the BiCMOS embedded RF-MEMS switch. 
 

For a cost-efficient development and fabrication, the mechanical and 
electrical performance has to be simulated/modeled with accurate material 
parameters which strongly depend on deposition conditions [7], determine the 
stiffness of the system and therefore define the actuation voltage, switching time 
and reliability which need to be optimized before fabrication. In this work we have 
demonstrated the characterization of a complex metal layer stack of a BiCMOS 
BEOL metallization based on optical measurements and FEM simulations. The 
developed method provides mechanical material properties of the suspended Metal 
3 layer and is very promising to perform accurate mechanical simulations of 
MEMS structures. 

 
2. Material Parameter Estimation  
 

Different material characterization methods like mechanical resonance, pull-
down voltage and load-deflection method have been proposed in literature to 
estimate mechanical material properties [8, 9]. In this work, the determination of 
the specific mechanical material properties is based on mechanical resonance and 
load-deflection method combined with FEM simulations and statistical methods 
(Fig. 2). 

The mechanical resonance frequency or load-dependent deflection of a 
mechanical system strongly depends on the material parameters. These two main 
properties of the specific test structures are simulated using CoventorWare ®. A 
multivariate linear regression (MLI) is used to determine a dependency between 
measurement value and the important material parameters. The “coefficient-of-
determination” shows if the linear regression is sufficient or a higher-order 
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polynomial function is required. The method is resulting in different sets of 
material parameters which show the lowest deviation to measurement results. The 
shown method is universal for different types of static and dynamic behavior and 
can be adapted to several applications. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Material parameter estimation method. 
 
 

3. Experimental Results  
 

The movable part of the RF-MEMS switch is realized using the Metal 3 layer 
of the BiCMOS BEOL stack. Metal 3 consists of three different layers: 
TiN/AlCu/TiN. TiN layers are used as a barrier layer between AlCu and the BEOL 
oxide whereas AlCu (99.5% Al) is used as the main conductive part of Metal 3. 
Typically, the TiN layer has a thickness of ~200 nm while the AlCu layer has a 
thickness of ~700 nm. The mechanics are mainly dominated by the Young’s 
modulus of TiN, AlCu and the residual stresses of these layers. Residual stress is a 
combination of temperature-induced stress and intrinsic stress [10]. Temperature-
induced stress is a result of cooling down process from deposition temperature 
(~500K) to room temperature due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of 
AlCu and TiN. Intrinsic stress is caused by crystallographic defects, grain 
boundaries and further deposition effects [11]. The material parameters are 
strongly affected by the type of deposition and the deposition conditions like 
temperature and pressure. The estimation of Young’s modulus and residual stress is 
done with different types of structures and the aforementioned estimation method. 
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A. Determination of Young’s modulus 
 

To determine the Young’s modulus, clamped beams with different lengths 
and widths have been fabricated and measured (Fig. 3). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Clamped beams for estimation of Young’s modulus. 
 

The frequency-response-function (FRF) of simple clamped beams depends 
on the Young’s modulus. The first eigenfrequency can be calculated by (1) and 
shows a dependency on the length, the thickness, the material density and the 
Young’s modulus E. 
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The geometry was investigated by Focused-Ion Beam Milling (FIB) to 
consider process-specific characteristics like under-etching of the cavity mask 
(lateral etch of SiO2) and unwanted etching of AlCu to take these effects into 
account during FEM simulation (Fig. 4).  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. FIB analysis of clamped beam. 
 
The MLI has shown that the FRF is independent from residual stress and 

therefore it is only defined by geometry and the effective Young’s modulus of the 
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metal stack. The FRF was detected by electrostatic actuation with a broadband 
signal and observing the mechanical response with the Laser-Doppler Vibrometer 
(LDV) MSA-500 from Polytec®. The FRF of a 210 µm beam is shown in Fig. 5. It 
provides 6 detectable eigenfrequencies in the maximum frequency range of  
2.5 MHz. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Frequency-response-function of 210 µm beam. 
 

The “coefficient-of-determination” is higher than 0.998 for every 
eigenfrequency and therefore the linear type of multivariate regression is suitable. 
The most accurate result of the least-square method with lowest deviation 
tomeasurement is shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Results for determination of Young’s modulus 
 

EAlCu ETiN Maximum deviation f1-6 
65 GPa 410 GPa 3.0% 

 
The Young’s modulus of 65 GPa for AlCu and 410 GPa for TiN are in a very 

good agreement with literature [12, 13] and the simulated FRF with the estimated 
material properties shows a small deviation of 3% compared to the measured FRF. 
For further analysis of residual stress, the estimated Young’s moduli are applied to 
RF-MEMS switch structure to analyze the residual stress characteristics of the 
AlCu and TiN layers.  

 
B. Determination of Residual Stress  
 

Residual stress in suspended structures results in an up or down bended 
membrane and strongly influences the performance of the switch. Residual stress is 
not only limiting the reliability performance by affecting the restoring force and 
therefore the risk for stiction, but also results in poor electrical and RF performance. 
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By the help of this analysis, optimal switch structures can be selected in design-
level. This helps to decrease the design optimization time and to improve the yield 
of the process.  

To perform the residual stress analysis, the surface topology of the RF-
MEMS switch  has been observed using White-Light-Interferometer (WLI) shown 
in Fig. 6. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. WLI of RF-MEMS switch. 
 
 

The aforementioned calculation method is used to estimate the residual stress. 
An initial deflection of the suspended membrane is achieved by adding residual 
stress to the different layers. Different tensile and compressive stress cases have 
been applied and the surface topology was extracted along the black line shown in 
Fig. 7. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Extraction of initial deflection. 
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The MLI shows a high sensitivity to residual stress but it has to be considered 
that the “coefficient-of-determination” varies for different locations in x-direction. 
Only points with a high “coefficient-of-determination” have been taken into 
account. The most accurate result of the least-square method is shown in Table 2. 
The results are in good agreement to in-line stress measurements using wafer 
curvature method. Characterization of stand-alone layers was only possible for the 
Bottom TiN and AlCu layers. 
 

Table 2. Results of residual stress for different layer 
 

Layer TiN-Top 
[MPa] 

AlCu 
[MPa] 

TiN-Bottom 
[MPa] 

Calculation -514 
(comp.) 

494 
(tensile) 

-964 
(comp.) 

Wafer 
Curvature 

 
--- 

432 
(tensile) 

-860 
(comp.) 

 
The initial deflection of the switch has been simulated with the resultin 

residual stress and shows an excellent agreement to the real surface topology of the 
investigated RF-MEMS switch (Fig. 8). The zero-level of initial deflection shows 
the position of the clamped anchors. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Initial deflection due to residual stress. 
 

 
In fact, the initial deflection is caused by two effects: temperature-induced 

stress and intrinsic stress. To distinguish between these two effects, firstly the 
temperature-induced stress is simulated by the thermal expansion coefficients taken 
from [14, 15] and a constant zero-stress temperature option which is provided by 
CoventorWare®. The initial deflection of the switch after applying the 
temperature-induced stress is shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Initial deflection due to temperature-induced stress. 
 

As can be seen from Fig. 9, the center of the suspended membrane is up-
bended compared to the anchors whereas the edges are strongly down-bended. 
Temperature-induced stress leads to a deflection status higher than measured which 
shows that intrinsic stress partly compensates the temperature-induced stress and 
has a primary importance. Without any compensating intrinsic stress, the distance 
between the grounded membrane in Metal 3 and the high-voltage electrodes in 
Metal 1 is about 1.5µm which increases the risk for a short between Metal 1 and 
Metal 3.  

The estimation of stress compensating intrinsic stress is achieved by adding 
intrinsic compressive and tensile stress combinations to the different layers. The 
initial deflection of the switch has been simulated with the resulting temperature-
induced stress and intrinsic stress and shows again a good accuracy to the real 
surface topology of the switch (Fig. 10). 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Initial deflection due to temperature-induced  
stress and intrinsic stress. 
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The estimated intrinsic stress parameters are shown in Table 3. The stress 
compensating intrinsic stress has a crucial importance to prevent from device 
failure.  
 

Table 3. Results for determination of intrinsic stress 
 

Layer TiN-Top 
[MPa] 

AlCu 
[MPa] 

TiN-Bottom 
[MPa] 

Calculation -1240 
(comp.) 

-240 
(comp.) 

-1460 
(comp.) 

 
4. Conclusion  
 

The mechanical material properties of a complex three-layer metal stack have 
been characterized using the FRF of clamped beams and the surface topology of 
current RF-MEMS switch structure. The Young’s moduli of AlCu and TiN have 
been found to be 65 GPa and 410 GPa which are in good agreement with literature. 
The residual stress values have been extracted as -514 MPa (compressive),  
494 MPa (tensile) and -964 MPa (compressive) for the TiN Top-layer, AlCu and 
the TiN Bottom-layer. Intrinsic stress partly compensates temperature-induced 
stress and therefore plays an important role by enabling a stable and reliable RF-
MEMS switch operation. 

The developed technique can be applied for different process conditions and 
provide precise material properties which help the modeling of various MEMS 
structures. Furthermore, understanding the stress non-uniformity over the wafer 
using the developed technique helps to enhance the yield of the MEMS process.  
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Abstract. We hereby discuss effects and consequences of using certain 
measurements approaches on the charge trap analysis of RF-MEMS switches during 
cycling tests. We analyze how measurements are affected when the shape of the pulse 
changes, when the cycling frequency decrease and when measurements are carried out 
as a function of temperature. The trends here presented must to be taken into account 
when devices, that suffer of severe charge trapping phenomena, like those used in the 
following experiments, are considered. The real goal in fact, is to fully characterize the 
real performances of the devices separating the effects that different measurements 
analysis have on the device itself.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

RF-MEMS switches combine excellence electrical responses such as 
high isolation, ultra low-losses and high liner response with the well known 
advantages provided by the solid state fabrication processes, like reduced 
size, power consumption and costs of high volume products.  

These devices are nowadays among the most promising technologies for 
terrestrial and satellite telecommunication systems because of their advantages, 
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even though some issues, especially related with reliability and packaging [1], have 
not been resolved yet. 

As regards reliability aspects both mechanical and electrical issues as well as 
semiconductor phenomena are often present leading, sometimes, to unreliable 
devices especially for high requirements applications like those related with space 
and aerospace market. In particular contact degradation [2], charge trapping 
phenomena [3], elastic/plastic deformations, fractures and structural elements 
stresses can be named. For the scope of our work, it has to be underlined that 
charge trapping issues appeared to be the dominant effect on devices. Charge 
trapping, i.e. the physical effect that traps charge carriers usually into the oxide 
layers, heavily modifies both electrical and mechanical properties of devices until 
charges are in somehow released. This usually causes an apparent early grave of 
devices. The necessity of fully characterize RF-MEMS on all their aspects requires 
several analysis approaches  such as measurements at different frequencies, 
analysis carried out as a function of temperature as well as cycling tests [4] with 
different pulse shapes. Charge trapping phenomena though, combined with the 
effects induced by these methods, might lead to unclear or even counterintuitive 
results since different aspects combine together in a common outcome.  

The aim of this work is to explain the role of each measurements aspects 
involved and, therefore, to separate charge trapping effects from those caused by 
different measurements approaches. In such a way we aim to a better understand 
the actual performances of devices measured, which is always the ultimate goal.  

In particular, the effect of different pulse shapes, different plate temperature 
and, eventually, the effect of different frequencies are considered. For each of these 
aspects we provide experimental results and their interpretation.  

When measuring devices that considerably suffer of charge trapping issues, 
the reader should take into account results proposed in this work in order to better 
understand how the effect of these analysis methods overlaps with trapped charges.  

 
2. Technology Process and  

Measurement Setup  
 

The devices have been fabricated at FBK by employing a well established 
process for RF-MEMS switches based on surface micromachining techniques 
combined to standard CMOS technology processing steps. The schematic flow of 
the 8 mask process is shown in Figure 1.  

Initially on the p-type 5 kΩ silicon substrates a 1000 nm thick thermal oxide 
is grown. Next a 630 nm thick polysilicon layer is deposited, slightly doped by ion 
implantation and defined  by photolithography and etching. In the next step a multi 
layer metallization of Ti/TiN/Al/Ti/Ti is deposited by sputtering for a total 
thickness of 630 nm in order to equal the thickness of the polysilicon layer. In turns, 
this metal layer is protected with 100 nm of a low temperature oxide obtained by 
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Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) from silane. At this point a  
3 μm thick photoresist layer is deposited. After the evaporation of a 25 nm thick 
gold layer (with an 3 nm thick chromium film as adhesion layer underneath) in a 
first galvanic process a 1.8 μm thick gold layer is deposited in areas defined by 
photoresist. With a second galvanic process an approximately 4 μm thick gold 
layer is deposited, again defined by photoresist. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Micromachining techniques description: 8 mask  
process from silicon substrate to gold membrane. 

 
Ohmic series switches have been fabricated and in Figure 2 we report S21 

versus bias voltage taken from a typical device that clearly shows low losses and 
high isolation. It must be stressed that all the measurements carried out in this work, 
have been carried out on wafer level in air, at controlled temperature, but not in 
nitrogen atmosphere. This is clearly the reason for the relatively low lifetime 
obtained in these test (as it will be shown later). The aim of this work, however, 
was to study the charge trapping mechanisms, in the devices and not the lifetime 
evaluation.  

The actuation voltage is about 20 V while the release voltage is close to 16 V. 
The DC bias voltage used in cycling tests has been chosen at 40 V in order to 
obtain a good actuation of the device. The setup used in our experiments consists 
of a vector network analyzer used to monitor S-parameters, a waveform generator 
and a pulse generator used to generate the actuation waveform during cycling and a 
source meter used during DC characterization. 
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Fig. 2. S21 parameter vs. bias voltage for a typical device. 
 

3. Analysis Methods and Their Effects  
 

A. The effect of the pulse shape  
 

Three different cycling pulse shapes, shown in the inset of Figure 4, have 
been used and compared in terms of their effect on the measurements. It is hereby 
shown that, by using different shapes for the cycling pulse, more or less charge is 
trapped [5]. 

First of all, we notice that degradation of scattering parameters can be mainly 
attributed to the charge trapping phenomena, since no significant permanent 
degradation has been measured once trapped charges was released.  

To highlight the charge trapping phenomena in these devices (leading to a 
recoverable degradation), a cycling test has been carried out by setting the DC bias 
voltage below the actuation voltage, see Figure 3.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. S21 parameter vs. number of cycles with a bias voltage  
set above and below the actual device actuation voltage. 
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In such a way, in fact, the bias voltage was slightly less than the one required 
to lift the bridge down, but strong enough to create a significant electric field and 
hence charge trapping, in the MEMS structure. As see in Figure 3 a slight (but 
relevant) S21 degradation is observed, also when cycling the MEMS below the 
actuation voltage (orange curve, with VSTRESS = 18V). Since no mechanical 
contact degradation can happen in this experiment, this is an indirect confirmation 
that charge trapping is present in these devices. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Average S21 parameter vs. number of cycles of the  
same device cycled with different pulse shapes. The S21  

parameter values are taken at 40 V. 
 

Once we proved that charge trapping issues affects these devices during 
cycling tests, we investigated how different pulse shapes affect the behavior. 
Figure 4, shown the degradation of the S21 parameter during cycling in three 
representative series ohmic switches, driven with different pulses. The RF-MEMS 
switches, cycled with unipolar and alternating bipolar pulses (blue and green 
curves), show large S21 degradation after only 103 cycles. The dual-polarity pulse 
shape within the same period (the red curve in Figure 4), shows an improvement of 
the sustainable cycles (up to about 0.1 Million Cycles).  

This is a clear indication that these dual polarity pulses (within the same 
period) largely mitigate charge trapping effects with respect to the other pulses. 
Another possible reason for the larger lifetime, induced by these bipolar pulses, 
could be related to a certain attenuation of the strength with which the contacts 
collapse one on the others, leading to a lower mechanical degradation.   

The different effect caused by the double pulse within the same period and 
the one in which positive and negative bias alternates to each other, is still under 
investigation. However we have to point out that the inversion of polarity in the 
former pulse is fast enough so that the cantilever membrane does not have time to 
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detach while the electric field inversion mitigate the trapped charge. At least three 
devices, with identical design and taken from different wafer area have been cycled 
and averaged for each pulse shape. In conclusion we have just shown that, by using 
different pulse shape, we can mitigate charge trapping on the device and by 
knowing these effects we can largely improve the lifetime of these RF-MEMS 
switches.  

 
B. Effect of the temperature  
 

Having proved that these devices suffer from severe charge trapping issues, 
during cycling tests, we wanted to investigate the effect of temperature. By the 
means of a thermal chuck we have tested “on-wafer” devices at different 
temperatures (from ambient to +70°C). The energy provided in such a way was 
expected to be partially transferred to charges in those midway energy levels that 
trap electrons, allowing in such a way their releasing. Surprisingly, we have 
actually measured a worsening of the scattering parameters, when testing the RF-
MEMS at higher temperature, as shown in Figure 5.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Average  S21  parameter  vs.  number  of  cycles  of  the  
same device cycled at different temperatures. The higher the  

temperature, the faster a switch is damaged. The S11  
parameter, shows the same behavior. 

 

 
This result can be explained as follow. Since the pulse shape used in our tests 

was the dual polarity one within the same period (third in Figure 3), trapped 
charges effects was already largely reduced thanks to the adopted dual polarity 
pulse shaping. Also we observed that the degradation observed in the RF-MEMS 
using the dual polarity pulse, is non-recoverable. This suggests us that the 
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degradation in this case is related to the mechanical deformation of the switch. As a 
consequence, by increasing the temperature, device became more prone to plastic 
deformation and this can explain the lower lifetime of the switches at high 
temperatures [6]. 

 
C. Effect of frequency  
 

We also confirmed that the choice of the cycling frequency (using unipolar 
pulses) can affect the charge trapping phenomena. As shown in Figure 6, in fact, a 
lower cycling frequency seems to reduce the lifetime of a device in terms of 
number of cycles by trapping more charges, compared to the one of an identical 
device that switches faster.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Cycling tests performed at different frequencies. The  
charge trapping effect appears stronger at lower frequency  

than the one at higher frequency. 
 
However, as shown in Figure 7, the actual lifetime of a device switched at lower 

frequency, is much longer that these used at higher frequency. The fact that 
scattering parameters degradation is much faster at lower frequency (in Figure 6) 
can be motivated as follow. Even though the duty cycle is kept at a constant value 
of 0.2, the stress voltage, and therefore the electric field, is applied for a longer 
time at a lower frequency. As a consequence, more charge is trapped and therefore 
the number of cycles tends to be smaller. Figure 6 and Figure 7 differs from each 
other for the horizontal axis expressed in number of cycle and time domain 
respectively.  

From Figure 7 we can see that considering the same actuation time (i.e. the time 
in which the MEMS remain actuated) the device cycled at a higher frequency is 
subjected to a major number of impacts and hence the contact degradation occurs 
earlier than a device cycled at lower frequency. 
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Fig. 7. Cycling tests performed at different frequencies. The picture show  
that at parity of actuation time in one period (duty cycle = 0.2)  

higher frequency  due to a degradation of contact. 
 

It is interesting to note that the slope of the S21 in Figure 7, can be 
considered as a degradation rate, and hence as a factor to evaluate the robustness of 
RF-MEMS: the faster the slope is, the easier and faster is the contact degradation. 
Power law curves (1) and stretched exponential law (2) were used to fit 
experimental data obtaining good results (see Figure 7 and Figure 8) like in [7]  
and [8]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Cycling tests performed at different frequencies. The picture show  
the fitting using stretched exponential law. 
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The fitting parameters are shown in Table 1 for power law and in table II for 
stretched exponential law. 

 
Table 1. Parameters used for fitting (power law). 

 

 a b c 
F = 1000 Hz -0.3725 0.5639 2.36 
F = 100 Hz -0.6506 0.3747 2.65 
F = 10 Hz -3.499 0.1568 5.98 

 
Table 2. Parameters used for fitting (exponential law). 

 

 a b c 
F = 1000 Hz -1.7E-07 -18.67 17 
F = 100 Hz -0.07 -5.61 265 
F = 10 Hz -0.7 -3.15 1301 

 
 

4. Conclusion  
 

We discussed three different analysis methods and their effect on the RF-
MEMS characterization. In particular we have shown how the pulse shape affects 
charge trapping phenomena. We have also shown that the effect of the temperature, 
associated with a specific cycling pulse, might only worsen the scattering 
parameters degradation instead of improving them.  

Eventually, we proved that also different frequencies affect the results of 
cycles lifetime of a RF MEMS. These approaches and results here should be 
considered whenever RF-MEMS switches, especially those that suffer of charge 
trapping phenomena, are studied. Our approach allows users to focus on the final 
goal, which is to discover the actual performance of devices analyzed.  

By knowing the effect that a measurement set-up induces in the MEMS 
performances, it is then possible to separate the induced parasitic behavior form the 
real device response. As already mentioned, the relatively low cycling robustness is 
a consequence of the measurements carried out on uncapped devices.  
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Radio frequency (RF) micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) switches 
are one of the most promising applications of the RF MEMS technology. However, 
reliability issues still limit their application in wireless and communication systems. 
In capacitive MEMS switches, the most important reliability problem is charging 
of the dielectric [1]-[2]. In the case of silicon nitride MEMS switches, significant 
effort has been made to identify the dependence of dielectric charging on film 
thickness and deposition temperature [3]-[6]. The objective of these efforts has 
been to determine the most favorable deposition conditions to induce minimum 
dielectric charging in silicon nitride capacitive switches. Extending on our previous 
studies, in this work we focus on PECVD silicon nitride films deposited at the 
same temperature but with different nitrogen to silicon concentration ratios, and try 
to determine the dependence of dielectric charging on the silicon content hence the 
dielectric material conductivity. The goal is to address the uncertainty of whether 
the implementation of a leaky dielectric would reduce the charging effects in 
capacitive MEMS switches. Both RF MEMS switches and metal-insulator-metal 
(MIM) capacitors with silicon nitride films deposited at 150ºC and 250ºC are 
considered for this study. 

Fig. 1 shows the stoicbiometry of the silicon nitride  films used. The films are 
deposited at 150ºC and 250ºC with different gas flow ratios. The straight lines are 
drawn to show the stoichiometry trend. The TSDC spectra for the 150ºC Silicon 
nitride MIMs, inset of Fig. 2, were found to depend strongly on the film 
composition. In the case of sample A ([NH3]/[SiH4]= 1.33%), the current level at 
high temperatures (>380K)  is almost two orders of magnitude larger than those of 
samples B ([NH3]/[SiH4]=2%) and C ([NH3]/[SiH4]=4%), indicating a 
significantly larger stored charge. Moreover, the envelope of the TSDC current in 
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the high temperature region reveals activation energy of 0.45eV for sample A 
material decreasing to 0.20eV for sample C.  
 

       
 
This behavior suggests that for sample A, a larger amount of charge is trapped 

in deep traps compared to sample C. This becomes obvious in the plot of the 
temperature dependence of charge measured in the external circuit Qext, which is 
calculated by integrating the TSDC spectra over temperature. Furthermore, Fig. 2 
reveals that in the low temperature range (<350K), the values of TSDC charge do 
not differ significantly and are characterized by almost the same activation energy. 
A significant difference arises above 350K, where much deeper defects are 
activated in sample A leading to much larger charge trapping. 
 

 
 
 

The total charge stored in the 150ºC silicon nitride MIMs were compared to the 
250ºC ones for the three gas flow ratios mentioned above (Fig. 3). The total charge 
is calculated for all materials by integrating the TSDC spectra from 200K to 500K. 

Fig. 1. Stoichiometry vs. gas flow ratio 
for 150ºC and 250ºC PECVD  

silicon nitride. 

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of 
stored charge measured in the 
external circuit. The inset shows 
the TSDC spectra. The films were 
deposited at 150ºC. Samples A, B, 
and C correspond to [NH3]/[SiH4] 
of 1.33%, 2%, and 4% respectively.
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The total charge stored in the 250ºC silicon nitride is higher than the 150ºC one for 
all flow ratios.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Dependence of the total stored charge measured in the  
external circuit on silane flow for the 150ºC  

and 250ºC silicon nitride material. 
 

The charging in MEMS switches can be monitored through the shift of bias 
for minimum capacitance (Vm). The bias for minimum capacitance (Vm) of 
sample A was found to shift rapidly with temperature from +12.6 volts at 300K to -
5 volts at 380K (Fig. 4). On the other hand, Vm for sample C shifted only from -
1.2 volts at 300K to -0.9 volts at 380K. The calculated activation energies were 
found to be 0.31eV, 0.22eV and 0.11eV for samples A, B, and C respectively, 
being in reasonable agreement with the ones obtained from TSDC assessment.  

In summary, a systematic investigation was performed to relate the electrical 
properties of the silicon nitride insulating film of MEMS capacitive switches with 
the monitored dielectric charging. The investigation was focused on silicon-rich 
PECVD silicon nitride, which deviates significantly from the ideal material 
stoichiometry. Both assessment methods, the TSDC assessment in MIM capacitors 
and monitoring the shift of bias for capacitance minimum in MEMS switches 
revealed that charging increases when the silicon content increases in spite of the 
increasing leakage current. This is attributed to the formation of silicon 
nanoclusters, where potential barriers retain the trapped charges in the potential 
wells, as well as the generation of trapping sites by unsaturated bonds, etc. Taking 
all these into account, we are led to the conclusion that silicon nitride films that are 
closer to stoichiometry seem to be more promising materials for reliable switches. 
Since in such highly resistive materials the injected charges require a large time to 
be collected by the bottom electrode, investigation is in progress for the 
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determination of optimum solution. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of Vm for 150ºC silicon nitride MEMS  
switches. [NH3]/[SiH4] flow ratios of 1.33%, 2%, and 4% are used. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a film type PerMX polymer-based low temperature 
zero-level packaging technique for RF devices. PerMX polymer capping technique was 
developed in two different types that are PerMX ring and PerMX membrane, SU8 ring 
and PerMX membrane. The height of the implemented cap is 100 µm having 50 µm 
thick sealing ring and 50 µm thick membrane and the implemented dimensions  are  
1.4×1.1 mm2, 2.1×2.1 mm2 and 5.1×5.1 mm2. The electrical characterization of 
microstrip line on PerMX is also presented. Also, the effect of the PerMX package on 
coplanar was found to be negligible insertion loss change of the packaged transmission 
line while its return loss is better than 20 dB at the measured frequency range.  

Index Terms: Packaging, Polymer, PerMX, RF.  
 
 

1. Introduction  
 

MEMS packaging is considered as an essential technology because MEMS 
contains movable fragile parts such as membrane or spring. One big approach for 
wafer-scale zero-level package is an adhesive-bonding of a cover wafer that 
contains cavities on its surface over a wafer containing active devices. As a 
capping material, pyrex glass and silicon have been mainly chosen because of their 
manufacturability [1, 2]. For RF devices packaging, a relatively high cavity should 
be considered to minimize the effect of packaging material to the packaged devices. 
Hence, additional processes like glass wet-etching and deep Si etching are needed. 

Polymer cap packaging technique is being attractive due to its small size 
capability, enhanced manufacturability compared with the conventional packaging 
techniques. Furthermore, it has negligible effect on the package RF devices owing 
to its low dielectric constant. SU8 [3] or BCB [4] polymers have been implemented 
as a packaging cap. In general, the polymer capping has been realized by sacrificial 
etching [3] or polymer cap transfer technique [5]. We reported BCB cap transfer 
packaging technique that uses BCB caps bonding at 250 °C. It could be a 
significant problem for some RF MEMS devices. 
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In this paper, low-temperature packaging technique based on the film type 
PerMX polymer is presented.  It is first noted that micropstrip line on PerMX has 
insertion loss of 0.1 dB/mm at 10 GHz and return loss of less than 15 dB up to  
70 GHz as shown in Fig. 1. Also, the influence of the PerMX cap on the packaged 
device will be presented. 
 

 
 

a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

Fig. 1. Microstrip line on PerMX (a) and 
measured S-parameters (b). 

 
2. PerMX Packaging  
 

The basic PerMX packaging process is shown in Fig. 2; (a) PerMX sealing 
ring patterning (b) Lamination PerMX film on the patterned sealing ring (c) 
Exposure and PEB (Post-Expose Bake) (d) Development and hard bake. It should 
be noted that at step (a), the PerMX ring can be replaced by other polymers such as 
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SU8 or BCB that are often used for microwave devices and packaging. The 
thickness of PerMx at step (a) and (b) is 50 µm. The process condition of PerMX is 
presented in Table 1. PerMX sheet is first laminated on a substrate at 65°C and 
then it is soft-baked at 95°C for 4 minutes. The PerMX is patterned by a 
conventional photolithography process. 

Exposure energy was 400 mJ and it is developed using PGMEA after  
10 minutes PEB. Finally, it is hard-baked for 30 minutes. The maximum process 
temperature is 150°C. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. PerMX packaging process. 
 
 

Table 1. PerMX 3050 process conditions 
 

Step Conditions 
Lamination Hot roll @ 65°C 
Soft bake 4 minutes @ 95°C 
Expose 400 mJ 
PEB 10 minutes @ 60°C 
Develop PGMEA, 5 minutes 
Hard bake 30 minutes @ 150°C 

 
 

Fig. 3 shows the result of wafer-level PerMX packaging using 3 inches Si 
substrate. The sizes of test packaging caps are 1.4 × 1.1 mm2, 2.1×2.1 mm2, and 
5.1×5.1 mm2. As seen in Fig. 3, some of the largest ones were not successfully 
implementedbecause of the high aspect ratio of the membrane. Themeasured 
profiles of the PerMX caps are shown in Fig. 4. Theheight of the caps was 100 µm 
because both sealing ring and membrane were 50 µm. The maximum deflection of 
the PerMX cap was approximately 6.2 µm for 5.1×5.1 mm2 at itscenter due to the 
residual stress effect. It should be noted that the deflection should be considered at 
the design step becauseit could affect the performance of the packaged device. It 
willbe mentioned later at discussion section. 
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a) 
 
 

 
 

b) 
 

Fig. 3. PerMX packaging results; (a) whole wafer (b) the  
smallest size PerMX caps. 
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Fig. 4. Measured PerMX cap profiles. 
 

3. RF Measurement and Discussion  
 

To estimate the PerMX packaging effect on transmission line, a 50 Ω 
coplanar on HRS (High Resistivity Silicon) was measured before and after 
packaging. Fig. 5 shows the PerMX packaged test coplanar line. The insertion loss 
change was negligible up to 67 GHz while the return loss is better than 20 dB at the 
whole range as shown in Fig. 6. It is noted that the proposed PerMX packaging has 
a competent RF performance with our earlier BCB film one although it has slightly 
poor material properties as mentioned earlier. It resulted from its bigger cavity 
depth that is one of the critical parameter of packaging influence that will be 
investigated later.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. PerMX polymer capped CPW. 
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a) Insertion loss S12 
 

 
 

b) Return loss S22 
 

Fig. 6. Measured S-parameter before and after PerMX packaging. 
 

From here, the influence of the packaging cap materials will be investigated 
in terms of characteristic impedance Zc and effective dielectric constant εreff of the 
packaged CPW. For comparison, Si capping and PerMX capping were chosen for a 
50 ohm coplanar  line packaging. The dielectric constants are 12 for Si and 3 for 
PerMX respectively. It is assumed that the I/O interfaces at bonding area are 
suitably designed to be 50 ohm. The packaging cap thicknesses are determined to 
be 100 µm and 50 µm for Si and PerMX due to technological constraints. Also, 
analytical expression from conformal mapping method that assumes a quasi-TEM 
mode of propagation along the line will be applied to find Zc and εreff of the 
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packaged CPW. Additionally, the partial capacitance technique in which the line 
capacitance of CPW is presented as a sum of partial capacitances is applied [6].  
Fig. 7 shows the characteristic impedance and effective dielectric constant of 
unpackaged and packaged coplanar line. The unpackaged coplanar has 
characteristic impedance of 50.3 Ω and effective dielectric constant of 6.4537. 
Silicon capping makes the uncapped CPW impedance 40.5 Ω at 10 µm cavity 
depth and 46.4 Ω at 50 µm one, while PerMX capping has 48.7 Ω and 50.3 Ω at 
each depth. It is noted that silicon cap must have high cavity depth to minimize its 
influence on the packaged device due to its relatively high dielectric constant. It 
needs more than 50 µm cavity depth to reach the impedance of the unpackaged 
coplanar line. Also, it can be said that Si cap and PerMX cap result in impedance 
change per cavity depth of 0.1475 Ω/µm and 0.04 Ω/µm respectively. As seen in 
Fig. 8, the effective dielectric constant  of Si capped CPW is higher than that of 
PerMX capped one; Si packaged CPW has 9.9603 at 10 µm cavity height and 
7.5914 at 50 µm one and PerMX packaging one has 6.8844 and 6.4537 at the same 
cavity heights.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Characteristic impedance and effective dielectric  
constant of unpackaged and packaged coplanar line. 

 
 

4. Conclusion  
 

A low-temperature PerMX film-type polymer zero-level packaging technique 
has been proposed. The electrical parameters of PerMX were extracted from the 
measured S-parameter of microstrip line. PerMX showed slightly higher loss 
tangent than BCB, while the effective dielectric constant of these two materials had 
almost same value of 2.4. Polymer capping is attracting an increasing interest 
because its negligible package influence on the packaged devices. For this purpose, 
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the polymer packaging caps are manufactured by the release of SU8 cap and wafer-
level transfer of BCB cap. The technological difficulties of the methods were 
overcome by laminating PerMX film on the packaged device at low temperature. 
Therefore, the film type PerMX can provide more efficient approach for polymer 
thin-film packaging. The developed package was applied to CPW line on a Si 
substrate to evaluate its influence. The measured results of PerMX film packaged 
CPW lines have shown that the insertion loss change was negligible up to 67 GHz 
while the return loss is better than 20 dB at the whole range. In addition, analytical 
calculation based on partial capacitance technique was presented to theoretically 
show the effect of the packaging material to the packaged coplanar line. It is 
clearly proven that the polymer cap has better performance than the conventional 
ones thanks to its low dielectric constant. Finally, it can be said that the proposed 
PerMX polymer film packaging technique can be an excellent candidate for RF 
devices.  
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1. Introduction  
 

The composite right/left-handed transmission line (CRLH-TL) metamaterial 
has recently drawn exceptional interest [1, 2]. For instance, various 1-dimensional 
devices based on this principle have been demonstrated, such as leaky-wave 
antennas [3] and phase shifters used for instance in series feed networks of antenna 
arrays [4] or compact dual-band couplers [5]. However, most of these 
demonstrations were made at rather low frequency (below 5-10 GHz) or without 
reconfiguration capability, which is nevertheless of tremendous interest for, e.g., 
beam-scanning in leaky-wave antennas, frequency reconfiguration of zero-phase 
shift transmission lines, etc.  

In view of these observations a first goal we have been pursuing was to 
implement CRLH-TLs using micromachining techniques, both for miniaturization 
purpose and to extend the frequency range of application of such structures up to 
millimeter waves. Based on these first CRLH-TL micromachined implementations, 
the design of MEMS-based CRLH-TLs was then considered in order to achieve, in 
addition to the aforementioned benefits of micromachined technology, the 
possibility of dynamic reconfiguration in the various CRLH-TL applications. 

MEMS technology was selected here since it allowed radically challenging 
the performances of some reconfigurable microwave devices in terms of insertion 
loss, drive power, monolithic integration and, in the case of industrial production, 
cost. However, it is worth mentioning that different groups have investigated other 
means of implementing reconfigurable TL-based metamaterial devices, such as for 
instance the varactor-based CRLH-TLs of [6] and [7], or the ferroelectric device of 
[8]. Implementations using active elements are also of significant interest and have 
been studied in [9]. Finally, [10] studied a MEMS-reconfigurable metamaterial, but 
based on the split-ring resonator loaded TL approach and is thus mainly applicable 
to filtering applications due to its narrower band behavior. 
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Fig. 1. circuit models of the conventional 1-D CRLH-TL unit cells. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Dispersion diagram of a balanced conventional CRLH-TL. 
 
 

2. Microfabricated Conventional CRLH-TL Topologies  
 

In this section we review some fundamentals of micromachined CRLH-TLs 
and results previously achieved based on the ‘conventional’ CRLH-TL unit cells 
shown in Fig. 1. After this brief review Section 3 will present the latest results 
based on the so–called ‘lattice network’ CRLH-TL unit cell.  

It is well known that CRLH-TLs exhibit a left-handed (LH) band at low 
frequencies and a right-handed (RH) band at high frequencies, with a possible 
seamless transition between the two bands (‘balanced’ case) [1, 2], as symbolically 
depicted in Fig. 2. In [11, 12], we have shown that the theory previously developed 
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for such CLRH-TL had to be revisited in the case of micromachined design, since 
assumptions previously employed are not valid for the range of achievable low-loss 
L and C loading elements in microfabrication processes. Based on this theory and 
the corresponding design formulas summarized in Fig. 3, fixed micromachined 
CRLH-TLs with transition frequency at 17.5 GHz were successfully designed and 
measured both on silicon and on quartz wafer [11, 12]. In addition, the new theory 
showed that it is possible to implement very high or low characteristic impedance 
artificial transmission line, as presented in [13]. 

In a logical next step, reconfiguration capability was implemented using a 
MEMS process. The initial demonstration was made in [14] (device shown in Fig. 
4), which constituted to the best of our knowledge the first MEMS-reconfigurable 
metamaterial structure ever presented. Design and performance were then 
significantly improved in [15, 16]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Basic design equations for micromachined CRLH-TL. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The first MEMS-reconfigurable CRLH-TL designed,  
presented in [14]. 
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3. Lattice-Network CRLH-TLs 
 

A. Introduction  
 

The conventional ‘balanced’ CRLH-TL implementations presented in the 
previous section [1, 2, 11, 12, 16-18] globally exhibit a band-pass behaviour, with 
stopbands below the LH band and above the RH band. However, a novel topology 
of CRLH-TL based on a lattice circuit has recently been proposed by the authors in 
[19]. Compared to its conventional counterpart, this ‘lattice network’ CRLH-TL 
circuit, shown in Fig. 5, exhibits an all-pass behavior and a frequency-independent 
Bloch impedance [19]. This results in an ultra-broad band that extends from DC 
(where the unit cell circuit reduces to the swapping of the TL conductors), to a 
higher frequency limited by the self-resonance of the L and C elements.  

Therefore the logical next step in our work was to implement the new ‘lattice 
network’ in micromachining and MEMS technology for integration and much 
higher operation frequency, as described in the remainder of this section. 

 

 
Fig. 5. ‘Lattice network’ CRLH-TL unit cell. 

 
 

B. Design of the ‘Lattice Network’ on a CpwPW Host 
 

The difficulty in implementing the ‘lattice network’ in micromachining 
technology relates to the particular nature of the circuit model of Fig. 5. Indeed, the 
two shunt inductors cross each-other, making its implementation particularly 
difficult in monolayer unbalanced host TLs. As a result, a mean to successfully 
implement the lattice unit cell circuit in a pseudo-monolayer planar technology was 
devised. Here a coplanar waveguide (CPW) host was selected as it allows simple 
on-wafer probe measurements while allowing implementing the lattice network 
circuit as explained next. 

Since series capacitances must be implemented in both conductors of the TL 
(in contrast with conventional CLRH-TL unit cells), the ground conductors of the 
host CPW must be of finite width, and the required capacitances are realized by 
interdigited capacitors [see Fig. 6]. A more complex issue is the implementation of 
the crossed inductors. The solution devised here was to implement each of the 
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inductances in a different slot of the CPW, as can be seen in Fig. 6. The excitation 
of odd CPW modes is then prevented by the use of the bridges shown in green in 
Fig. 6. Here, the devices were fabricated on a general MEMS process readily 
including a suspended metal layer, thus this layer was used to implement the 
bridges; however the lattice network could equally be produced using a fully 
monolayer process and wirebonds for the bridges, as done with conventional 
CRLH unit cells in [12]. The structure was optimized for a transition frequency of 
20 GHz and a Bloch impedance of 50 Ω. Particular care was taken to lower the 
parasitics limiting the highest operation frequency (here about 35 GHz). 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Layout of the ‘lattice network’ CRLH-TL unit cell implemented 
in a CPW host TL. The total CPW width including GP  

conductors is 600um. 
 
 

C. Fixed ‘Lattice Network’ Results  
 

The layout of the designed lattice cell is shown in Fig. 6. The measurements 
were carried out using an on-wafer TRL calibration, which allows the arbitrary 
location of the reference planes along the CPW. Since a TRL calibration requires 
an on-wafer ‘line’ standard whose length increases with the lower measurable 
frequency, the lower bound of the measurement range was limited to 5 GHz.  

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show measured results in terms of the unit cell’s Bloch 
wave equivalents (which are uniquely related to the S-parameters of any finite 
number of cascaded cells [12]). These measurements confirm the expected 
theoretical properties of the ‘lattice network’. First, ultra broadband matching is 
observed since the Bloch wave impedance is constant with frequency on the whole 
measured bandwidth, except for some amplitude-limited oscillations. In terms of S-
parameters this corresponds to a return loss better than 10 dB in the whole 5-34 
GHz band. Second, the dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 7 is linear on the whole 
band, with a seamless transition between LH and RH bands at the targeted 
frequency f0 = 20 GHz. 
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Fig. 7. Measured Bloch wave propagation constant of the ‘lattice network’  
CRLH-TL (the dashed line represents the so-called ‘light line’). 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Measured Bloch wave impedance of the ‘lattice network’ 
CRLH-TL. 

 
D. MEMS-Reconfigurable Unit Cells and Series Dividers 
 

Reconfigurable implementations of the ‘lattice network’ CRLH TL were also 
designed. Here, and by contrast with devices based on the conventional unit cells, 
reconfiguration is achieved by altering the RH section of the structure. In other 
words, while the ‘lattice network’ itself remains fixed, the host CPW is made 
controllable. This control of the CPW can be achieved using the well-down 
distributed MEMS transmission line (DMTL) approach, namely, a variable 
capacitive loading the transmission line affecting its propagation constant. Fig. 9 
shows one of the devices designed following this approach. The ‘lattice network’ is 
clearly visible in the center of the cell. On each side a 2-bit short DMTL section is 
implemented. Each section embeds three identical shunt variable capacitors, one of 
which is controlled by the low-weight bit and the other two by the  
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strong-weight one. 
Corresponding S-parameter results in the four states of the device are presented 

in Fig. 10. The transition frequency (namely where the phase shift is zero) can be 
reconfigured from about 12 GHz to 13.5 GHz in equal steps. The matching is better 
than about -14 dB in this range and insertion loss is better than 1 dB.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9. 2-bit MEMS-reconfigurable ‘lattice network’  
CRLH-TL unit cell.  

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Simulated S-parameters in the four states of the 2-bit  
reconfigurable ‘lattice network’ CRLH-TL unit cell. 
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Finally, series power dividers were also designed using the ‘lattice network’ 
CRLH-TL unit cell. The interest in using the CRLH-TL structure in such dividers 
is to obtain the same relative phase at all output ports of the divider without the 
need for large 360º conventional transmission lines [1, 2]. Fig. 11 presents the S-
parameters achieved for a 3-output divider. At 10.5 GHz, all output ports present 
the same relative insertion phase and very similar magnitudes, demonstrating the 
concept.  

The devices presented in this subsection were, by contrast with the fixed cell 
of Section 3.C, not successfully fabricated and thus no experimental validation 
could be made. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Simulated S-parameters of a series power divider using the 
‘lattice network’ CRLH-TL unit cell. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the most recent advances within ARASCOM project 
(MEMS & Liquid Crystal based’ Agile Reflectarray Antennas for Security & 
COMmunication). One of the objectives of the project is the exploitation of MEMS and 
Liquid Crystal (LC) technology in mm-wave electronic scanning reflectarrays. In 
particular two solutions have been investigated: a MEMS-only approach, where the 
switches are used to obtain reconfigurable elementary cells with 1-bit of phase 
resolution - an efficient method applicable in large antennas; and a LC/MEMS 
combined solution, where the LCs provide a continuous phase-shift up to 180° and a 
MEMS is  used to add another 180° when necessary. Preliminary results validate the 
proposed approach and give indications for future steps. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Nowadays there are some emerging applications that would receive a 
significant benefit from the availability of low-cost mm-waves electronic beam 
scanning antennas, such as imaging and remote sensing. In such applications the 
electronic reconfigurability is a fundamental requirement if a reliable and real-time 
system (such as mm-wave imaging cameras) is to be obtained. However antennas 
with electronic beam scanning are very complex and costly to realize, especially at 
mm-waves.  

In such a framework, reflectarray antennas represent a very attractive solution, 
since the quasi-optical feeding eliminates the loss and the parasitic effects 
associated with conventional RF distribution networks (e.g. phased arrays). In 
reflectarrays the reconfigurability of radiation pattern is obtained at element level, 
by varying the phases reflected by the radiating elements (i.e. by the elementary 
cells) [1-4]. 
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A programme has been launched within the 7th Framework Program funded 
by the European Commission for the investigation of “MEMS & Liquid Crystal 
based Agile Reflectarray Antennas for Security & COMmunication” (ARASCOM) 
[5]. 
 

 
a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

Fig. 1.  Sketch  of  the  elementary  cell  and  picture  of  the  phase  shifting  layer. 
Dotted line indicates the square patch located on the radiating side of the cell. 

 
 

One of the major aims is the development of a 77 GHz electronic steerable 
reflectarray for imaging and security applications. Two solutions have been 
investigated: the first one is a pure MEMS solution based on the concept of 1-bit 
scanning antennas. In [6-7] it has been demonstrated that the beam of very large 
arrays can be steered by using just 1-bit phase shifters, with a loss of only 3 dB 
directivity and virtually no loss of pointing angle accuracy. This solution is simple 
yet very effective, and has proved to work in a 16x16 sample board where MEMS 
have been substituted by short/open connections [8-9]. Meantime the MEMS 
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switching cells have been manufactured and tested, and are ready to be assembled 
in a first prototype. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Schematic side view of the slot line MEMS switch. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Photo of SLO switch. 
 
 

The second solution is based on a combination of LC and MEMS technology. 
LC, mainly known from display applications, can be used as tunable dielectric 
layer in structures similar to parallel plate capacitors [10]. By applying a tuning 
voltage the alignment of the anisotropic LC molecules can be controlled, therefore 
it is possible to change the effective permittivity of the material. The tuning process 
works continuously, hence analogue tunable phase shifters can be realized.  

The phase shifter presented in this paper is based on a novel technology, 
which is compatible with a RF-MEMS process. The integration of tunable LC and 
MEMS components is possible and allows combining the advantages of both 
technologies, analogue tuning for LC part as well as a low loss design for the 
MEMS.  

A description for both solutions is reported and future developments are 
discussed.  
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2. MEMS Slot-Line Solution 
 

The elementary cell developed is depicted in. It is made by a square patch 
antenna realized on the top layer of a thin quartz substrate (h=300 μm). The patch 
is slot coupled to the 1-bit phase shifting circuit realized in slot-line technology on 
the backside of the quartz substrate. Two MEMS switches are placed on the slot-
line layer (or phase-shifting layer), consisting of 3 lines connected in T 
configuration; each line is terminated with an U-shaped slot, so as to be coupled to 
one of the two linear polarizations that can be radiated by the patch. A fourth 
dummy slot (not connected) is used to make the layout symmetrical so that the 
radiation diagram of the elementary cell is identical for both polarizations.  

The elementary cell is electronically reconfigured to provide 1-bit of phase 
resolution (0°/180°). A couple of MEMS switches are integrated in the phase-
shifting layer; the MEMS bridges are anchored at the substrate and short-circuit the 
two metal planes when pulled down. The control of the cell is obtained by 
activating the switches so as to obtain a SPDT that alternatively connects slot 1 
with slot 2 or slot 3. Observe that in order to independently activate each MEMS 
the actuation pads needs to be electrically separated from the slot-line ground.  

When a linearly polarized field, either vertical or horizontal, illuminates the 
elementary cell theorthogonal polarization is back radiated, independently of the 
cell state. However, since line 2 and line 3 feed the patch at opposite edges, in the 
two cases the reflected field has opposite signs, equivalent to 180° phase difference, 
independent of frequency. 

 
3. MEMS Slot-Line Switch Design & Manufacturing  
 

The MEMS shunt ohmic switch has been designed in slot-line technology on 
300μm Quartz substrate. The switch consists of a 410μm × 90 μm thick gold 
membrane clamped on the substrate at both extremities and 3μm suspended above 
a 32μm wide slot line. Two windows have been etched away from the slot 
metallization in order to accommodate the bridge anchors as well as the lateral 
activation electrodes as shown in Fig. 6. When the switch is in the up position 
(OFF STATE) the signal can flow along the transmission line; on the contrary 
when it is activated (ON STATE) it short-circuits the two metallic planes at the two 
contact points shown in Fig. 2. In order to keep separated the DC and RF signals, 
two DC-blocks have been integrated in series with the switch contacts, providing a 
capacitive short circuit at 76.5GHz. Thick Silicon oxide (600nm thick LTO - Low 
Temperature Oxide) has been used as a dielectric for the MIM capacitors in order 
to guarantee no break down up to high polarization voltages (>100V). 

In order to mitigate dielectric charging phenomena, the dielectric has been 
removed from the surface of the activation pads. Mechanical stoppers have been 
patterned in the pads to prevent the contact between the down-state bridge and the 
dielectric-less pads. 
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The slot line 76.5 GHz MEMS switches and the MEMS-based radiating cell 
unit have been monolithically manufactured on 300µm thick Quartz substrate (4”) 
by using the 8 mask FBK RF MEMS process. A photo of the manufactured test 
switch is presented in Fig. 3.  

DC measurement have been performed in order to characterize the behavior 
of the slot-line switches. The measurement set up consists of a Agilent 4156c 
Parameter Analyzer and 4284A LCR Meter. The variation of the capacitance 
between the grounded metal underpass and the bridge is recorded for increased 
positive bias voltage as shown in Fig 4. Actuation and de-actuation voltages of 
about 65V and 50V have been recorded. The monitoring of the pull-in and pull-out 
voltage under repeated and long term actuation show low charging effect thanks to 
the dielectric-less electrodes. Reliability tests are on-going.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. CV measure of a switch. 
 
 

4. LC/MEMS Solution  
 

The combined LC and MEMS device is realized in a reflection type phase 
shifter (Fig. 5), where a 0…90° continuously tunable LC based phase shifter is 
terminated by a 0°/180° MEMS phase shifter. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. LC MEMS combined reflection type phase shifter. 
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The incoming wave travels through the LC phase shifter, is delayed up to 90°, 
gets reflected at the MEMS phase shifter with 0° or 180° and is delayed on the way 
back by up to another 90°. Hence, the complete phase range of 360° can be tuned 
continuously.  

In order to test and optimize the design process as well as the fabrication 
technology, a large number of variations of separate MEMS and LC parts as well 
as the combination have been fabricated and measured. 

A photograph of the loaded line is shown in Fig. 6. The line consists of 14 
unit cells, depicted in Fig. 7. Each of them contains a varactor, formed by a 
suspended MEMS bridge spanning over the inner conductor of the CPW line. The 
cavity between the MEMS bridge and the conductor is around 1.6 µm height. 
Filling of the LC cavity is performed with a micropipette, as a small drop of LC is 
placed close to the MEMS bridge and pulled underneath the bridge by capillary 
forces.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Photograph of loaded line. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. LC based varactor. 
 

The fabrication process is compatible with the RF MEMS process described  in 
previous section. The structure is biased by applying a bias voltage between the 
inner conductor and the outer ground planes through the CPW measurement probes. 
By sweeping the bias voltage from 0V to 30 V, the differential phase delay can be 
set to values from 0 to 90° (Fig. 8).  

The input matching of the LC loaded line phase shifter is below -15 dB for the 
frequency range from 65 to 97 GHz. The insertion loss is measured to be 2.4 dB at 
76 GHz.  
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Fig. 8. Combined MEMS and LC phase shifter. 
 

The complete combined LC/MEMS phase shifter is shown in Fig. 9. The 
MEMS is connected to the loaded line at the right side. Measurements of the 
0/180° MEMS reflection-type  phase shifter alone (not connected to the LC loaded 
line) have shown a differential phase shift of 198°.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Measured differential phase shift. 
 

During the filling process of the combined phase shifter, it was observed that 
the LC is not only being pulled underneath the nearest MEMS bridge, but it also 
creeps along the CPW line towards the MEMS switch. The switch is therefore 
filled accidently by LC as well, measurements have shown that the phase shift of 
the MEMS termination is graduated to around 30°. 

To overcome this problem, current work includes experiments on a barrier 
that will prevent the LC from flooding the MEMS switch as well as a capping 
solution for the MEMS.  

 
5. Conclusions  
 

Recent advances on reconfigurable reflectarrays operating at 77GHz  
investigated within the ARASCOM project are presented in this paper. Two 
approaches are proposed: the first one is suitable for very large reflectarrays and it 
is based on a MEMS elementary cell with 1 bit of phase resolution. The second 
approach uses analogue phase shifters obtained with a combined use of RF-MEMS 
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and LC technology. Preliminary results are very promising; a first full working 
reflectarray is scheduled by September 2011. 
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Abstract. The paper presents a zeroth order resonance CRLH CPW antenna on 
high resistivity silicon substrate for millimetric wave frequency range (28 GHz). As 
technological approach, the laser ablation was preferred due to better results in device 
microprocessing compared to classic photolithographic processes. Experimental results 
show RL < -25 dB / 28.6 GHz, the -3 dB beamwidth of the radiation lobe of approx. 
370 and the gain 2.99 dBi / 28.6 GHz. It is, according to the authors’ knowledge, the 
first report concerning the design, fabrication and full characterization of a CRLH 
antenna on silicon substrate intended to work integrated in a more complex mm-wave 
circuit.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

A possibility to obtain transmission media having metamaterial (MM) 
characteristics is to develop particular artificial transmission lines. If the artificial 
transmission line is realized by using cascaded cells of interdigital capacitors and 
parallel connected short-ended microstrip line inductors, CRLH (Composite 
Right/Left-Handed) transmission lines are obtained [1]. The CRLH TL cell is the 
key to a new class of devices such as coupled-line directional couplers [2], filters 
and resonators, [3]–[5] and various types of antennas [6]–[13]. Concerning the 
domain of antennas made on the basis of MMs, a lot of contributions were 
produced, some of the more recent being [10, 11, 12]. For the near future, this kind 
of circuits should be fabricated on semiconductor substrate due to the need to 
monolithically integrate a more complex circuit. To integrate these circuits together 
with other passive or active devices, they must be designed using coplanar 
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waveguide (CPW) configurations. In this paper, the design, fabrication process and 
measurements of a CRLH TL CPW zeroth-order resonant antenna on silicon 
substrate for millimeter wave frequency range (28 GHz) are presented. 
 

2. Constructive Data and Simulation  
 

A CPW CRLH zeroth-order resonant antenna at the frequency f = 28 GHz 
was designed, fabricated and electrically characterized. It consisted of three 
resonant CRLH cells processed on a high resistivity silicon wafer.  

The conditions and mathematical relations for the design are presented in 
literature [1], [13] and will not be presented here. The CRLH circuit was designed 
to be balanced, with the series resonance frequency equal to the shunt resonance 
frequency. The components of the elementary CRLH cell used in the antenna 
construction are presented in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Components of the CRLH elementary cell that is used in antenna  
construction: interdigital capacitor and inductive CPW stub. 

 
The dimensions obtained for these components are the following: LL =  

212 μm; wL = 42 μm; sL =10 μm, for the inductive stub; Lc= 250 μm; wc = 5 μm;  
sc = 10 μm; gc =65 μm and number of digits: 10, for the interdigitated capacitors.  

The antenna input is made of an access line with 3400 μm length and the 
geometry computed to match the 50 μ characteristic impedance of the measuring 
system. This geometry allows the mounting of the antenna structure on a dedicated 
test fixture for the measurement of the radiation characteristic and of the gain.  

 
3. Technology  
 

The antenna structures were processed on a high resistivity (5 kΩcm) silicon 
substrate with 500 μm thickness and permittivity εr.Si = 11.9. On this silicon wafer 
a layer of 1 μm SiO2 with permittivity εr.SiO2 = 4.7 was grown through thermal 
oxidation. A 0.4 μm Au / 500 Å Cr metallization was obtained by evaporation on 
the surface of the silicon wafer. The processing technology applied to obtain the 
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antenna structure consists of two steps. In the first step, the Au/Cr metallization is 
removed from the large areas of the structure by standard wet photolithography. In 
the second step, the fine details of the interdigital capacitor are processed by laser 
ablation. This two step process is necessary because the removal of metallization 
from the large areas by laser ablation is a difficult task. 

A direct laser writing (DLW) method was used to microprocess the Au/Cr 
layers deposited on silicon. The samples were laser ablated by tightly focusing a 
femtosecond laser with 200 fs pulse duration, 775 nm wavelength, tens of nJ pulse 
energy, and 2-kHz repetition rate. The 2D structures were generated according to a 
computer controlled algorithm by precisely translating the sample with resolution 
below 1µm.  

The active part of the future antenna structure following the first 
microprocessing step is presented in Fig.3 (a). The grounded lines forming the 
inductive stubs and the areas where the interdigital capacitors will be created by 
laser ablation can be observed. The same area, after the capacitor was 
microprocessed by laser ablation, is presented in Fig.3 (b).  

 

  

  
 

Fig. 3.  Optical  microscopy  photos  showing  the  active  part  of 
the CRLH antenna after the first step (a) and after the second  

step (b) of the technological approach. 
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After on wafer measurements of the S11 parameter, the silicon wafer was cut 
with a diamond abrasive cutting-off wheel tool, thus obtaining separate antenna 
chips. These discrete structures were mounted on dedicated test fixtures in order to 
measure directivity characteristics and antenna gain.  

Two such separate CRLH antennas mounted on the test fixtures are presented 
in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Two discrete CRLH antenna structures  
mounted on the test fixture. 

 

 
4. Measurements and Experimental Results  
 

A. Return loss  
 

The S11 parameter was measured on wafer using a 37397D vector network 
analyzer from Anritsu, equipped with PM5 set-up from Süss Microtec. The results 
for two CRLH antenna samples are presented in Fig.5. 

Fig. 5 shows that for two CRLH antenna structures (antenna #1 and antenna 
#2) the reflection losses (maximum absolute values) are, respectively, -27.05 dB / 
28.78 GHz and -25.79 dB / 28.22 GHz. The frequency is slightly higher than the 
simulated one but the reflection losses are substantially smaller.  

In order to obtain the radiation characteristic, the received power was 
measured for various angles. A CRLH antenna was used as emitting device and a 
Millitech SGH-28 horn antenna as receiving device connected to the spectrum 
analyzer. The frequency used was 28.7 GHz where the antenna return losses have a 
minimum. The measured power at reception was averaged over 50 measurements. 
The measurements of the radiation pattern were made both in transverse and 
longitudinal antenna planes. 

The measurements were made using a frequency generator Agilent E8257D 
PSG, a spectrum analyzer Anritsu MS2668C and a measuring setup with the 
CRLH antenna as emitting device having the possibility to rotate both in 
transversal and in longitudinal planes. 
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Antena #1 
 

 
 

Antena #2 
 

Fig. 5. Return loss of CRLH antennas for a frequency sweep  
between 25 GHz ... 35 GHz   

 
 

B. Radiation characteristic in transversal plane (θ)  
 

The radiation characteristics in the transversal plane (θ) for two CRLH 
antenna structures are shown in Fig. 6 where the received powers at different 
angles were  rated to the maximum power value even if it happens at an angle 
slightly different of θ = 00. According to Fig.6, the -3 dB beamwidth of the 
radiation characteristic extends approx. between +210 ÷  -160 for antenna #1 and 
approx. between +200 ... -180 for antenna #2. 
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Antena # 1 
 

 
 

Antena # 2 
 

Fig. 6. Radiation characteristic in transversal plane (θ) for two  
samples of CRLH antenna structures. 

 

C. Radiation characteristic in longitudinal plane (ϕ)  
 

In order to complete the characterization of the antenna’s radiation capability, 
measurements were also made in the longitudinal antenna plane (ϕ). In this respect, 
the measuring setup was slightly modified and the measuring angle was in forward 
direction. The frequency was, also, 28.7 GHz and the measurement technique was 
the same as for the radiation characteristic in the transversal plane (θ) previously 
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presented. The positive direction for the angle (ϕ) is toward end of the CRLH 
antenna.  

The experimental results are shown in Fig.7 where the radiated powers at 
different angles in the (ϕ) plane for the two CRLH antenna samples (antenna #1 
and antenna #2) were plotted. The domain of variation of the ϕ angle was between 
-900 ÷ +900. All the received power values were rated to the maximum value in this 
variation range. 

 

 
 

Antena # 1 
 

 

 
 

Antena # 2 
 

Fig.7. Radiation characteristic in longitudinal plane (ϕ) for  
two samples of CRLH antenna structures. 
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As shown in Fig.7, the maximum radiated power occurs at an angle ϕ ≅ +140 
for antenna #1 and ϕ ≅ +240 for antenna #2. The width of the radiation lobe in the 
longitudinal direction of the antenna is approx. 250 for antenna #1 and approx. 270 
for antenna #2.  

 
D. Antenna gain  
 

The antenna gain was computed using the De Friis relation for two identical 
antennas (1): 
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where: Pt  = power transmitted by the emitting antenna, Pr = power at the receiving 
antenna, Gi = antenna gain with respect to isotropic; λ = wavelength, R = distance 
between emitting and receiving antenna (in the same units as wavelength). In this 
situation the emitting and the receiving antennas are identical so that the gains  
with respect to isotropic of both devices are the same, (Gi) The gain in dBi is 
expressed by: 
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The antenna gain was evaluated in the frequency domain 28 GHz ... 29 GHz 
and the obtained data are the following: λ = 10,7 mm/f = 28 GHz, R = 100 mm,  
power at the emitting antenna: Pt = 0,45 mW, power at the receiving antenna Pr = 
1.29E-04 mW.  

The antenna gain was computed with (2) at different frequencies in the  
28 GHz ... 29 GHz frequency band. The results show the following gain values  
G = 2,12 dBi / 28 GHz  for and G = 2.62 dBi / 29 GHz with a maximum value  
G = 2,99 dBi / 28.6 GHz. It was observed that the value of G is approx. constant in 
the 28 GHz ... 29 GHz frequency band. 

 
5. Conclusions  
 

A zeroth-order resonant wave millimeter wave CRLH CPW antenna on 
silicon substrate was proposed. The silicon substrate and the CPW transmission 
lines were chosen for the future antenna integration in a more complex 
monolithically integrated circuit. The antenna was fabricated and the electrical 
parameters (on-wafer measured return loss, the radiation characteristic and the 
gain) were measured for two antenna samples obtained in the same technological run.  

The measured return-loss: -27.05 dB / 28.78 GHz and -25.79 dB / 28.22 GHz 
shows a very good matching of the obtained devices. The slightly higher value for 
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the working frequency is due to a technological overetching of the interdigital 
capacitors metallization. Due to that, the interdigital space increases, the capacity 
decreases and the working frequency may be higher than designed.  

The 3 dB beamwidth of radiation lobe is approx. 370 for one of the CRLH 
antenna samples and approx. 380 for the other one.  

Concerning the gain, the values computed from the measured data give  
G = 2,12 dBi / 28 GHz  and G = 2.62 dBi / 29 GHz with a maximum G = 2,99 dBi 
/ 28.6 GHz.  

There is a frequency difference of approx. 0,5 GHz ÷ 0,7 GHz between S11 
measurements (see Fig. 5) and adiation characteristic (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) and 
gain measurement. These differences are due to the fact that the S11 parameter of 
the CRLH antenna structures was measured on-wafer and the gain and the radiation 
characteristic were evaluated with the antenna structures mounted on the test 
fixture. The mechanics and the antenna structure contacting to the test fixture 
connector generate this slight frequency displacement. 
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Abstract. In this paper a new concept for the design of reconfigurable bandpass 
filters showing very high unloaded Q-factor is presented. The new solution uses 
rectangular waveguide resonators loaded with a reconfigurable E-plane circuit. Ohmic 
MEMS switches are placed around E-plane metal strips so as to modify the TE101 mode 
resonant frequency, thus changing the central frequency of the filters. Unloaded Q-
factors over 1000 and tuning ranges up to 10% can be achieved. Preliminary 
measurements of a 3rd order bandpass hardwired filter at 10 GHz show 625 MHz 
frequency shift (6.25%) with unloaded Q-factors above 1000. The final version of the 
filter using actual RF MEMS is presently under fabrication at FBK.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Tunable and reconfigurable bandpass filters will be key elements in future 
telecommunication systems both for satellite and terrestrial applications. Size and 
weight of tunable and multi-standard satellite front-ends will be reduced and 
innovative programmable and reconfigurable RF-systems will be developed and 
realised, if efficient and reliable solutions for electronically tunable filters are 
found. High unloaded Q-factor (>500), wide tuning range (5-10%) and low 
manufacturing cost should be provided.   

Magnetically tunable filters show high Q-factors but they are bulky and 
consume a considerable amount of DC power [1]. Planar tunable filters using 
MEMS or varactors allow for an easy implementation but provide low Q-factors 
(<300) [2]. Evanescent-mode cavities [3], dielectric-loaded resonators [4] and 
ridged waveguide resonators [5] achieve higher unloaded Q-factors (>500) but they 
require complex MEMS arrangement. 

The use of ohmic cantilever RF-MEMS switches for the realisation of very 
high-Q (up  to 1000) bandpass reconfigurable filters has been proposed by the 
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authors of the present paper in [6] and [7], where an accurate review of the 
reconfigurable and tunable filter state of the art is also described. A similar concept 
yielding very high Q-factors has been implemented in E-plane bandpass filters with 
a reconfigurable bandwidth [8].  

Magnetically tunable E-plane filters [9] and tunable E-plane filters using  
both  varactors and capacitive MEMS [10][11] have been developed  in last 
decades  yielding significant central frequency tunings with Q-factors up to 500. A 
new concept of reconfigurable bandpass filters leading to very high Q-factors 
(>1000) is proposed in this paper. The filter is based on  rectangular waveguide 
resonator loaded with an E-plane metal strip on a low-loss substrate [12]. Ohmic 
RF MEMS switches are used to modify the length of the metal strip so as to change 
the resonant frequency of the dominant the TE101 mode thus the filter passband 
frequency. 

To illustrate and validate the proposed tuning principle, a 3rd order bandpass 
filter at 10 GHz has been designed and fabricated using equivalent hardwired 
connections emulating the MEMS states.  

 
2. New Tuning Principle 
 

The resonator depicted in Fig. 1 consists of a waveguide section comprised 
by two E-plane septa of length d. The latter determines the input/output (inductive) 
coupling, while the distance l between the septa determines the resonant frequency 
of the TE101 mode. An additional E-plane conductive strip between the septa is 
used to lower the resonant frequency of the TE101 mode. Thin longitudinal lines, 
each being interrupted in the middle by a MEMS switch, connect both ends of the 
central strip to the coupling septa. In the following the structure in Fig. 1 is called 
strip-loaded E-plane resonator. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. MEMS-based reconfigurable strip-loaded  
E-plane resonator. 
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The MEMS switches can be realised as ohmic cantilever switches. As is well 
known, in the on-state the switch is closed and can be modelled as a very low 
series resistance (Ron), while in the off-state the switch is open and can be modelled 
as a low series capacitance (Coff) [13]. 

The tuning principle of the strip-loaded E-plane resonator is as follows. 
When both MEMS are closed, the electric field in the longitudinal plane is 
confined below the conducting lines, while when the MEMS are open, the electric 
field goes through the conducting lines. As a result, the resonant frequency is 
lowered by switching the MEMS off. The amount of the frequency shift can be 
controlled by suitably choosing the geometry of the E-plane printed circuit. 

 
3. Reconfigurable Resonator Design  
 

As an example, the practical design of a MEMS-reconfigurable resonator 
operating in the X band (centre frequency is 10 GHz) is illustrated in this section. 
The full-wave HFSS ® model is shown in Fig. 2a.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2. MEMS-reconfigurable strip-loaded E-plane resonator  
(a), flip-chip mounting of the MEMS quartz die (b) (c) (d),  

MEMS quartz die (e). 
 

The E-plane circuit pattern is realised on a 500µm thick quartz substrate (εr = 
3.78; tanδ = 1·10-4). The longitudinal lines are 200µm width (Fig. 2b). The 
cantilever MEMS are realised on 500µm thick quartz dies and mounted at the 
centres of the longitudinal lines using flip-chip technology (Fig. 2c and 2d). Small 
gold bonding balls (typically 200µm diameter) are employed both to solder the 
MEMS interfaces to the lines and to support the quartz dies on the substrate. 
Quartz is preferred to silicon because of its lower εr and tanδ. As shown in Fig. 2a, 
the thin quartz dies protrude beyond the waveguide broad wall in order to allow the 
connection of the MEMS bias lines (Fig. 2e). The slots opened in the waveguide 
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broad wall are thin enough not to interrupt the flowing currents, thus preventing or 
minimising undesired radiation. 

Series ohmic cantilever MEMS switches have been considered. They consists 
of 110 µm wide and 170 µm long gold beams suspended above an interrupted 
microstrip line. Similar designs previously manufactured by FBK, Trento Italy, 
showed an on-state  resistance Ron=0.9 Ω and an off-state capacitance Coff =10 fF. 
The 10 µm wide bias lines are realised in high resistivity polysilicon [2], [13]. 

The structure has been carefully modelled by HFSS ® including the bias 
lines, the lossy substrates, the actual material conductivity as well as any undesired 
radiation through the thin slots. Fig. 3 shows the simulated scattering parameter 
|s21| for both MEMS states.  

As can be seen, the off-state response is down shifted by 650MHz (6.5%) 
with respect to the on-state. The input/output coupling (Ks1) in the on-state is 0.1, 
whereas it is 10% lower in the off-state. The total unloaded Q-factor is 1430 and 
1590 for the on- and off-state respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Simulated |s21| (Ansoft HFSS) of the X-band reconfigurable strip-loaded  
E-plane resonator of Fig. 4: on-state MEMS (solid blue line);  

off-state MEMS (dashed red line). 
 

According to HFSS ® simulations, frequency shifts up to 10% are obtained 
maintaining the unloaded Q-factors above 1000 for both MEMS states. 

 
4. Preliminary Measurements and Future Work  
 

In order to validate the proposed approach, a 10 GHz 3rd order filter has been 
designed manufactured and tested. Photographs of the disassembled structure are 
shown in Fig. 4. 

The ohmic MEMS switches have been replaced by hardwired connections, i.e. 
open- or short-circuits, which emulate the two MEMS states: a 100 µm thick 
continuous copper line is used for the on-state MEMS, whereas a 100 µm gap in 
the lines is used for the off-state MEMS. 
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The two hardwired configurations (on- and off-state) are alternatively 
assembled in the waveguide (Fig. 4). The substrate is Arlon DiClad 880 (εr = 2.17; 
tanδ = 1·10-3). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Photographs of the 10 GHz.3rd  order reconfigurable  
bandpass filter employing hardwired connections. 

 
 

The simulated and measured insertion loss and return loss of the band-pass 
filter in the two configurations are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively.  

A frequency shift of 625 MHz (6.25%) has been measured; this value fits 
well with the 650 MHz simulated frequency shift. The measured insertion losses at 
centre frequency are 0.30 dB and 0.31 dB for the on- and off-state respectively  
(Fig. 5). The measured 25 dB equiripple relative bandwidths are 3% and 2.8%  
(Fig. 6), corresponding to measured unloaded Q-factors of 1050 and  
1100 respectively.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Simulated and measured |s21| of the 3rd order hardwired filter prototype  
on-state MEMS (simulated |s21| solid blue line, measured |s21| dashed  

red line); off-state MEMS (simulated |s21| dotted green line,  
measured |s21| dot-dashed black line). 
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The simulated unloaded Q-factor is 1400 and 1450 for the on- and off-states 
respectively, so the corresponding measured values are roughly 25% lower for both 
states. This is to be ascribed to a loose contact between the printed circuit and the 
waveguide wall. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.  Simulated and measured  |s11|  of the 3rd order hardwired filter prototype: 
on-state MEMS (simulated |s11| solid blue line, measured |s11| dashed red line);  

off-state MEMS (simulated |s11| dotted green line,  
measured |s11| dot-dashed black line). 

 
 

A 6.5% shrink of the relative bandwidth in the off-state is observed compared 
to the on-state, because of small variations of the filter couplings. The 
measurements are very promising both in terms of unloaded Q-factor and 
bandwidth robustness especially when compared to other tunable filter realizations 
presented in the literature [5][6].  

A 3rd order E-plane reconfigurable filter at 10 GHz employing real ohmic 
cantilever MEMS switches is being manufactured by FBK (Fondazione Bruno 
Kessler) using an established eight-mask surface micro-machining process on 
500µm thick quartz substrate [2][13]. 

 
5. Conclusion  
 

A new concept has been proposed for high-Q MEMS-based reconfigurable 
bandpass filters. A waveguide resonator is employed consisting of a rectangular 
waveguide section comprised between two metallic E-plane septa and loaded with 
an E-plane conductive strip.  

The strip is connected to both septa by conducting lines that can be switched 
on and off by RF-MEMS. Therefore, the TE101 mode resonant frequency can be 
changed depending on the MEMS state. The proposed tuning principle provides a 
frequency tuning up to 10% and unloaded Q-factors above 1000. 
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The tuning concept has been validated by fabricating and measuring a 10 
GHz 3rd order bandpass filter where MEMS switches have been replaced by 
hardwired connections. A 6.25% frequency shift and unloaded Q-factors above 
1050 have been measured in agreement with the HFSS simulations. Return loss 
variation  due to the  tuning is negligible, while a little relative bandwidth change 
occurs (6.5%). 

The final version of the filter using actual RF MEMS is presently under 
fabrication at FBK. 
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Abstract 
 

This work presents the latest progresses on the CONFIRM “reCONFIrable 
circuits by Rf Mems” project. Previously the design of three different typologies of 
5-bit MEMS phase shifters at 20.7GHz was developed and the most promising 
design options were identified and selected [1]. In this paper we present the design, 
manufacturing and RF tests of three 5-bit K-band MEMS phase shifters based on 
similar architectures but working in different frequency bands, namely 20.7GHz, 
30.5GHz and 35GHz. The phase shifters are intended to be used in Phased Array 
Antennas for SOTM Terminals and ESA (Electronically Scanned Antenna) seekers, 
in both the transmitting and receiving channels [2-8]. 

A hybrid architecture has been developed: for the first two prototypes  
(20.7 GHz and 30Ghz) a switched line topology has been chosen to realize the first 
four bits, 180°, 90°, 45° and 22.5°. On the other hand the fifth bit, 11.25°, is based 
on a loaded line topology, which is convenient for this bit since a small phase shift 
is required. In the 35GHz device both 22.5°and 11.25° bits are realized in loaded 
line topology since this turned to be more convenient at high frequencies. 

All phase shifters are based on series ohmic cantilever switches. The 
suspended membrane of the switch has a size of 110µm × 170µm and an air gap of 
2.7µm (Fig. 1). In the OFF state the switch introduces a very low series capacitance 
(10fF) given by the interface area between the suspended membrane and the signal 
line below underneath. On the contrary, in the actuated state the metal to metal 
contact introduces a series resistance RON, whose value is about 0.9Ω. The 
devices have been monolithically manufactured on 200µm thick HR Si substrate by 
using the eight-mask surface micro-machining process available at FBK [9]. The 
device single bits as well as the complete phase shifters have been measured on 5 
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different wafers in order to check their performance repeatability. Preliminary 
measurements show very promising results and high yield of the manufactured 
MEMS switch. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. MEMS ohmic cantilever switch used in the phase shifters. 
 

The layout masks of the two prototypes are shown in Fig. 2. Excellent RF 
performances have been measured for the three devices, with an average insertion 
loss of 2, 2.5 and 2.7 for the 5-bit device at 20.7GHz, 30.5GHz and 35GHz 
respectively (Fig. 3).  

 

 
 

a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

  

c) 
 

Fig. 2.  Layouts of the  5-bit  K-band  MEMS  phase shifters.  
(a) 20.7 GHz device (b) 30 GHz device (c) 35 GHz device. 
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Return loss better than 14 dB and average phase shift error lower than 2 
degrees (for the single bits) has been obtained for all states. More data on the wafer 
uniformity will be presented in the final paper as well as RF test on the packaged 
devices. 

 
 

a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

 
 

c) 
 

Fig. 3. On-wafer measured performances of the 32 stated of the 20.7 GHz 5-bit MEMS phase shifter 
(a) Return loss (<14dB for all states) (b) Insertion Loss(=2dB in average, 1dB dispersion)  

(c) Phase shift (average error= 2degrees).  
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Abstract. Fully cross-linked two-layer SU8 photoresist technology has been 
successfully developed and used to fabricate a WR-3 waveguide with two back-to-back 
right-angle bends at both ends. The resulting waveguide is within 0.01 db/mm of a 
precision machined waveguide, making the SU8 waveguide a very viable proposition 
for terahertz applications. The right angle bends are designed to facilitate accurate 
connection with external waveguides for measurement purpose. The insertion loss has 
shown significant improvement over previous results obtained using four separate SU8 
layers. It is believed that elimination of localized air gaps between the fully cross-linked 
interface of two adjacent SU8 layers contributed to the improvement. The two-layer 
SU8 processing technology can be extended into multi-layer technology, which will 
greatly expand the scope of device applications. The technology is particularly useful in 
devices which consist of isolated regions or weakly joint parts, which is very difficult to 
fabricate using previously reported separate layer processing technique. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

There is a growing interest in fabricating high performance components at 
millimetre wave and submillimetre wave frequencies using micromachining 
technologies. Among many reported so far [1], thick layer SU8 photoresist 
technology has displayed some important advantages in terms of near vertical 
sidewalls (aspect ratio >30:1), as well as being relatively cheap to fabricate using 
standard photolithographic equipment; hence easily accessible to many. In contrast, 
other competing technologies, such as Si deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) [2] 
requires an expensive etching machine, while LIGA process [3] requires 
synchrotron radiation source. In fact, SU8 has been successfully employed by us to 
make many high frequency components, including WR-3 (220-325 GHz) 
waveguide, a filter and a slot antenna [4-6].  
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However, all the SU8 devices made so far are based on separate layers 
bonded/assembled together. Typically, for example, a waveguide device was split 
into 4 equally thick layers and all the layers were made in one mask processing. 
The layers were then released from Si substrate, metal coated and then 
bonded/assembled together. The drawback of this method is that it is quite difficult 
to completely avoid localized air gaps between the different layers because the SU8 
surfaces are not perfectly flat. When two uneven surfaces come into contact, air 
gaps will form among the lower surface regions. As is well known, air gaps have 
deleterious effect on device performance, resulting in current leakage and higher loss.  

In this paper, we report results of a 300 GHz waveguide device with two back 
to back right angle bends obtained through a new fabrication method. The paper is 
organized as follows: in the next section (2), device details are reported, which is 
followed by a detailed description of the fabrication method (3). Measurements and 
discussions will be given in Section 4, which is followed by conclusions in Section 5.  

 
2. Device Details  
 

In order to facilitate measurement of a 300 GHz rectangular waveguide 
device, two H-plane back to back right angle bends were designed as shown in Fig. 
1. This allows for reliable and accurate interconnection with standard waveguide 
flanges. Fig. 1(b) and (c) shows the top view of layer 1 (and 4) and 2 (and 3). The 
waveguide is only about 16 mm long by 0.432 mm wide. Each layer is, however, 
48 mm long by 24 mm wide in order to fully accommodate all the alignment pin 
holes as wells as holes for flange screws (more details are given later). 
 

      
                                        a)                                                                        b) 

 
c) 

 
Fig. 1. (a) WR-3 waveguide structure with two right angle bends (unit mm),  
(b) top view of the first/fourth layer, (c) top view of the second/third layer. 
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3. Fabrications  
 

Previously this device was fabricated using one mask photolithographic 
process, in which all four layers were printed onto one mask and processed 
together in one lithographic step. Each layer i is then individually silver coated and 
bonded/assembled described in [4]. The disadvantage of such a method is that 
localized air gaps may form after bonding due to the surface unevenness. These air 
gaps are likely to lead to increased insertion losses due to current leakage. In order 
to eliminate the air gaps, we have here developed two-layer SU8 processing 
technology. Instead of making four separate layers, two layers were processed 
together to form one half of the waveguide. The final device was formed by 
combining the two halves together. The fabrication details will be published 
elsewhere; however here is a brief outline of how it was achieved. Two masks were 
used instead of one. In mask 1 only the layer 1 and 4 were printed with alignment 
marks. In mask 2 the layer 2 and 3 printed along with the same alignment marks. 
Firstly, a 432 μm thick layer of SU8 was spun onto a Si substrate, pre-baked, UV 
exposed processed with mask 1 and post-baked. Then another 432 μm thick SU8 
layer was added onto the top of the layer, pre-baked, UV exposed with mask 2 after 
careful alignment and post-baked again. During the second UV exposure, both the 
top and bottom layers were exposed together, hence the second post exposure bake 
will crosslink the two layers together to form one fully joined piece, hence 
eliminating the air gaps between the interface. Fig. 2 displays a photo of the 
processed SU8 device using this new technique where two layers were fully 
crosslinked together to form a half of the designed waveguide Finally the 
waveguide was formed by aligning and bonding the two halves together after silver 
coating. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. A photo of the processed SU8 piece where two layers were  
fully cross-linked together to form a half of the said waveguide. 

 
This method eliminates any air gaps between layer 1/2 and 3/4 interfaces, but 

it can still leave some air gaps between the middle interface (layer 2/3). However, 
since the waveguide was designed to split in the E-plane and little current is 
expected to cross the middle interface, any air gaps there are not expected to have 
large adverse effect on the device performance. 
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4. Measurements and discussions 
 

During the measurement, the micromachined waveguide was sandwiched 
between two brass plates, as shown in Fig. 3. Standard waveguide flanges were 
inserted into the opening region on the clamping brass to connect directly with the 
micromachined waveguide circuits [4]. Screws on the flanges go straight through 
the micromachined waveguide onto nuts at the opposite plate. The alignment pins 
provide the accuracy to which the two halves are aligned, as well as the accuracy to 
which the device is aligned to the external flange. The screws are used to clamp the 
layers together as well as fixing the external flange to the micromachined 
waveguide. The length of waveguide excluding the bends is 15.95 mm, which is 
made sufficiently long to allow adequate separation between the flanges of 
measurement equipment to avoid overlapping of pins and screws from the other 
side. The measurements were carried out on an Agilent E8361A Network Analyzer 
with a WR-3 extension T/R module at test port 1 and a receive-only T module at 
test port 2. Enhanced response calibrations, which combine a one-port calibration 
and a response calibration were performed before measurements. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. A photograph of the testing setup. 
 

Fig. 4(a) shows the measured S21 and S11 results from the two-layer 
waveguide device. The previously obtained results based on four single layers are 
also included for comparison. The improvement in insertion loss (S21) is 
significant over a wide frequency range from 220 to 300 GHz as shown in the 
enlargement Figure 4(b). 

The average insertion loss is now only around 0.5dB using the newly 
developed SU8 two-layer process as compared to about 2.3 dB obtained previously 
through 4 separate layer process in the frequency range of 220 to 300 GHz. The 
new data represents a loss of only 0.03 dB/mm, which is comparable to the 
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reported performance of around 0.02 dB/mm for the commercially CNC-machined 
and then gold plated WR-3 metal waveguide [7]. 

The return loss is very good for this frequency range being better than 10dB 
in the across the band. This is however worse than the previous results. We are 
currently trying to find out the reasons for it, but the most likely is dimensional 
accuracy. At above 300GHz frequency range, the S21 starts to deteriorate, which is 
possibly due to misalignment and higher mode effect. Currently, the alignment 
accuracy between layers 1/2 or 3/4 is around 15 μm, which, we believe can be 
further reduced through process optimization. The insertion loss results, to our best 
knowledge, are the lowest reported so far from any micromachining technologies. 
 

 
 

a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

Fig. 4. (a) Measured S21 and S11 results for WR-3 waveguide obtained with SU8 two-layer 
processing technique; (b) Measured S21 results for the fully linked 

two-layer processing technique as compared to the 
previous 4 separate layer processing technique. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

A two-layer SU8 processing technique was developed and used to fabricate a 
WR-3 waveguide device with two back to back right angle bends. The insertion 
loss performance of the device is found to be greatly improved as compared to the 
previous method of using 4 separate layers. This is believed to be due to the 
elimination of localized air gaps because layers 1/2 and 3/4 were fully joined 
together through inter-layer crosslinking. The new processing technique is likely to 
expand the scope of device applications for thick SU8 photoresist micromachining 
technology. 
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Abstract. The paper will discuss in detail a new fabrication process developed for 
the encapsulation of RF-MEMS switches. A shell covering the  unreleased  switch is 
created with two layers of PECVD silicon nitride patterned with holes and  separated by 
an aluminum layer which is removed at the end of the shell fabrication sequence. The 
cavity beneath the shell is then made free burning by oxygen plasma the sacrificial 
photoresist spacer covering the switch.  

The mechanical design of the shell and the optimization of the film parameters are 
reported and discussed. The shell is then covered with a sealing  polymer that should 
not penetrate into the holes. In order to achieve this result a special design for the hole 
pattern is presented.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

One of the limits to full exploitation of the potentialities of RF-MEMS 
switches is the lack of a low-cost packaging system. The requirements of such a 
package are quite demanding: it must protect the switch from mechanical damage 
and contaminants, add minimal RF losses and maintain the performances of the 
switch or circuit. A suitable package should also be low cost, require little 
additional space and be easy to incorporate in the microwave integrated circuit. It 
must be hermetic, because MEMS RF components are particularly sensitive to 
contaminants and humidity, and for this reason the ideal package atmosphere is dry 
nitrogen or similar inert gases. The usual approach to packaging uses conventional 
techniques which results in high costs. On the other hand, wafer level packaging 
techniques include normally wafer bonding schemes and a sealing ring around the 
switch that increases the switch footprint, while the temperature sensitivity of these 
devices requires metal-based low temperature solders which can introduce high 
RF-losses.  
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In this contribution a thin-film encapsulation scheme is proposed as 
packaging methodology. This technique is low cost and has a high level of 
integrated circuit compatibility. Instead of bonding the MEMS wafer on a separate 
wafer with caps, an open cage-like structure is build around the switch. This is 
done exploiting standard wafer processing techniques and requires moderate 
temperatures (200-250°C) [1]. 

In this type of approach a sacrificial photoresist is deposited above the 
(unreleased) switch, and then covered with a dielectric to form the shells. 
Convenient holes are then etched on the dielectric in order to form a release 
channel. In similar approaches found in the literature [1]-[2], the sacrificial layer is 
then plasma etched and the cavity sealed with a convenient polymer. The final 
sealing is however the most critical part of the process because the encapsulant 
polymer viscosity, the diameter of the holes, the chemical affinity between polymer 
and cage and the mechanical stiffness of the cage itself play an important role in 
determining the yield of the process and the final performance of the packaged 
device. It is then important to find a hole design solution to reduce or prevent 
polymer wicking through the cage holes keeping in mind that the reduction of hole 
dimensions is limited by lithographic resolution. In this paper a particular solution 
to this problem is addressed, that in principle can avoid any wicking phenomena, 
and produce reliable polymer sealing without compromising the underlying switch 
functioning.  

 
2. Encapsulation Design Concept  
 

In this section a particular fabrication scheme is presented in order to build a 
better performing cage structure above the switching devices. The basic idea is to 
build the shell with two different layers of PECVD silicon nitride with a thin 
sacrificial layer of aluminum in between them. In all three layers holes are etched 
but with only a slight superposition between them. When finally the thin aluminum 
layer is removed, no direct superposition between holes of the two nitride layers is 
left. This allows the plasma removal of the sacrificial photoresist but inhibits the 
sealing polymer wicking through the cage holes. A process section for this 
particular scheme is presented in Fig. 1, while a top view of the holes 2D 
distribution is reported in Fig. 2. The shell shape is square or rectangular, with side 
dimensions varying from 500 to 1000 μm. The hole dimensions are 8×8 μm on the 
two nitride layers, and 6×6 μm on the sacrificial aluminum layer. The free cavity 
height is determined by the sacrificial spacer height, that is about 3 μm above the 
device, assuming negligible resist planarization.  

In addition a detailed study of parameters influencing the stiffness of the cage 
material has been planned and performed in order to obtain a more robust shell, 
which can resist to the sealing polymer spinning process without collapsing on the 
bottom of the cavity and/or deteriorating the switch performances.  
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Fig. 1. Encapsulation process scheme. 
 
 

Improvement of silicon nitride mechanical stiffness can be achieved by 
controlling its residual stress properties, because the bending spring constant of the 
shell is strongly depending on its residual stress value. This task involves an 
evaluation of the stress properties of the PECVD nitride building material as a 
function of its deposition parameters, and it is reported in detail in the next 
experimental section.  
 

       
 

                                               a)                                                                    b) 
 

                 
 

                                             c) 

Fig. 2. Bi-dimensional hole 
distribution in the different cage 
layers. a) First PECVD nitride 
layer. The red squares are the 
holes in this layer. b) Sacrificial 
aluminum layer. The pink 
squares are the holes in this
layer. c) Second PECVD nitride 
layer. The green squares are the 
holes in this layer. 
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3. Experimental  
 

The thin film encapsulating shells have been fabricated above structured 
wafers where the complete FBK switch fabrication process [3] has been performed, 
with exclusion  of the final release process in oxygen plasma. The basic switch 
process includes 8 mask levels, and will not be reported here, while other 5 mask 
levels are required for the shells. Above the unreleased switches a 3-micron thick 
photoresist has been deposited, patterned and baked at 250°C, to define the cage 
dimensions and to act as shell sacrificial layer.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Silicon  Nitride  multilayer residual  stress  variation as  
a function of deposition time ratio of two basic recipes with  

stress of -800 Mpa (recipe 1) and 580 MPa (recipe 2). 
 

Preliminary characterization of PECVD silicon nitride residual stress has 
been obtained depositing at 200°C more than 100 alternating thin layers of silicon 
nitride having very different stress values. The stress values of the single recipes 
are -800 MPa (compressive) and 580 MPa (tensile), and are obtained varying the 
relative compositional parameters of the PECVD gases [4], together with the 
plasma frequency. Their relative thicknesses can be changed by varying the 
deposition times [4], and the variation of this parameter allows a continuous 
variation in average residual stress approximately from zero to 150 MPa as 
reported in Fig. 3. The residual stress values have been obtained on blank test 
wafers using the Stoney wafer curvature method.  

The more convenient value for nitride stress have been estimated to be 
around 100-120 MPa (tensile). This value should increase mechanical stiffness but 
avoids the risk of cracking and should cause only limited deformation of the 
underlying silicon wafer.  

After the characterization 1.5 μm of PECVD nitride with this stress value 
were deposited, patterned with holes and dry etched (Fig 3a). Then a 500 nm 
aluminum layer was deposited above the nitride layer, and again patterned with 
holes and wet etched (Fig. 3b).  
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A second PECVD nitride layer with the same thickness and deposition 
parameters of the first one was finally deposited, patterned and etched, as shown in 
Fig. 3c. From Fig. 3 it can be seen how the lithographic limitations affect the hole 
shape, but the resolution and the alignment are enough to ensure the correct 
superposition of the patterned holes. The hole opening on the nitride layers has 
been performed with some care, since the dry etching rate is sensibly lower in the 
hole structures than on large areas or blank wafers. 

 

         
 

a) b) 
 

         
 

                                               c)                                                                    d) 
 

Fig. 3. Pictures of holes distribution at different process stages: a) First PECVD nitride layer.  
b) Sacrificial aluminum layer. The dark areas are the holes in this layer. c) Second PECVD  

nitride layer. The holes in this layer are centered on the cyan crosses, while the 
light green squares correspond to the holes in the first nitride layer. d) Final  

released structure. The light area is an underlying aluminum pattern. 
 

At this point the removal of the sacrificial aluminum layer has been 
performed by wet etch. This process step has the purpose to create a lateral release 
channel between the holes of the two nitride layers, since the two hole patterns are 
not overlapping. 

Finally the burning of the shell sacrificial layer was performed, leaving free 
the underneath cavity. This is accomplished with a oxygen plasma asher, and the 
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process is planned to be long enough to burn also the switch spacer and free the 
movable membrane. A detail of a released shell is reported in Fig. 3d, where it can 
be noted that the cage is completely transparent and the underlying structure is 
clearly visible. This last characteristic is even more evident looking at Fig. 4, where 
an entire (still unreleased) switch included in the nitride shell is reported  
in the picture. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Cantilever switch included in the nitride cage. 
 

After release of the sacrificial photoresist the free cavity has been tested for 
its mechanical resistance to external loading by means of a mechanical 
profilometer equipped with a tip diameter of 2μm. An example of the results of 
these tests is shown in Fig. 5, where it can be noted that the mechanical resistance 
is quite good. In addition it has been found that deformations are completely 
reversible, that is no cracking or irreversible damage has been detected. The holes 
in the cage profiles are due to some misalignement between the holes and the tip 
scan.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Load test of a 500 μm wide released nitride shell. 
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At present, the final covering with a sealing polymer is still under 
development. Different options are currently under investigation, like polyimide, 
SU8 and BCB. From the mechanical and structural point of view, the modified 
cage structure is supposed to work as it was defined at design level. The specific 
polymer properties may however play an important role in determining the final 
outcome of this approach, because the capillary forces could allow the polymer to 
penetrate to some extent through the interstitial channels. In this case the nitride 
surface affinity and the sealing polymer surface tension may turn out to be 
important, and the polymer viscosity as well. 

 
4. Conclusion  
 

A new design approach to thin film encapsulation for RF-MEMS devices has 
been proposed. The main feature consists in the superposition of two different 
cover layers with holes not directly superimposed. The feasibility of this concept 
has been practically demonstrated building encapsulating nitride cages above FBK 
switch wafers.  

The cages show good mechanical resistance and no damage of the underlying 
devices has been detected. The final details of this process and its full validation 
are still under development and testing.  
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Abstract. An efficient way to control the impact velocity in order to achieve soft 
landing and fewer bouncing phenomena is the resistive damping. This control method 
is also referred as charge drive and presented for first time by Castaner and Senturia [1]. 
Under charge control the Pull-in phenomenon of the Constant Voltage controlled 
electrostatic actuators does not exist and if the current drive is ideal, any position across 
the gap is stable. The main reason for this behavior is that the electrostatic force applied 
is always attractive and independent of the remaining gap of the actuator. Charge drive 
control incorporating constant current sources is mostly preferred to extend the travel 
range of electrostatic micro-actuators [2], [3], [4], [5]. Nevertheless there are very few 
references in the literature about charge drive control on RF MEMS. Recently 
published work based on numerical simulations for capacitive RF-MEMS, [6] and [7] 
present a learning algorithm in order to reduce fabrication variability using resistive 
damping for the pull-down phase. Nevertheless none of them present any details on 
how to implement resistive damping and any results of such kind of applications. This 
work presents in detail the entire procedure in calculating the bias resistance of an RF-
MEMS switch controlled under resistive damping.  

Key words:  charge drive control, RF-MEMS switch, resistive damping, bouncing, 
contact force. 

 
 

1. The Significance of Resistive Damping 
 

The controllability of a switch is the key factor to reduce wear by minimizing 
the impact velocity. Despite the sophisticated design, adopting special cantilever 
shapes for contributed actuation force as well as utilizing fringing fields by making 
use of protruded electrodes, controllability still remains a difficult task which 
requires great thought and mathematical calculations. In case of a very stiff device, 
like the one which has been fabricated and presented by Guo, McGruer and Adams 
[8], the actuation control under resistive damping is the only way to achieve 
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controllability. Due to the small switching time as well as the high actuation 
voltage, it is not practical to implement a tailored control pulse. Experimental 
results have shown that time intervals smaller than 1μs and pulses with slew-rate 
greater than 200V/μs are necessary in order to shape a tailored pulse for this switch, 
as the switching time is about 1.24μs when a sharp actuation pulse of 83V is 
applied. Even for the case that this fast and high in voltage pulse can be generated, 
there are other subjects like overshooting that they will possibly render problematic 
the control of the switch.  

To eliminate bouncing phenomena, during the release phase of the switch, 
when the cantilever is oscillating within mechanical resonance frequency, the RbCel 
product must be equal to the period of the resonance frequency [9]. 

Very stiff devices [8], present high mechanical resonance frequency and 
make them appropriate for this kind of control as the time constant RC, which has 
been calculated for the pull-down phase, is near the period of the mechanical 
resonance frequency. Consequently, significant improvement in both switching 
operation phases of the switch is achieved. Thus, control under resistive damping is 
the only practical solution for very fast RF-MEMS switches where switching time 
and  period of the resonance frequency are of the same order.  

 
2. Applying Resistive Damping to Improve Controllability  
 

The ohmic RF-MEMS switch of Fig.1 has been evaluated under the 
Coventorware software package examining controllability with and without 
resistive damping.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The “NEU” ohmic RF MEMS Switch. 
 

Initially, a transient analysis is performed under step pulse implementation 
with 83V amplitude, width pw=48μs, rise time tr=1μs and fall time tf=1μs. The 
amplitude of 83V has been calculated in order to be high enough to ensure 
immunity to switch parameters uncertainty due to the tolerances of the fabrication 
process, and low enough to ensure plenty of room for RF signal. 

The switching time obtained under the above pulse conditions was some 
1.7μs for the OFF-ON transition and around 1.4μs for the OFF-ON transition, as 
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shown in Fig. 2, the fastest ON and OFF switching time that can be achieved.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Displacement under step pulse control mode. 
 

The same figure illustrates the bouncing problems during the pull down (max. 
bounce=174μm) and release (max. bounce=255μm) phases. High settling times are 
observed also due to the stiffness of the cantilever (k≈1000 N/m), which are some 
11μs for the pull down phase and roughly 39μs for the release-phase. In Fig. 3 
other characteristics of the switch under step pulse implementation are illustrated,  
such as the contact area (11.566pm2), the conductance per contact area (2.53S 
which corresponds to a resistance of 0.394Ω) and the contact force (99.3μΝ). 
Control difficulties are illustrated also as concerns the high initial contact force 
(almost 496μN) due to the high impact velocity (around 65.9cm/sec). In order to 
introduce resistive damping, a bias resistor is necessary to be calculated. Having 
calculated the capacitance within the electrode area (Cel=30fF) and with a pulse 
amplitude of 83V and rise time of tr=1μs, the bias resistance can be calculated has 
been extracted.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Characteristics under step pulse control mode. 
 

MΩ33μm1 ≈>=== brelb RtCR                                        (1) 
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Figure 4 illustrates the characteristics of the switch under step pulse 
implementation with resistive damping. > 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Comparison between step pulse and resistive Damping modes. 
 

The simulation results with Rb=33MΩ shown excellent response of the 
switch during the pull down phase as elimination of the bouncing phenomena is 
observed as well as dramatic reduction of the initial impact force (the high impact 
velocity has been reduced to 13.2 cm/sec from 65.9cm/sec), with only a small 
increase in the switching time (3.47μN from 1.72μN). During the release phase a 
significant reduction of the amplitude of bouncing is observed too (174nm instead 
of 255nm). 

A comparison between step-pulse and step pulse with resistive damping 
actuation modes is presented in Fig. 5.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Characteristics under resistive damping control. 
 

It is obvious that the control of the switch under resistive damping excels the 
corresponding with the step pulse in both OFF-ON and ON-OFF transitions 
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slightly sacrificing in the switching time. Finally, in Fig. 6, the power consumption 
of the switch under the previously mentioned actuation control modes is presented. 
It is clearly shown that under resistive control mode the switch requires much less 
power to be actuated.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Power requirements under Pulse and resistive 
damping modes. 
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Abstract. This work deals with the development of a Composite Right / Left 
Handed (CRLH) band-pass filter (BPF) structure in the millimeter-wave range, working 
at 40 GHz. The design consists of CRLH artificial lines in a coplanar waveguide 
configuration (CPW) exhibiting metamaterial properties. Two substrates were used for 
the fabrication of the BPF structure. The device was firstly processed on a 0.5 mm thick 
silicon substrate with a 2000 Ǻ Au / 500  Ǻ Cr metallization layer. The silicon substrate 
offers the possibility of future integration in complex mm-wave circuits. The second 
substrate used was a super-aluminous ceramic substrate of 0.6 mm thickness. A first 
layer of 800 Ǻ Ti was deposited, followed by a 4000 Ǻ Au layer. The structures were 
measured and the results analyzed. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

The Composite Right/Left Handed (CRLH) transmission line is an artificial 
transmission line with metamaterial behavior, made up of series connected 
capacitances and parallel short ended inductances.   

Taking advantage of the dual frequency response of CRLH structures, cf. [1], 
various types of devices, operating in the microwave frequency range have been 
developed, on copper plated substrates. Chebyshev band-pass and band-stop filters 
[2], filters with a dual-band filtering behavior at two arbitrary frequencies [3], dual-
band-pass coplanar waveguide configuration filters [4], filters using capacitive-
coupled or split ring resonators [5]-[7] and a lot of other constructions were 
reported.  
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This paper describes the design (done in IE3D-Zeland), fabrication and 
measurement of a millimeter wave (MMW) BPF structure.  

The device was designed as a CRLH structure in CPW configuration, using 
series interdigital capacitors and short ended transmission lines as inductors.  

Two substrates were used in the manufacturing process: a silicon substrate 
with a dielectric constant εr,Si = 11.9 and a resistivity ρ = 5 kΩ.cm with a 1µm SiO2 
layer grown through thermal oxidation (εr,SiO2 =4.7) and a super-aluminous ceramic 
substrate with a dielectric constant εr,ceramic = 9.6. 

 
2. Overview  
 

The layout of the CPW CRLH elementary cell used in this design is shown in 
Fig. 1. The cell is composed of two series connected interdigitated capacitors and a 
ground connected CPW line as inductor. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Layout of the CPW CRLH elementary cell. 
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The equivalent circuit of the CRLH cell is given in Fig.2 where 2CCs, LCs/2, 
and 2CCp are the capacitance, inductance and the equivalent parasitic capacitance of 
the interdigitated capacitor, respectively. The equivalent inductance and parasitic 
capacitance of the inductive grounded line are LLp and CLp, respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. CRLH cell equivalent circuit consisting of the  
series interdigitated capacitor and of the ground  

connected inductor. 
 
 

The two capacitors and the inductive line were designed (cf. [8]) with the 
purpose of obtaining a series resonance frequency, given by CCs and LCs equal to 
the parallel resonance frequency, given by LLp, CLp and CCp, therefore attaining a 
balanced structure. The relations for this design are: 
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The values of CLp and LCs were computed for the CRLH structure to be 

balanced at the frequency f0 with the formula: 
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It should be remembered that 
CsLp

C CL
f

LH π4
1

=  is the cut-off frequency of the 

LH (Left-Handed) mode and 
pCs

C CL
f

RH π
1

=  is the cut-off frequency of the RH 

(Right-Handed) mode. The introduction of a parameter k > 1 is useful in the design 
process, in such a way that: 
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The minimum and maximum frequencies related to the CRLH frequency 
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respectively.  
Taking into account the substrate thickness, the upper frequency limit was 

imposed to fmax = 75 GHz. Also, the lower frequency limit was imposed to fmin =  
20 GHz. Using the previous relations, fcLH = 30 GHz, fcRH = 52 GHz, f0 ≈ 40 GHz 
and k ≈ 1,3 were computed.  

The parallel resonant circuit formed by LLp and CLp was modeled with an 
inductive CPW ground connected line with the characteristic line impedance Zcl ≈ 
25 Ω. Computing for Zc = 50 Ω, the following values were obtained: 2CCs ≈ 106 fF, 
LCs ≈ 0,3nH, CCp ≈ 25 fF, LLp ≈ 0,13 nH, CLp  ≈ 20 fF. The resonance of the 

inductance is: GHz
CL

f
LpLp

L
97

2
1

0 ≅=
π

 (the electrical length at this frequency is 900). 

The CRLH cell layout was designed such as the length of the interdigitated 
capacitor be much smaller than the wavelength corresponding to f0: Lc <<  
2000 µm (see Fig. 1). The value 2CCs = 106 fF was obtained for the following 
geometrical dimensions: wC = 10  µm, sC = 5 µm, LC = 250 µm and number of 
digits equal to 10. For the inductive ground connected line the values obtained 
were: LL = 277 µm, wL = 42 µm and sL = 10 µm.  

The BPF structure consists of one, two or four series connected CRLH cells. 
The simulation results for a BPF structure with one CRLH cell having the above 
computed dimensions are presented in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. S11 and S21 of BPF. Simulated values for one CRLH cell  
structure on high resistivity silicon substrate. 

 
The maximum frequency obtained by simulation (60 GHz) – see Fig. 3 – is 

lower then the initially imposed one (75 GHz) due to the influence of the substrate 
thickness on the maximum working frequency of the circuits. 

 
3 Experimental Results and Comments  
 

A. BPF structures processed on a silicon substrate  
 

The BPF structures were fabricated using standard photolithography. A 
silicon wafer with 500 µm thickness and 5 kΩcm resistivity was used as substrate. 
A 1 µm thick SiO2 surface layer was grown on the silicon wafer. The Si wafer was 
plated through a sputtering process with a metallic layer of 2000 Å Au / 500 Å Cr.  

In Fig. 4 (a) and (b) photos are presented showing the results of the 
photolithographic process on silicon. Fig. 4 (a) shows band pass filter structures 
with one, two and four CRLH cells. Fig. 4 (b) presents a detail of the interdigitated 
capacitor (Scanning Electron Microscopy – SEM – image). Very good line 
definitions were obtained, with almost no rounding at the corners.  

 

a)         b) 
 

Fig. 4. BPF structures on silicon (a) and a detail of an interdigitated capacitor (b). 
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The electrical measurements on the BPF obtained through photolithography 
were done with a ANRITSU 37397D Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) with a 110 
GHz maximum working frequency combined with a Karl Süss on-wafer 
characterization equipment. A BPF structure supporting the probe-tips of the on 
wafer measuring system is shown in Fig.4 (a). The S parameter measurement of a 
one-cell CRLH BPF structure processed on silicon is given in Fig. 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. S11 and S21 parameters of a one CRLH cell BPF  
structure on silicon. 

 
 

For one CRLH cell, the S parameter distribution for a frequency scan 
between 35 GHz and 55 GHz shows a value S11 < -20 dB in the frequency range 
38 GHz ÷ 42.5 GHz with the maximum value of -43.63 dB at 39.99 GHz. The 
losses in the same frequency range are about 5-6 dB. The frequency band is 4.5 
GHz (for S11 < -20dB).  

 
B. BPF structures processed on a super-aluminous  

              ceramic substrate  
 

The same structure was processed on a super-aluminous substrate (AlSiMag 
614 made by American Lava Corp.) with a dielectric constant εr,ceramic 9.6 = and a 
thickness of 0.6 mm. The resistivity can be considered infinite. The process used 
was the same standard photolithographic process consisting of a one mask 
exposure / wet etching technique.  

A optical microscopy photo is presented in Fig. 6, showing a one CRLH cell 
BPF structure on ceramic substrate. The interdigital capacitor and the inductive 
grounded CPW line are visible.  
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Fig. 6. A processed BPF structure on ceramic substrate. 
 

The technological results were not as accurate as was the case for silicon, 
with a over-etching effect visible in Fig.7. This in turn influenced the values of the 
capacitance and hence the working frequency of the BPF. The poor results in 
maintaining the geometrical sizes of the structure processed on ceramic substrate 
were determined by an imperfect exposure process, due to the slightly curved 
shape of the ceramic surface. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. SEM image of a BPF structure on ceramic  
substrate: a detail of an interdigitated capacitor. 

 
The measurement of the S parameters was done with the same setup as for 

the structures on silicon. The results for a one CRLH cell BPF are given in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. S parameters of a BPF structure with one CRLH  
cell on ceramic substrate. 

 
S11 shows a good matching, with values better then -16 dB for a frequency 

band between 40.12 GHz ÷  49.84 GHz. The losses are very low in this frequency 
band with S21 between -2.8 dB ÷ -3.9 dB. This decrease of the losses, in 
comparison to the silicon case, can be attributed to the practically infinite 
resistivity of the ceramic substrate. The passband is almost double (9.72 GHz) 
compared to the structures processed on the silicon substrate.  

 
4. Conclusions  
 

A MMW BPF structure, designed with CRLH-TLs, in CPW configuration is 
described in this paper. The structure was processed on two different substrates: 
silicon and alumina ceramic. While the silicon substrate can be easily integrated in 
more complex millimeter wave circuits, the ceramic substrate showed a much 
larger frequency band and reduced losses. 

Measurements of the BPF structure consisting of one CRLH cell on silicon 
revealed a 40 GHz working frequency with a 4.5 GHz band. The frequency band 
for the structures processed on a ceramic substrate was almost 10 GHz. The high 
losses in the silicon case can be explained due to the low resistivity substrate. 

The frequency shift observed for the ceramic substrate is caused mainly by 
the altered capacitance value due to the over-etching effect.  
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Abstract. This paper describes a method to manufacture through wafer via holes 
with tapered walls for RF applications. The main purpose was the need to obtain via 
holes with tapered walls that allow depositing seed and barrier layers by Physical Vapor 
Deposition (PVD) to enable gold electroplating. Method consists in consecutively using 
of the two basic process types for DRIE technique: isotropic and anisotropic etchings. 
Thus via holes with 20μm and 100μm diameter having tapered walls with angles 
between 14° and 18° were manufactured. Thin metal layers were also deposited on the 
walls by e-beam technique.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Through wafer via holes manufacturing can be done using different 
techniques, but Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) showed its superiority to all 
other techniques, mainly in respect of pattern transfer accuracy, minimum 
achievable dimensions and aspect ratio, side effects or wall roughness [1].  

The commonly used materials for via holes filling are copper or heavily 
doped polisilicon, due to their deposition properties [2, 3]. Our aim was to develop 
this connection type using gold, avoiding in this way problems regarding the 
resistivity or contamination. Less used as conductive material, method of filling 
via's by gold electroplating consists in using a sacrificial material as support for the 
seed layer on the wafer backside and electroplating starting from only one side, 
without a barrier layer between gold and substrate - as described in [4].  

To be able to obtain a continuous seed layer (CrAu) on the walls, we 
manufactured tapered walls using dry etching with a variable isotropy. We 
developed this process in such a way to control with a very good precision the 
angle of the walls. Such a process could be helpful for instance in encapsulation 
processes, when on devices side small areas are needed, to reduce the chip size, 
while on the other side contact pads or wire bonding are needed.  
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2. Manufacturing Method 
 

One of the most important advantages of the DRIE technique for MEMS 
technology comes from the possibility of using both isotropic and anisotropic 
etching processes. Moreover, by simply changing of plasma and process 
parameters (power, gas flow and pressure, substrate bias) it is possible to change 
the process isotropy during the same run [5-6].  

The Bosch type processes, consisting in frequently alternating vertical 
etching and deposition of protective polymers on the side walls, provide the 
possibility to obtain an important anisotropy and very high etching rates and this is 
the main process used in case deep cavities with almost vertical walls are wanted 
[7]. Isotropic etching, less used, allows to obtain unique structures (mainly as 
complementary process to the anisotropic one) or to release movable / suspended 
parts in MEMS devices [6, 8-9].  

The complex process developed to achieve the intended purpose, consists in 
mixing these two processes in the same run in order to obtain tapered walls, 
allowing the deposition of the seed layer using PVD methods. During 
manufacturing process alternatively anisotropic and isotropic etching processes are 
used: anisotropic etching to achieve the depth, while the isotropic etching to 
enlarge via’s on one side in order to obtain the desired angle. Developed method 
consists in successive anisotropic and isotropic etching cycles, step by step 
reaching the depth and enlarging via.  

To achieve our shape, the passivation polymers deposited on the walls by the 
Bosch processes have to be removed by a supplementary oxygen plasma cleaning 
before isotropic etching steps [5].  

The main problem of this method remains the dependence of the etching rate 
on the aspect ratio (ARDE effect–Aspect Ratio Dependent Etching), the usual 
problem for the DRIE processing. The process needs to be fine tuned for every 
hole dimension and manufacturing in the same step of via holes with different 
opening size will be difficult if not impossible.  

 
3. Experimental Results 
 

Manufacturing process starts with thermal oxidation of the wafers, resist 
deposition and patterning of the via windows (circular holes with 20µm and 100µm 
diameter) and SiO2 etching (by RIE) from the holes. Further, both resist and the 
SiO2 layer were used as mask for the DRIE process. The tapered via hole process 
started with a Bosch process. Then, in order to remove the passivation layer 
deposited over the walls during anisotropic process, an oxygen plasma step was 
performed. The whole cavity so obtained was enlarged using the isotropic etching 
process. Without an oxygen plasma step in this process, due to the passivation 
deposited over the walls in the previous step, internal cavities connected by vertical 
channels will be obtained, like in [6]. The whole cycle of anisotropic etching / 
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oxygen plasma / isotropic etching was then repeated until the bottom surface of the 
wafer was reached. To maintain the desired dimension of the via’s on the bottom 
side of the wafer, as it was patterned on the top side, the whole etching process was 
completed with an anisotropic etching step.  

Three different recipes were tested for the anisotropic etching steps–the 
characteristics of each one are presented in table 1.  
 

Table 1. Summary of drie anisotropic etching recipes 
 

Recipes  
(anisotropie etching) 

Recipe characteristics Expected results 

1. HER  
(High Etching Rate) 

High gas flow/pressure high 
power; long etching time. 

High etching rate (> 10 μm/min, 
depending of mask); high roughness 
due to specific Bosch process profile 
(scalloping)-up to 1 μm. 

2. SDE 
(Silicon Deep Etch) 

Smaller gas flow/pressure and 
power comparing with HER 
recipe; substrate bias was 
increased. 

Smaller etching rates (-50% of HER 
rate) smaller roughness-400…500 nm. 

3. LR 
(Low Roughness) 

Gas flow/pressure and power 
grady reduced comparing with 
the previous recipes. 

Much smaller etching rate (20…25% 
of HER etching rate); very smooth 
walls (-30nm). 

 
Isotropic etching steps differ from the previous ones basically by the removal 

of the passivation gas (C4F8) from the recipe and substrate biasing.  
As a first test through silicon via’s (TSV) were obtained using HER recipe on 

200µm thick silicon wafers (<100> oriented, high resistivity).  
Results, presented in figure 1, show that holes were enlarged by about 12µm 

on each side of the top side, which implies an angle of about 3.8º-the angle was 
computed considering average tilt angle, taking into account front and bottom side 
via openings. Wall roughness in this case is in the range of 1µm due to the 
scalloping, specific to the Bosch process (figure 2.a). Measurements performed 
showed an etching rate of about 16,6µm/min during anisotropic etching steps 
(HER recipe), while for the isotropic process etching rate was about 2µm/min.  

 

                 

Fig. 1. TSV manufactured using 
HER recipe.
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To reduce the corrugation  it  was used  the  procedure proposed by Shikida 
et al. [10] to smooth the asperity by wet etching- but KOH etching solution was 
replaced with a TMAH one - 25% at 74ºC for 10 minutes (figure 2.b). 

 

     
 

Fig. 2. Scalloping–due to the Bosch effect after via hole manufacturing  
(a) and after 10min selective corrugation removal in TMAH 25% (b).  

 
Finally, Cr/Au barrier and seed layers were deposited inside the 

manufactured TSV’s - results are presented in figure 3. As we can see, although the 
corrugation was reduced by wet etching, at the bottom side of the via’s there are 
still some problems due to the walls roughness, deposited layers are not continuous 
also due to the small angles.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Seed layer (Cr/Au, 5/150nm). 
 

Since the etching rates strongly depend on the used mask, results obtained 
were used for a rough estimation of the etching rates for the next experiments with 
holes dimension. SDE and LR anisotropic recipes were used for tapered via 
manufacturing, the target being angles of about 20°. Two different hole dimensions 
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(20µm and 100µm) were used to reach 200microns depth on 500µm thick silicon 
wafers (<100> oriented wafers); process used involves five anisotropic and four 
isotropic etching steps for each recipe.  

Figures 4-5 present the results obtained for holes with 100µm initial diameter 
using SDE or LR recipes for anisotropic etching. Measurements performed showed 
for first recipe an enlargement of the holes of about 50µm on each side for a depth 
of 195µm, which means an angle of about 14.4º (14.28º ÷ 14.52). For the second 
recipe (LR), obtained angle was of about 18º (17.74º ÷ 18.04º), but in this case the 
etching depth was 159µm and the lateral etching was (due to the isotropic etching) 
in the same range.  

For the holes with the second diameter, 20µm, due to the ARDE effect all 
etching rates are smaller–in this case etching depths were about 128µm when SDE 
recipe was used, while for the LR recipe was of about 110µm.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Via performed using SDE recipe, 100µm diameter. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Via performed using LR recipe, 100µm diameter.  
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In both cases isotropic etching provided an enlargement of the holes of about 
30µm, so that the obtained wall angles were of about 15º for SDE recipe and 17.25º 
for LR recipe–figures 6 and 7.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Via performed using SDE recipe, 20µm diameter.  
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Via performed using LR recipe, 20µm diameter. 
 
 

Figures 4-7 show that the walls roughness was reduced–we can assume that this 
was not only the effect of changing the  anisotropic etching  recipe (LR and SDE 
recipes instead HER), but also due to longer isotropic etchings to obtain higher 
angles (having a polishing effect over the surfaces). Using low roughness recipes 
(LR and SDE) we can observe the appearance of nanometer peaks on the walls – 
more evident for 20μm diameter holes and bigger for LR recipe. One method to 
remove these peaks is to increase the temperature during DRIE processing [11], but 
this method lead to increasing the etching rate of resist layer used as mask. Finally, 
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a small bowing effect can be seen in these cases, missing when HER recipe was 
used. 

Structures obtained by using LR recipe were used to deposit barrier and seed 
layers (Cr/Au, 5/100nm) by e-beam, to verify the quality of these layers - figures 8 
and 9.  
 

 
 

Fig. 8. 100µm diameter via, after seed layer deposition  
(top view). 

 
 

            
 

                                    a)                                                                                 b) 
 

Fig. 9. 20µm diameter via, after seed layer deposition – cross section  
(a) and detail of the nanometer peaks (b).  

 
Figures 8 and 9 show that the seed layer was continuously deposited over the 

walls, providing better coverage than for the HER recipe (but the angle was bigger 
for the last two recipes).  
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4. Conclusion  
 

In this paper we proved that using a variable isotropy process (based on 
mixing of isotropic and anisotropic etching process during the same etching run) it 
was possible to obtain tapered via holes with a good control over the wall angle-in 
this case angles obtained were between 14º and 18º. Also, after via manufacturing, 
it was possible to deposit a continuous seed layer which can be used for via filling 
by electroplating, improving the adhesion over the walls and having a barrier layer 
(chromium in this case).  

Although the process needs to be optimized for each mask dimension and for 
each depth (due to the sensitivity of the etching rate with depth, decreasing sharply 
with depth mainly in small cavities), this technique provides an easier and reliable 
way to obtain tapered via’s, with a very good control over the walls angles that can 
easily be adapted to any ICP type equipment.  
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Abstract. Mechanical oscillations have been suggested for many applications, such 
as: acoustic sensors and actuators, telemetric links, or energy harvesting. In common, 
all these applications require a readout mechanism to translate mechanical oscillations 
on electrical signals. PVDF (Poly(vinylidene fluoride)), is a polymer with outstanding 
electroactive properties, which can be used as a readout mechanism. Combined with a 
permanent magnet layer on a MEMS device, PVDF may provide a passive and resonant 
magnetic field sensor. The full system simulation becomes very challenging, since it 
includes three different domains: magnetic, mechanical and piezoelectric. This paper 
reportson the full system simulation, from an external magnetic field, till the 
piezoelectric response of  the PVDF. From the developed methodology, it was possible 
to accurately predict the interaction of all the physical variables, and optimize the 
MEMS device, leading to better sensitivity or harvesting ability.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Despite being around from more than 10 years, Microelectromechanical 
systems (MEMS) continues to be an exciting and challenging multidisciplinary 
field with tremendous progress taking place in research and commercialization. 
From the beginning, MEMS have been taking advantage of well-established 
manufacturing methods routinely used in the integrated circuit industry to develop 
devices capable of sensing, actuating and processing information [1]. In fact, 
MEMS can be classified in two major categories: sensors and actuators. As a 
microsensor, it consists of mechanical structures that predictably deform or 
respond to a specific physical (or chemical) variable.  

The recent year’s developments in the compatibility of the 
piezoelectric thin films with the IC technology are increasing the importance 
of this research driver in the microsystems applications [2]. Among 
polymers, PVDF (Poly(vinylidene fluoride)) and VDF (vinylideneflouride) 
copolymers, has remarkable properties leading to electro-optics, electro-
mechanical and biomedical applications. The semicrystalline nature of PVDF, 
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combined with the occurrence of at least four crystalline phases (α, β, δ and γ) 
implies a challenging physical microstructure [3]. The most frequently described 
and important phase is the βone, due to its high piezo and pyro-electric properties, 
when compared to theother crystalline phases, and even compared to 
otherpolymeric materials [4]. 

Combining a MEMS device with a layer of PVDF, placed at proper positions, 
is known as a piezoelectric readout mechanism. The changes in PVDF charge 
(piezoelectricity) results on detectable voltage amplitude variation, which are 
proportional to the magnitude of the stimulus sensed. This mechanism may be used 
to detect mechanical variations, though being used to sense and generate 
mechanical waves, as well to harvest energy from mechanical wave.  

A MEMS device may also be used to detect RF electromagnetic waves based 
on the Lorentz force [5].  

That solution requires a current flowing through the MEMS device, which 
encloses the challenge of routing enough current along the MEMS device, without 
degrading its mechanical properties. Moreover, that current will contribute for 
power consumption. 

Instead of a current, a layer of a permanent magnet may be applied. In this 
way, the MEMS device has the benefit of being sensitive to magnetic fields, 
without the drawback of compromising the MEMS device anchors with routing 
lines. More extraordinary, is the fact that such MEMS device translates a magnetic 
field into a detectable voltage, without using any power supply. This leads to more 
power efficient sensors, for wireless applications, and opens the possibility to 
harvest energy from magnetic fields, like those produced by the many railways 
available in our cities. Fig. 1 shows the concept. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. RF MEMS device based on PVDF and permanent  
magnetic layer to detect RF magnetic fields.  

 
It is a silicon cantilever, with a top layer of PVDF, and an area with a 

permanent magnet (represented by the box with applied forces). As seen in figure, 
the permanent magnet does not interfere with the structure mechanical behavior, if 
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its weight is controlled.  
This paper will present a methodology on how to simulate this complex three 

domain problem. It will show how this structure behaves and a model validation is 
also presented, where the simulation results are compared to measurements and 
good agreement is obtained. 

 
2. MEMS Device Modeling 
 

A. U-shaped cantilever was selected to develop this methodology since it 
allows, simultaneously, to study all the required physical variables and domain 
interactions, keeping the simulation times at acceptable levels.  

Figure 2 shows the proposed MEMS simulation domain simulations may be 
found in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Material properties  

 

 CANTILEVER MAGNET 
Material PVDF Neodymium 

Length (x) 
Width (y) 
Thickness (z) 

25 mm 
18 mm 
110 μm 

4 mm 
10 mm 
1 mm 

Density 
31800

m
Kg  

37400
m
Kg  

Young’s 
Modulus 2

910 · 3
m
N  1.7 × 1010 N/m2 

Poisson Ratio 0.35 0.281 
Piezoelectric strain coefficient -28 × 1011 m/V - 
Residual magnetism - 1.43 T 
Coercive field strength - 9.3 × 105 A/m 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. MEMS device model, including the cantilever and 
magnetic coil to generate real magnetic field lines. 
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A. U-shaped cantilever description 
 

As it is shown in Fig. 1, a force (F) acts on the cantilever when it is exposed 
to an external magnetic field (B). When the magnet is polarized along the z axis 
and the applied magnetic field vector has a component on x axis, a force (Lorentz 
force) will lead to a displacement in z axis. However, this MEMS structure will 
move only when the Lorentz force overcomes the elastic force, which means a 
minimum magnetic field must be applied in order to force the structure to move 
[5]. This “minimum” magnetic field can be reduced since the cantilevers’ 
displacement is greater the closer are the frequencies of the external magnetic field 
and the eigenfrequency of the cantilever. 

 
B. Magnetic Field Generator 
 

Instead of assuming a specific magnetic field line distribution, a magnetic 
field was generated with a coil and applied to the cantilever, placed 2 mm away, as 
shown in the Fig. 2. The cantilever was aligned with both axis of the coil, so then it 
would be possible to maximize the magnetic field for the same voltage.  

To mimic the measuring setup, the coil has 200 turns of copper, with 200 
micrometers in diameter. It was fed by a signal generator, at the resonant 
frequency, with a signal of 5 V in amplitude. It was also possible to change the 
frequency of this signal, depending on the cant displacement. 

 
3. MEMS Device Simulation 
 

A. Introduction 
 

Due to the multiplicity of simulation domains, simulations were performed 
using Ansys Multiphysics. This very powerful software allows the simulation of 
different environments, being the reason why is used in so many different 
industries and universities. 

Once the simulation of this system encompasses piezoelectric, electrical, 
magnetical and mechanical magnitudes it comes mandatory the use of more than 
one single element. The adopted methodology was based on building the final 
result by iteratively combining the simulation in each simulation domain. That 
requires the use of the called “coupled-field analysis”, where results moves from 
one domain to other through “import” features available in Ansys. 

The “load transfer coupled-field analysis” was used to perform a magneto-
structural analysis, in which it was given the voltage at the coil as an input and it 
returned the cantilever displacement as an output. So, this method is the 
combination of different engineering disciplines that interact to solve a global 
engineering problem. In this case, a magnetic simulation and a mechanical 
simulation (normally referred as magneto-mechanical simulation) were performed 
to analyse the displacement of the cantilever in function of the voltage on the coil. 
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As final step, the final displacement was used as an input in the piezoelectric 
analysis. However, the magnetic and the mechanical simulations were performed 
with the 3D model and piezoelectric on a 2D model. 

 
B. Magnetic Simulation 
 

Fig. 3 shows view of the model used for magnetic and mechanical 
simulation. Instead of attempting to simulate the full model, shown in Fig. 2, 
symmetry facilities were used to reduce the simulation domain. So, to perform the 
magneto-mechanical simulation it was used a halfsymmetry model, where the outer 
box is an air shell involving the entire model. The coil is the U shaped volume and 
the smaller box is another box of air containing half cantilever and half magnet 
inside. 

The Solid97 was the element selected for the magnetic simulation. It is an 
eight-node 3D magnetic solid element and it is appropriate to simulate magnetic 
vector potential together with the VOLT degree of freedom. A 3D static magnetic 
analysis was performed using this element, together with different voltages at the 
coil. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Simulation model, showing all boundary lines  
for the simulated volumes. 

 
After simulation, with proper coil voltages and using magnetic properties of 

the neodymium magnet listed on Table 1, the magnetic force at the magnet was 
obtained. This magnetic force on the magnet was then used as an input to the 
displacement simulation of the cantilever. 

 
C. Mechanical Simulation 

 

After the magnetic simulation, all the volumes and attached nodes 
representing the coil and the outer air shell are deleted and just the inner air shell, 
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cantilever and magnet remains to the next simulation domain. Then, all the 
volumes are meshed with the Solid98 element (with displacement degree of 
freedom) and the force vector values in the database are imported and applied to 
the new magnet elements. Together with this, mechanical properties listed in Table 
1 were used. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Cantilever deformation, for a coil voltage of 5 V. 
 

After performing a static simulation, the deformed cantilever is obtained, as 
shown in Fig. 4. From the Fig. 4 it is possible to observe that the structure 
deformation is not uniform. This means that proper design of this type of devices 
should rely on advanced simulations, rather than on simple equations modelling 
interaction between the different physical variables. 

 
D. Piezoelectric Simulation 
 

In order to allow the use of the cantilever as a magnetic field sensor, the 
PVDF performance is a key factor. Effectively, larger piezoelectric coefficients 
will provide higher voltages for a given deformation. In the thickness mode, 
piezoelectric actuators increases or decreases its thickness following the inverse 
piezoelectric relation: 

3333 Ed=ε                                                           (1) 
 

where ε3 is the strain of the actuator, d33 is the piezoelectric coefficient and E3 is the 
applied electric field. In eq. (1), the index 3 means that only the cantilever 
thickness (z direction) is considered. 

Theoretical calculations lead to a value of |d33| ~ 25.19 pC.N-1 [6], which is 
closed to the experimentally obtained |d33| ~ 28 pC.N-1[7]. This experimental 
piezoelectric coefficient was the one used as input in the piezoelectric simulation. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. PVDF voltage in the simulated cantilever beam. 
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Fig. 6. PVDF electric field distribution. 
 
 

The piezoelectric simulation was performed by a 2D model, using the 8 node 
coupled-field solid element Plane223. This element has the piezoelectric analysis 
capability, so that the maximum displacement was given (about 1 cm from the 
mechanical simulation) as an input load and it returned the voltage and electric 
field distribution as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

The simulated cantilever beam was 100 μm thick and 2.5 cm long. Fig. 5 and 
Fig. 6 shows only one beam end, because, as it can be seen on Fig. 7, it was the 
region where the experimental readout was implemented. In Fig. 5, the resulting 
voltage amplitude (corresponding to the maximum displacement and voltage on the 
coil–from the mechanical and magnetic simulations) is around 90 mV, which 
means a 180 mV peak-to-peak signal. 

 
4. Experimental Results 
 

The experimental setup that was used to validate the simulated structures and 
models is shown on Fig. 7. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Experimental setup. 
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The electrodes are on the base of the cantilever and they were connected to 
an acquisition system, and the measured result when a 5 V ac signal was applied on 
the coil is shown on Fig. 8. 

The output of the cantilever was connected to an acquisition board from NI, 
and the signal was recorded when a voltage was applied on the coil. The measured 
result was a 200 mV peak-to-peak signal, which is just 20 mV more than the value 
from the simulation. Fig. 8 shows the circuit schematic that was used as a receiver. 
The electrodes (from the cantilever) that can be seen in Fig. 7 are connected to this 
amplifier. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Charge amplifier schematic. 
 

It is a charge amplifier, followed by a 50 Hz notch filter and a voltage 
amplifier. With this circuit, it was possible to detect the signal shown in Fig. 9. 

It was possible to receive a 200mV, 12 Hz signal, frequency that corresponds 
to the resonant frequency of this cantilever with the magnet. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Signal obtained from the vibrating cantilever,  
after amplification and filtering. 

 
5. Conclusions 
 

Despite the use of piezoelectricity, as a readout mechanism, has not been 
widely used so far, due to lack of piezoelectric materials integration technology. 
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The presented work takes advantage from the recent developments to predict 
its behaviour on a MEMS device. After modelling and simulation, a MEMS 
resonant structure was used to establish a low-frequency RF link. 

The type of finite element coupled-field analysis implemented allowed to 
simulate the cantilever behaviour in the presence of an RF magnetic field generated 
by an external coil. The full model domain was simulated, from the generation of 
the external magnetic field till the voltage generated by the PVDF. The model is 
feasible and stable. 

An experimental validation was performed, where good agreement between 
measurements and simulations was observed. However, improvement to a 3D 
piezoelectric, simulation is still possible, where a realistic cantilever may be 
simulated instead of only a beam. 
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Abstract. The paper presents a new connection topology intended for flexible 
integration of substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) components, based on a building 
blocks concept, due to configuration circular symmetry and possible location on both 
SIW wide walls. This type of connection was experimentally validated on a scaled 
down model made of FR-4 substrate, by using printed circuit board (PCB) technology, 
with a bandwidth exceeding the regular 5 GHz unlicensed telecommunications 
frequency range. The measured results are in excellent agreement with simulated two-
port parameters. The transition can be made compatible with either surface mounted 
assembly or miniature coaxial connectors (SMA, K or Q-type) depending on dimension 
limits vs. frequency range. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Many passive components have been implemented in substrate-integrated 
waveguide (SIW) technology, due to reduced insertion loss and radiation compared 
with their microstrip and coplanar transmission line counterparts, mainly in the 
mm-wave frequency range. Antennas, directional couplers and especially the filters 
and frequency diplexers can be mentioned among relevant SIW applications [1]-[5]. 
The specific structure of these components is based on low loss dielectric 
substrates, having the wide top and bottom planes covered with thin metal layers 
which are connected by two periodic arrays of metal plated via holes or metal posts. 
Due to their dielectric filling, SIW structures can be seamlessly integrated with 
microstrip or coplanar transmission lines (TL). However, the connection of a 
narrow TL to the wider SIW component has to be performed with specially 
designed transition geometries, in order to achieve a broadband response [5]-[8].  

The coplanarity condition between input/output coupling lines and the wide 
upper SIW plane somehow limits the chained components relative placement 
inside their integration area. Moreover, all system integrated components - 
including the SIW structures - can not be physically separated for electrical 
characterization, hence their individual measurement requires either to produce and 
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test them as independent components or to insert line gaps between any two 
adjacent components, and corresponding ground contacting pads too, all for vector 
network analyzer (VNA) coupling by using on-wafer test probes. These probes 
have a fixed range of discrete distance values between contacting fingers, therefore 
any design should be restricted to it. The gaps can be closed in a subsequent 
technological process, possibly expensive and hazardous. 

A typical example of RF and microwave on-wafer probe family is ACP (Air 
Coplanar Probe) series [9], with a characteristic ground-signal-ground coplanar 
waveguide (CPW) configuration.  

The paper presents a new approach for microwave and near-millimeter wave 
systems integration by utilizing a recently developed transition from miniature 
coaxial connectors to SIW structures [10], which can be adapted as a component 
connection mean, more flexible regarding the transmission line interfaces intended 
to form a junction, compared with presently used connection types. The proposed 
transition can be also tested from reliability point of view, mainly for stand-alone 
SIW components used in lower frequency applications. 

 
2. The Novel Coaxial to Siw Transition  
 

The usual coupling structures to a SIW component (Fig. 1) consist of folded 
extension slots for coplanar lines [5]-[6] and tapered (linear or stepped) transitions 
in case of microstrip lines [6]-[8]. 
 

     
 

Fig. 1. Example of SIW transitions to coplanar line  
(a) and to microstrip line (b) 

 
 

The distinctive element defining the novelty of coaxial to SIW transition is 
the probe coupling structure placed inside the SIW area, at certain offset from the 
longitudinal guide axis (PBO) and distance (PBD) from the end-of-guide shorting 
wall (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2. The offset probe used for coaxial-to-SIW transition  
(bottom view). 

 
The probe configuration, with minimum two metal plated cylindrical coaxial 

sections, usually having different diameters, is presented in Fig. 3. One probe end - 
detail (1) in Fig. 3, surrounded by an annular copperless area - detail (2) in Fig. 3, 
identifies the signal transfer „top” plane port. A small circular pad, electrically 
connected to each „top” probe end, has to be provided for reliable assembly. The 
other probe end is connected to the ground „bottom” plane, so that the microwave 
signal does not pass through it.  

Both „top” and „bottom” definitions here are circumstantial ones, but they 
help us to have a reference plane for the only possible signal transfer place within 
a given transition. This probe design does not incorporate any other hidden or 
exposed element (either metal or dielectric), therefore the processing technology is 
maintained simple and fully compatible with all SIW components containing only 
metalized via holes, mainly filters and diplexers.  

 

        
 

Fig. 3. Coupling probe details: “top” probe end, also connector’s center  
insertion point (1); annular copperless area (2). 

 
 

In case of an n-port SIW circuit (n  ≥ 2), the „top” plane of a coupling 
structure can become the „bottom” plane of any other coupling structure, if the 
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system design requires it, thus contributing to the overall assembly flexibility.  
In other words, any transition may be placed upon any of two available 

SIW’s wide walls. Additionally, due to its circular symmetry, the transition allows 
free angular relative positioning of two coupled circuits.  

 
3. Building Block Concept  
 

The coaxial-to-SIW coupling structure described above is not polarized, i.e. 
two similar transitions can be paired if their top probe ends are collinear and 
corresponding ground pads or areas are available, without any restriction related to 
the transmission line type at the other transition end.  

This property permits us to imagine a spatially assembled structure  
(Fig. 4) composed not only by SIW „bricks” but also of other components using 
traditional planar transmission lines. The following conditions apply: (i) all circuits 
are provided with compatible transitions or probes, (ii) the connecting probes are 
coaxial and (iii) unobstructed mechanical contacts are required for soldering 
purpose. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Illustration of building blocks concept. 
 

Some microwave components assembled on circuit boards having microstrip 
or grounded CPW signal transmission lines can be also made compatible with the 
new coaxial-to-SIW transition, as surface mounted devices. In this case, all 
microwave signal connection pads should be embedded in the bottom ground plane, 
similar to the coupling probe details presented in Fig. 3 for a miniature coaxial 
connector. The new top-to-bottom via hole has an inductive behaviour, requiring a 
carefully designed reactance compensation.  

 
4. Simulation Results  
 

Certain limits are expected regarding available working frequency bands due 
to dimension constraints introduced by finite diameter measure of the coaxial 
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connectors’ center conductors: 0.305 mm for K-type and 0.24 mm for V-type 
models. Also, some technological restrictions may occur in case of building block 
assembly of surface mounted components. Consequently, starting with general 
design rules [8], a test circuit containing a short SIW segment inserted between two 
coaxial to SIW transitions was proposed for analysis and optimization.  

The simulation process was based on the characteristic SIW dimensions 
presented in Fig. 2, the target bandwidth covering full 23.5-30 GHz frequency 
range, so that both 24.0 to 24.25 GHz (ISM band) and approx. 26 to 30 GHz 
(MMDS band - USA) possible applications could benefit from the optimization 
results. CST Studio Suite™ [11] simulation and optimization software was used 
for the entire project development.  

The following constant parameters were chosen for this design:  
  d (via diameter) = 400 µm  
  s (via pitch) = 1000 µm  
  w (distance between via rows) = 4000 µm  
  HD (dielectric height) = 900 µm  
  εr (relative permittivity) = 5.9 (lossy A6M Ferro dielectric material) The 

simulated circuit response, after optimization  of PBO, PBD, D1 and  D2 variables 
as listed below, is presented in Fig. 5. 

PBO = 820 µm  
PBD = 1650 µm  
D1 = 300 µm  
D2 = 1045 µm  
H = 450 µm 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Simulation results for the 26-30 GHz transition model. 
 

The height H was considered to be half of the dielectric substrate height, 
although it may be changed by other optimization runs if the technological 
processes, like multi-layer low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC), tolerate to 
define a certain value range, usually with discrete values.  
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5. Experimental Results and Model Validation  
 

The structure presented in previous section was scaled down to 5 GHz 
frequency band and produced of regular FR-4 material, in order to validate the 
proposed concept. The circuit is presented in Fig. 6, after SMA connectors 
assembly.  

The scaled SIW dimensions are: d = 3 mm; s = 6 mm; w = 24 mm; HD = 5 
mm. The corresponding results after structure optimization are PBO =  
5.5 mm, PBD = 10 mm, D2 = 8 mm, while the probe dimension H is half of 
dielectric height. The external diameter of annular copperless area was decided 
according to 50 Ω SMA connector dielectric outer nominal diameter (about 4 mm) 
and D1 = 1.5 mm (it allows insertion of 1.27 mm SMA center conductor).  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. The scaled test structure (5GHz band). 
 
 

The measured circuit response shows an excellent agreement with simulated 
behavior (Fig. 7), consequently confirming the possibility to extend the use of the 
new transition type for flexibly structured mm-wave circuits based on SIW 
components. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. S parameters of the scaled model: measured (continuous  
lines) and simulated values (dotted lines). 
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6. Conclusions 
 

A new and flexible solution for SIW structures connection to other 
components, having either similar or different transmission line interfaces (coaxial 
line, microstrip, CPW), has been presented. The placement of these transitions is 
not more restricted to the top of SIW components, as it happens with present 
coupling sections to planar transmission lines, so that it can be located on each of 
wide SIW walls, depending on particular requirements. A scaled down model was 
produced by using PCB technology on FR-4 substrate; the measured results are in 
excellent agreement with circuit simulations. It is expected that the proposed 
solution could be also extended to surface-mounted components.  
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Abstract. The concept of a slow-wave MEMS tunable phase shifter that can be 
fabricated using the CMOS back-end and an additional maskless post-process etch is 
presented. The tunable phase shifter concept is formed by a conventional slow-wave 
transmission line. The metallic ribbons that form the patterned floating shield of this 
type of structure are released to allow motion when a control voltage is applied, which 
changes the characteristic impedance and the phase velocity. For this device a quality 
factor greater than 32 can be maintained, resulting in a figure of merit on the order of 
0.85 dB/360° and a total area smaller than 0.065 mm2 for a 60-GHz working frequency.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

New applications and services using large amounts of data that tend to 
saturate the available frequency bands and bandwidths. Telecommunication 
systems with applications such as high-speed short-range wireless personal area 
network (WPANs), real time video streaming at rates of several Gb/s (60 GHz), 
automotive radars (77 GHz), and RF-imaging (frequencies from 60 GHz to more 
than 140 GHz) are examples [1], [2]. 

Traditionally, millimeter-wave (mmW) devices are based on monolithic 
microwave integrated circuits (MMICs), fabricated with Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) 
due to its higher electron mobility, higher breakdown voltage, and the availability 
of high quality-factor passive circuits leading to a reduced insertion loss compared 
to silicon. However, GaAs technology is expensive, which results in prohibitive 
costs for consumer applications. For several applications, a beam forming 
architecture will have to be used in order to increase the transmitted and received 
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power. This is especially important for low-cost fully integrated transceivers, in 
which the integrated antenna has low efficiency due to the silicon substrate and due 
to the high absorption of the atmosphere. In such systems, tunable phase shifters 
are of particular interest, since they are required in networks of scanning antennas 
for beam forming.   

The development of low cost mmW communication system depends on the 
ability to integrate all the passive elements in low cost CMOS technology. For 
tunable phase shifters it will be necessary to improve the insertion losses, reduce 
surface area and increase power limitations comparing the active and passive 
tunable phase shifters presented so far [3]-[6].  

The topology of the phase shifter presented in this paper, using distributed 
micro-mechanical-electrical systems, could provide an answer to these three 
problems simultaneously.  

 
2. Tunable Phase Shifter Principle  
 

The tunable  phase shifter  is based  on the slow wave coplanar waveguides 
(S-CPW) implemented on the classic CMOS Back-End-Of-Line (BEOL) [7], [8]. 
Normally, the CPW is formed by the thick metal layer (upper most) or combination 
of several metal layers, in order to increase metal thickness and reduce conduction 
losses. In these structures a shielding plane, formed by a lower metallic layer, is 
used to prevent the electric field from reaching the silicon substrate. The shielding 
plane is made of narrow ribbons that are 200 nm to 600 nm wide and typically  
0.5 μm to 1 μm apart that can be connected by metallic vias to the ground plane.  

In this type of structure, the capacitance per unit length (C) can be essentially 
controlled by the distance between the CPW and the shielding plane. By 
controlling C, it is possible to control the phase velocity LC/1=ϕν , where L is 
the inductance per unit length), thus the phase.  

Therefore, by modifying the S-CPW with a post-CMOS maskless etch step, it 
is possible to remove the insulator (SiO2) of the BEOL and free the shielding plane, 
rendering it mobile, as illustrated in  Fig. 1. The application of a dc voltage 
between the CPW and the shielding plane will cause the shielding plane to move 
towards the CPW, due to the electrostatic force. Thus, the capacitance per unit 
length will increase, reducing the phase velocity. If a second set of ribbons (DC 
electrodes) are included underneath the shielding plane, electric voltage can be 
applied between this set of ribbons and the shielding plane, causing the latter to 
move away from the CPW, decreasing C. The DC electrodes should have the same 
dimensions of the ribbons of shielding plane and should be located directly 
underneath them to avoid blocking the magnetic field. 
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Fig. 1. Distrubuted MEMS tunable phase shifter principle. 

 
Considering a commercial CMOS process such as AMS 0.35 μm, the top 

metal layer M4 can be used to form the CPW, while M3 is used for the shielding 
plane and M2 for the DC electrodes.  

In order to obtain an improved performance of the phase shifter, the CPW 
dimensions were optimized using HFFS (ansoft) for a nominal (without actuation 
of the shielding plane) characteristic impedance of 70 Ω and a maximized quality 
factor. This nominal value of 70 Ω leads to the optimal condition in order to obtain 
a minimum Voltage Standing Wave Ratio over the whole range of phase variation. 

The optimized CPW transmission line has a 15-μm wide center conductor, 
12.5-μm wide ground conductors that are 55 μm away from the center conductor. 
Further, according to the design rules of the AMS 0.35 μm technology, the M3 
metal layer (shielding plane layer) is 1 μm below the CPW (M4). The minimum 
feature of this technology is 0.6 μm, which is used for the width of the ribbons. The 
thickness of the M3 layer is also 0.6 μm. The ribbons are spaced 1 μm apart in 
order to maximize the quality factor. The DC electrodes are located 0.64 μm below 
the shieling plane. 

The pull-in voltage for the ribbons of the shielding plane can be calculated 
using [9] that takes into account the fringing field capacitance and the induced 
axial stress due to the non-linear stretching. Assuming a Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio for aluminum, 70 GPa and 0.35 respectively, and no residual stress 
in the M3 layer, pull-in voltages between the central conductor and shielding plane 
and between the shielding plane and the DC electrodes were calculated to be 7.7 V 
and 5.7 V, respectively.  This value is a first estimation for this structure, since the 
material properties for the AMS 0.35 μm are not know and will have to be 
determined for a more rigorous analysis. However, this first estimation is 
promising, indicating that a low voltage can be used to command the phase shifter. 

 
3. Performance of the Phase Shifter 
 

As indicated by [9], the shielding plane will collapse onto the central 
conductor and DC electrodes at approximately 0.4·d0, where d0 is the initial gap. 
For this reason, a continuous phase shift is not possible. 
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Nevertheless, by connecting the ribbons in groups, it is possible to obtain 
several bits of phase shift. The ribbons can be connected underneath the ground 
strips, where they are anchored, and do not influence the quality factor of the phase 
shifter. Each group of ribbons can be in three distinct positions: at rest, attached to 
CPW (UP position) or attached to the DC electrodes (DOWN position).  

In practice, each group of ribbons should not be longer than the wavelength 
of the RF signal divided by twenty. At 60 GHz, this leads to approximately 25 μm 
for the S-CPW described in this paper. Therefore, each group of ribbons should be 
divided into sections of 25 μm distributed along the transmission line.  

Taking into account these considerations, the performance of the proposed 
tunable phase shifter was analyzed by 3D finite element simulations using HFSS 
(Ansoft). The deformation of the ribbons in the UP and DOWN position was 
approximated to the deformation of a fixed-fixed beam with a concentrated load at 
the center [10]. A thin (40 nm) SiO2 insulator was considered over the entire 
structure to prevent DC short circuits. This thin insulator can be deposited after the 
structure is released.  

Table 1 shows the performance i.e. quality factor (Q), characteristic 
impedance (Zc) and effective relative permittivity (εreff) of the tunable phase shifter 
for the three distinct positions. 
 

Table 1. Performance of tunable phase shifter 
 

 Q factor Zc (Ω) εreff 
UP 32.6 25.7 75.8 
Rest 36.7 68.9 11.7 
Down 38.8 80.3 8.8 

 
In Table 1, it is possible to see that the quality factor is around 32 and 39 no 

matter the position of the shielding plane. This result was corroborated 
experimentally with fixed shielding planes using standard CMOS technology [2].  

Further, the effective relative permittivity, εreff, varies from 75.8 to 8.8. These 
strong variations allow a significant phase shift with quite small changes in Zc, 
because the inductance of S-CPW transmission lines is constant and does not vary 
with the  position of the shielding plane position. The characteristic impedance 
varies from 25.7 Ω to 80.3 Ω. This leads to a Voltage Standing Wave Ratio lower 
than 2, i.e. a modulus of the return loss S11 better than 10 dB.  

The quality factor of transmission lines directly affects the insertion loss of 
the tunable phase shifter, shown by the figure of merit (insertion loss per 
degree of phase) given by (1). 
 

QdB 2/69.8360/2/ ⋅≈ πo                                            (1) 
 

The phase shifter presented in this paper is based on a transmission line with 
a figure of merit of 0.85 dB/360°. 
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For a beam forming application, a phase shift of 180o is required [ref]. The 
length of the phase shifter required for a 180° phase shift is given by (2). 
 

( )minmax2 reffrefff
cl

εε −⋅
=                                           (2) 

 
Where f is the frequency and c is the speed of light. For a tunable phase 

shifter working at 60 GHz, with εreff between 75.8 and 8.8, the total length of the 
proposed structure would be 436 μm. These results were obtained for a 150-μm 
wide phase shifter, which leads to a total area smaller than 0.065 mm2. 

Today, the state of the art CPW has a quality factor of 15, for a transmission 
line made on SOI HR substrate with 65 nm technology [3]. If the quality factor of 
varactors are taken into account (lower than 6 at 60 GHz [5]), this would lead to an 
overall quality factor of 4.2 for the entire phase shifter. This gives a figure of merit 
of 6.5 dB/360°. Further, due to the low Cmax/Cmin of the varactors, the length of the 
transmission line would have to be 2λg (about 4 mm) to achieve a 360o phase shift.  

This would require a silicon area of 4 mm × 0.1 mm = 0.4 mm², considering a 
CPW or microstrip transmission line 100-µm wide.  

As described above, the proposed tunable phase shifter shows a significant 
improvement in performance and consumes considerably less silicon surface. 
Further, no varactors are needed to achieve the required phase shift, thus the power 
handling limitations are considerably higher.  

 
4. Sample Fabrication and Preliminary Results  
 

As mentioned, a maskless etching process is used to free the shielding plane 
that is embedded in silicon dioxide (SiO2) in order to allow it to move under the 
application of an electric field. The SiO2 is removed from selected areas of the 
structure using the silicon nitride (Si3N4) passivation layer of the conventional 
CMOS process as mask. The SiO2 is etched with HF vapor at ambient temperature. 
To avoid condensation of the HF vapor, the samples are kept at 40oC, preventing 
the metallic layer (aluminum) to be etch away. By controlling the etching time, it is 
possible to  free the shielding plane while maintaining the second set of ribbons 
attached to the SiO2.  

The maskless etching process of the oxide layer has already is been 
demonstrated by other teams [4] and do not pose a major problems, as seen in 
Figure 2. In this figure, it is possible to see several sets of ribbons that can be used 
to form the shielding plane. The ribbons shown here are 50 to 200-μm long and 0.6 
or 2-μm wide. No deformation due intrinsic stress can be seen. Different metal 
levels (M4 and M3) from AMS 0.35 μm CMOS process were used to obtain the 
ribbons. Metallic vias are used to anchor the ribbons to a lower oxide layer that is 
not removed in the etching process. 
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Fig. 2. Ribbons with different dimensions (50 to 200 μm ×  
0.6 or 2 μm) released using HF vapor.  

 
 

6. Conclusion  
 

A new concept of millimeter wave phase shifter using CMOS technology 
was proposed. The expected performance can consider the eventual integration of 
phase shifters for controlling scanning antennas, which generally represents a 
major technological breakthrough. The "price" to pay is a maskless post-CMOS 
etching step. 
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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel technique for the electromagnetic 
modeling of the Film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) filters. The piezoelectric 
equations are coupled to the Maxwell’s equations through a Lorentz dispersive model. 
First, FEM (Finite Element Method) simulations are performed for an FBAR resonator 
in order to observe the resonant behaviour of the device. Then, the Lorentz model is 
extracted from the FEM results and is introduced in the electromagnetic (EM) design of 
the FBAR filter.  

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

With the development of mobile and satellite communication as well as data 
transmission (WLAN), film bulk acoustic resonators (FBAR) have attracted a 
major interest in the fabrication of radio frequency (RF) filters. These applications 
need small size, high quality factors and monolithic integration with active 
electronic devices. FBAR devices have the potential advantages to act as key 
components for wireless communication and sensing network systems [1], [2].  

The most common wide band gap (WBG) materials are SiC, GaN and AlN, 
the last two with pronounced piezoelectric properties. The sub-micron thickness of 
the GaN or AlN membrane in FBAR devices will result in an operating frequency 
up to 6 GHz and above. Recently the first FBAR structures manufactured on GaN 
membranes have been reported [3], [4].   

Most of the designs presented thus far are based on equivalent circuits - 1D 
Mason’s model [5, 6] or distributed models based on Krimtholz, Leedom and 
Matthaei circuit (KLM) [7]. Since one of the main challenges in designing FBAR 
structures is to avoid the unwanted resonances, different numerical techniques have 
been used in literature, most of them based on Finite Element Method (FEM) [8, 9]. 
All these methods analyze the FBAR structure from the mechanical and electrical 
point of view. The relative high frequencies and the metallization thickness 
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comparable with the piezoelectric membrane thickness impose the development of 
an advanced modeling technique.  

This paper proposes a novel method for design and modeling of the FBAR 
filters (Fig. 1). The method consists in linking the FEM piezoelectric simulations 
for a simple configuration of FBAR composed of metal/piezoelectric-film/metal 
layers with symmetric top and bottom electrodes with the electromagnetic design 
of a complete three resonator band-pass filter by including a Lorentz dispersive 
model for the piezoelectric material in CST Microwave Studio. This method 
permits a complete 3D detailed modeling that also analyzes the microwave 
behaviour of the FBAR filter. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the modeling technique. 
 

A coupled analysis of the EM modeling with the solution of the acoustic 
equations for the Thin Film Bulk Acoustic Resonators has been developed by 
Farina and Rozzi in [10].  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the modeling of the 
FBAR resonators used in the filter design and Section 3 describes the 
electromagnetic simulation results obtained with CST Microwave Studio for the 
FBAR filter. Finally, we conclude and propose future paths of research in Section 4.  

 
2. Fem Simulation  
 

Simulations with Finite Element Method (FEM) software, COMSOL [11] 
were carried out to investigate the frequency response analysis for two BAW 
resonators. In both cases, the lowest layer is Molybdenum (50 nm thick) that 
operates as ground electrode. Next, the buffer layer (composed from AlGaN) is 0.3 
µm thick and the GaN undoped layer has also 0.3 µm. On top of the resonator there 
is another Molybdenum electrode: resonator A – 50 nm thick and 100 µm wide – 
and resonator B – 50 nm thick and 150 µm wide. The relation between the strain, 
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electric field and electric displacement field in a strain-charge form is given by the 
piezoelectric constitutive equations (1) and (2): 

 

S = sET + dT E                                                   (1) 
 

D = dT + εT E                                                   (2) 
 
where S represents the strain matrix, T is the stress matrix, E is the electric field 
applied to the resonator, D  is the electric density displacement matrix, d, sE, and εT 
are piezoelectric material constants. The piezoelectric strain constants, permittivity 
and density are taken from [12]. The model geometry (Fig. 2) is a symmetric 
section in the centre of the layout. For the frequency analysis the geometry was 
extended with perfectly matched layer (PML) domains at the membrane edges, in 
order to increase the length of the resonator. These layers have the property of 
absorbing the energy of the acoustic waves that cross the exterior boundaries of the 
model.  

The boundary conditions are set as follows: the bottom electrode (grounded, 
V0=0) is fixed, and an electric potential is applied on the top electrode (V0=1). The 
rest of the boundaries are free zero charge, excepting the truncation boundaries 
which are fixed.  

In the frequency response analysis the admittance of the resonator is 
estimated with (3): 

( )
0V

JY ns=ω                                                           (3) 

 

where Jns is the current through the top electrode and ω is the angular frequency.  
The geometry of resonator A is presented in Fig. 2. The insets represent the 

electric potential variations for the resonant and antiresonant frequencies. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. FEM model for FBAR (inset – simulation results  
for resonator A). 
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Figure 3 shows the graph of the admittance as a function of frequency. For 
both resonators a series resonant frequency at 5.161 GHz and one parallel resonant 
frequency at 5.195 GHz have been obtained. As expected, an increase in the static 
capacitance is observed with the increase of the top electrode area. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Compared simulated electrical admittance versus  
frequency for the two FBAR structures. 

 
The equivalent Butterworth – Van – Dyke circuit representation [1, 13] is 

used in the resonators modeling process (Fig. 4) in order to extract the optimum 
areas for the electrodes by fitting the results obtained with COMSOL:  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Butterworth – Van – Dyke equivalent circuit of  
the FBAR resonator. 

 
The circuit includes a static capacitance, Cs and a motional arm having a 

dynamic inductor Lm, a dynamic capacitance Cm and a dynamic loss Rm. 
The values extracted from the equivalent circuit for the two resonators are 

depicted in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Characteristics of each FBAR used in designing  
the FBAR filter 

 

FBAR component FBAR  A FBAR  B 
Area Size [μm2] 100 μm × 300 μm 150 μm × 300 μm 
Cs [pF] 0.225 0.222 
Cm [pF] 18.2 18.8 
Rm [Ω] 0.5 0.48 
Lm [nH] 4.136 2.152 

 
The structure is similar to a parallel plate capacitor which allows the 

evaluation of the permittivity of the dielectric material, ε [12] with (4): 
 

( ) ( )

t
A

Y

ω

ω
ωε = ,                                                 (4) 

 

where A represents the electrodes area and  t is the thickness of the dielectric layer 
(GaN). 
 

3. Electromagnetic Simulation and Modeling  
 

The FBAR filter has a standard pass band configuration, containing two 
series connected resonators (A) and a parallel one (B). The performance of the 
filter is dictated by the individual performances of the resonators [14]. 

The FBAR filter topology is represented in Fig. 5. This configuration was 
chosen due to the backside metallization of the membrane that has the key role of 
an electrode with floating potential. The access electrodes are defined on the front 
side. 

 
 

Fig. 5. FBAR Filter topology 
 
 

A 3D view of the structure is shown in Fig. 6. The two lateral resonators have 
a width of 100 µm and a length of 300 µm, while the central one has a width of 150 
µm and the same length.   

The filter is fed by means of 50/100/50 µm coplanar waveguide transmission 
lines. 
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Fig. 6. EM model for FBAR. 
 

The main dimensions of the layout are shown in Fig. 7. The inset presents a 
schematic cross section of the active part of the structure.  
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Layout of the simulated structure (inset – cross section). 
 

The above design is simulated with CST Microwave Studio (MWS) [15]. The 
port definition and S parameter extraction are optimized for electric field 
distribution (ideal for waveguide port and planar ports with multiple pins definition 
feature). For this structure, the Frequency Domain Solver has been used.  

In order to solve the coupled piezoelectric/electromagnetic equations, we 
need to define a material dispersion curve for the electric permittivity so that the 
electrical displacement (5) used in the full-wave EM analysis 

 

D = εT E                                                        (5) 
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to comprise the piezoelectric effect. To catch the resonance behaviour of the 
piezoelectric material, the Lorentz model is applied for the electric permittivity (ε) 
obtained with (4): 
 

( ) ( )
22

0

2
0

ωω
ωεεεωε

−
−

+= ∞
∞

s
r                                        (5) 

 

where ω0 is the resonance frequency and ε∞ is the relative permittivity of the 
Gallium Nitride material. The dielectric loss tangent (tanδ) of the piezoelectric film 
is not added in the model.  

Figure 8 shows the real (ε’) and imaginary parts (ε”) of the relative 
permittivity extracted for resonator A, demonstrating the material resonance at the 
resonance frequency (Table 2).  
 

Table 2. Material parameters used for Lorentz model 
 

 FBAR  A FBAR  B 
ε∞ 9 9 
εs 8.66 8.66 
f resonance [Hz] 5.12e9 5.23e9 
f damping [Hz] 22e7 26.6e7 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Resonance behaviour of GaN extracted with  
Lorentz model for the electrodes type A. 

 
The simulated transmission and reflection parameters are reported in Fig. 9. 

The filter is centered at 5.2 GHz.  
Figure 10 shows the transmission parameter for the filter simulated with an 

electrical circuit software simulator. 
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Fig. 9. FBAR filter characteristics. Transmission response S21  
(dark) and reflection S11 (dashed). 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Simulated transmission parameter for the FBAR  
filter structure. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Electric field distribution at 5.206 GHz. 
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Fig. 12. Electric field distribution at 5.321 GHz. 
 

Figures 11 and 12 show the electric field distribution in the xy plane at the 
frequencies marked with 1 (5.206 GHz) and 2 (5.321 GHz) in Fig. 9. 

 
4. Conclusion  
 

FEM and EM simulations have been carried out for the membrane supported 
FBAR filter. A novel modeling approach that links the piezoelectric simulation 
(COMSOL Multiphysics) of the device with the electromagnetic model (CST 
Microwave Studio) is presented. This work will be used for the design, 
characterization and parameter extraction of the membrane supported FBAR filter.  
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Abstract. In this paper we present a design of highly packed multi-beam receiving 
array. The requirements to the individual element of antenna array are formulated and 
the smooth-walled spline-profile horn as the adequate candidate is proposed. The 
utilization of such array in the RATAN-600 radio telescope will allow for providing the 
minimum beam spacing about (1.16-1.32) HPBW that is close to the best results in the 
highly packed multi-beam receiving array.  

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

In order to expand essentially the field of view and receive both the multi-
pixel radio images of some extent of the sky area and a quickly variable cosmic 
source without mechanical scanning the multi-beam receiving array with tightly 
packed feed elements is required. With respect to the millimetre wavelenght range 
the use of the phased focal plane array is not always acceptable due to small 
aberrations in the case of feed removal from the main mirror focus and the large 
insertion loss in the radiation forming matrix.  Therefore, the non-phased focal 
receiving feed-array is a more preferable one for the millimetre radio telescopes. 
Here, the highly sensitive compact receiving module with a cross section less than 
the horn's cross section follows the each feed of the array [1]. The characteristics 
and optimization method of highly packed multi-beam receiving array with 
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stripline radiators are considered in [2]. The resonance nature of such radiators 
allows one to achieve the cross section less than /2 λ thereby realizing densely 
packed multi-beam receiving array. However, the low radiation efficiency and 
narrow bandwidth make these radiators undesirable for radio astronomy 
applications.  

In this paper the problems concerning a design of the highly packed multi-
beam receiving array are discussed and the preferable single radiator as a feed of 
tightly packed array of RATAN-600 radio telescope is presented. 

 
2. A Tightly Packed Multi-Beam Receiving Focal Array  
    for the Radio Telescope  
 

As a distinctive feature of the multi-beam receiving array is the ability to 
form the multi-pixel image in the wide field of view without mechanical scanning 
and special phasing techniques. A property like that is achieved by means of 
employing in the modern radio telescopes the low aberration long-focus optics and 
packing density as much possible (ideal) of the focal array. Under the ideal packed 
of the multi-beam receiving focal array we understand the satisfaction of the spatial 
sampling theorem conditions in accordance with the Rayleigh criterion. In this case 
the neighbouring beams of radio telescope are overlap at the half power level and 
the distance between the adjacent beams equals to the half power beam width 
(HPBW). It allows one to create a map of the sky part under investigation without 
the "holes".  

The main limitation of the hight packing density achievement is the 
impossibility to agree the physical size (diameter) of the primary feed (horn) with 
the physical size (diameter) of the focal spot (FS). In accordance with the Gaussian 
beam optics, the intensity of EM field within the limits of FS decreases 2e times 
(86.5%) at the distance 0 w  from the reflector axis thereby determining the 
effective radius of the FS [3]: 

 

eT
D
fλω 22.00 =  

 

where f is the focal length, D is the aperture size, Te is the edge taper level of the 
reflector in dB. Than the diameter of FS for D/f = 0.4 equal 2w0≈ 1.12 λ. 

At the array step 2w0 the spacing of beams of the radio telescope is close to 
be optimal and equal (1.16 -1.32) HPBW depending on the decreasing level of 
radiation on the aperture edge (-10 ÷  -13dB). However, the practically attainable 
aperture diameter of the efficiency horn is usually larger than 1.12 λ. As a result, 
the radio telescopes with the most closely packed multi-beam receiving array in the 
millimetre wavelength range have the spacing of beams (1.8 −  2.8) HPBW [3]. In 
this case the minimum is usually achieved by meance of the pre-focal quasi-optical 
focusing. This allows one to optimize the size and shape of the FS. 
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a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

 
 

c) 
 

Fig. 1. Model of the secondary and the tertiary mirrors (a),  
photo of the secondary (b) and the tertiary mirrors (c). 
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Figure 1. shows a standard focusing optics with the secondary mirror and 
new tertiary mirror installed in the secondary focus. The tertiary mirror has the 
non-symmetrical quasi-elliptical form.  

The feed of the highly packed multi-beam receiving array has to provide the 
high aperture efficiency (more than 98%) and to have a reduced aperture cross 
section to diminish the step of the focal plane array. Therefore, the reasonable 
compromise between the high aperture efficiency and the acceptable side-lobe 
level this feed should be found. To this end, the comparative analysis of 
characteristics of the corrugated horn, the horn with a dielectric filling, and the 
smooth-walled spline-profile horn has allowed us for choosing the latter as the best 
feed. By employing the horn optimization method described in [4], the smooth-
walled spline-profile horn has been optimized.  

The feed prototype consists of the smooth-walled spline-profile horn with a 
transition from the rectangular waveguide to the circular one. Sixteen individual 
feeds for the multi-beam focal plane array have been manufactured and tested (Fig. 
2). The radiation patterns were measured on the experimental set-up described in 
[5], while the input reflection coefficient was measured on the Agilent Network 
Analyzer PNA-L N5230A. By taking into account that the input reflection 
coefficient and radiation pattern are virtually the same for all sixteen feeds, we 
show this coefficient (Fig. 3) and readiation pattern (Fig. 4) only for a one of them. 
The discrepancy of calculated and measured results can be caused by the small 
dimensional deviations during the manufacturing process. The radiation patterns 
were measured at 34GHz, 36GHz and 38GHz. As one sees from this picture the 
radiation pattern is virtually the same in both principal planes. The side-lobe levels 
are less than -18dB in both planes for all the frequencies and the cross-polarization 
level is less than -20 dB. The maximum gain is 18dBi at a top of the frequency 
band. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Prototype of the feed-array. 
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Fig. 3. Simulated and measured input return loss of the  
smooth-walled spline-profile horn. 

 
 

 
 

     
 

Fig. 4. Measured radiation pattern of the smooth-walled  
spline-profile horn. 
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As it follows from simulations, the feed-array composed of such the smooth-
walled spline-profile horns will allow one to achieve the beam spacing of the radio 
telescope RATAN-600 about (1.16 −1.32) HPBW. This value is close to the best 
results in the highly packed multi-beam receiving array without applying the 
special pre-focal quasi-optics.  

 
3. Conclusion  
 

The features in designing the highly packed multi-beam focal array for 
RATAN-600 have been examined.  

The experimental investigations of the smooth-walled spline-profile horn 
have shown that the individual radiator design like that meets to stringent 
requirements to the size and efficiency of the compact radiators from their 
applications in the highly packed multi-beam focal array located in the tertiary 
focus of the radio telescope point of view. The measured beamwidth of the 
optimized smooth-walled spline-profile horn at the level -10dB is less than 450 in 
the H- and E-planes. The side lobe level is less than -18dB in both principal planes 
and the input reflection coefficient is better than -20dB in the frequency range 
30GHz-38GHz. The experimental results are in good agreement with simulated 
ones in the operational frequency band 34GHz-38GHz. The use of the proposed 
feed in the RATAN-600 radio telescope will allow for providing the minimum 
beam spacing about (1.16 − 1.32) HPBW and the compact array packaging close to 
the ideal.  
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Abstract. The influence of edge effects on the characteristics of the dielectric disk 
antenna is investigated. The regularity in beamforming is determined depending on the 
geometrical and electrical parameters of antenna. Two modes of antenna operation are  
analyzed. It is shown that the antenna can produce both the multi-beam and mono-beam 
radiation pattern. The number of antenna prototypes overlapping X- and KU bands are 
manufactured and tested. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 

The major disadvantage of microstrip circular disk antennas is their narrow 
bandwidth. One of the approaches to overcome this problem is replacing the metal 
patch with a dielectric disk of low-loss, high-dielectric material [1]. It  has already 
been shown that thin-disk dielectric patch antennas may possess radiation 
characteristics substantially different from those of conventional metal patches [2, 
3]. Here, in the strict problem formulation the radiation pattern of such the antenna 
with an infinite ground plane under resonance conditions is omni-directional in the 
horizontal plane while in the vertical plane antenna produces no field along zenith 
direction. However, the experimental investigations point out that in practice the 
finite ground plane availability is a reason of visible transformations in the 
radiation pattern shape which became multi-beam one [4]. Nowadays, there is a 
need and practical interest in designing high efficiency and low cost planar 
antennas with mono-beam radiation pattern for various RF wireless communication 
applications at higher frequencies. In this paper, we establish the regularity in 
correlation of geometrical and electrical parameters of the dielectric disk antenna 
(DDA) with radiation characteristics to create the compact planar DDA for X- and 
KU-bands. 
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2. Antenna Design  
 

DDA under studying consists of the dielectric disk (0.5mm of thickness) 
having the relative permittivity εd=90 and radius a. The disk of the radius a is 
located above the grounded substrate with different relative permittivity εs and 
radius R (Fig. 1). 

In experiments the axial-symmetrical excitation is realized by a 50-Ohm 
coaxial feed placed strongly at the antenna center. In accordance with [1, 2] the 
geometrical and electrical parameters of DDA are chosen to excite the necessary 
TM mode in the structure. The measurements were carried out on the experimental 
stands allowing the recording of the near-fields in the inductive region of antenna, 
as well as radiation patterns and return loss data [5]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the DDA: 1 – dielectric disk; 2 –  
substrate; 3 – ground plane; 4 - coaxial feed. 

 
3. Results and Discussion   
 

In accordance with theoretical calculations [1, 2] the ratio between the 
dielectric disk radius and substrate height of DDA for the infinite polystyrene 
substrate (εs=2.04) was selected to excite necessary TM modes in the structure. On 
the basis of experimental results the antenna with substrate radius R=110 mm 
operates in the multi-frequency mode (Fig. 2a). In particular, the analysis of near-
fields in the inductive region of DDA pointed out the two possible modes of 
antenna operation, namely: (i) the “disk resonator mode” (Fig. 2b) and (ii) the 
“spatial diffraction lattice mode” (Fig. 2c). As one sees from these pictures, one has 
the visible field concentration close to the disk surface for the first mode of 
operation (Fig. 2b). Note that just such complete near-field distributions determine 
the multi-beam radiation in the far-zone [4].  

We have also determined that the substrate size reduction gives rise to 
reducing the number of lobes, resonance frequencies, and interference circus in the 
near field. Moreover, the decreasing of power loss in this case leads to the antenna 
efficiency increasing. At the same time, the antenna bandwidth decreases due to 
increasing of the working mode Q-factor. The subsequent investigations pointed 
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out the existence of the thresholds in the grounded substrate dimensions 
corresponding to the transition from the multi-beam radiation pattern to the mono-
beam one. For example, the aforementioned transition for antenna under study is 
observed for the ratio of dielectric disk and grounded substrate radii more than 3.6. 
The DDA characteristics for R=15mm is shown in Fig. 3. 

With the aim to improve the antenna performance, the substrate with low 
permittivity (εs=1.07) has been employed. It has been not a surprise because for 
such the antenna design the power losses associated with the dielectric substrate 
modes excitation are minimized. Just the near-field distributions in the inductive 
region of antennas illustrate the aforementioned statement. The near-field 
distributions of DDA with a foam substrate are shown in Fig. 4 for different 
substrate dimensions.  

 

 
 

a) 
 
 

              
 

                                               b)                                                                c) 
 

Fig. 2. Input return loss (a) and near-fields of DDA with the grounded polystyrene  
substrate of radius R=110mm and disk radius a=12.5mm at  

f=8.7GHz (b) and f=9.5GHz (c), respectively. 
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a) 
 

                 
 

 
Fig. 3.  Input return loss (a), near-field (b), and radiation pattern (c) of the  

DDA with the grounded polystyrene substrate of radius R=15mm and  
disk radius a=12.5mm at f=9.6GHz. 

 

 
 

                 a)                                                       b)                                                       c) 
 

Fig. 4. Near-field distributions of the DDA with a foam substrate: R=110mm rd=12.5mm, h=1mm, 
f=14GHz (a); R=45mm, rd=12.5mm, h=1.25mm, f=14.5GHz (b); R=15mm,  

rd =12.5mm, h=1.25mm, f=14.4GHz (c).  
 

As can be seen from these distributions the antenna operation corresponds to 
the “disk resonator mode”. By reducing the substrate radius, the number of 
interference circles decreases and for the DDA with R=15mm the interference 
picture vanishes virtually. The corresponding radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 5. 
We can observe the mono-beam radiation pattern in the broadside direction of the 
DDA and power radiation increasing in the backside direction. 
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Fig. 5. Radiation patterns of the DDA: R=110mm rd=12.5mm, h=1mm, f=14GHz (a); R=45mm, 
rd=12.5mm, h=1.25mm, f=14.5GHz (b); R=15mm, rd=12.5mm, h=1.25mm, f=14.4GHz (c). 

 
As a result of the comprehensive investigations the effect of disk and 

substrate radii, as well as the substrate height on such antenna characteristics as the 
resonance frequency, radiation pattern, bandwidth and efficiency has been 
analyzed. For example, the resonance frequency of the DDA with the fixed 
grounded substrate size moves toward higher frequencies when reducing the 
dielectric disk radius (see Fig. 6). In this case, the impedance bandwidth and 
efficiency of the antenna increases. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Input return loss of the DDA versus the  
dielectric disk radius. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Antenna prototype. 
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Based on the results noted above the number of compact antenna prototypes 
have been manufactured and tested. The measured antenna characteristics are in 
good agreement with simulations. These antennas demonstrate the mono-beam 
radiation pattern in the impedance bandwidth and overlap the frequency range 8 – 
20GHz. The photo of antenna prototypes is shown in Fig. 7. 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

The finite grounded substrate of dielectric disk antennas with the ratio of 
dielectric disk and grounded substrate radii more than 3.6 and relative substrate 
permittivity more than 2 leads to the multi-frequency mode of operation and multi-
beam radiation pattern. Based on the analysis of field distributions in the inductive 
region of antennas under study it has been shown that two types of operation 
modes with close frequencies called as “disk resonator mode” and “spatial 
diffraction lattice mode” can be realized. For both cases the spatial field 
distribution along the grounded substrate radius appears to be similar to the 
divergent interference circles, but for the “disk resonator mode” the field is 
concentrated close to the disk surface. The effect of geometrical and electrical 
parameters of antenna on its characteristics has been analyzed. The compact 
antenna prototypes producing the mono-beam radiation pattern in the impedance 
bandwidth no worse than 12% for the frequency range 8 – 20GHz have been 
manufactured and tested. 
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Abstract. In this work, an in depth investigation of the major stiction mechanisms 
occurring in electrostatic RF-MEMS switches is presented. Stiction is caused by two 
main mechanisms: dielectric charging and meniscus formation resulting from the 
adsorbed water film between the switch bridge and the dielectric layer. The effect of 
each mechanism and their interaction were investigated by measuring the adhesive 
force under different electrical stress conditions and relative humidity levels. An atomic 
force microscope (AFM) was used to perform force-distance measurements on the 
nanoscale. The study provides a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena and 
highlights the crucial role of the working environment hence of the packaging.  

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Among various reported reliability concerns for electrostatic capacitive 
MEMS switches, the dielectric charging and its resulting stiction is considered the 
main failure mechanism of these devices [1]. On the other hand, capillary 
condensation of water vapour results in the formation of meniscus bridges between 
contacting and near-contacting asperities of two surfaces in close proximity to each 
other. This leads to an intrinsic attractive force, which may lead to high adhesion 
and stiction [2]. The meniscus formation is also reported to be highly affected by 
the electric field [3, 4]. Thus, the applied bias used to actuate MEMS switches and 
the resulting dielectric charging are expected to affect the meniscus formation at 
the interface between the switch bridge and the dielectric film. Therefore, the 
adhesion or stiction between the switch bridge and the dielectric film could be also 
affected by the meniscus formation. The individual impact of the two different 
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stiction mechanisms (charging induced and meniscus force induced) and their 
interaction under different electrical stress conditions and relative humidity levels 
are not understood and have not been studied before. Moreover considering the 
limitations in the accurate assessment of working environment within packaged 
RF-MEMS microvolume, (which in worse case scenario may even drift with time), 
and the impact of environment on the device performances, the relevance of 
accurate investigation technique is apparent. 

In this study a novel characterization technique is presented in order to study 
different stiction mechanisms which exist in MEMS switches. The proposed 
methodology makes use of the AFM tip in order to simulate a single asperity 
contact with the dielectric surface [5, 6]. For the first time the adhesive force 
measured on the nanoscale under different relative humidity levels and electrical 
stress conditions is presented. The induced surface potential over the dielectric 
surface was measured, and used in order to explain the obtained results. Force-
distance measurements was performed on the nanoscale and are used to measure 
the adhesive force. The individual and combined influence of the meniscus force 
and dielectric charging on adhesive force was studied. This provides an accurate 
evaluation of the individual effect of each stiction mechanism.  

Finally, a correlation between the obtained nanoscale results and the literature 
reported data from MEMS switches measurements, was performed.  

 
2.  Experimental Details  
 

The investigated samples consist of PECVD SiNx films with 300 nm 
thickness deposited over 500 nm Au layers, which were evaporated over Si 
substrates (see inset figure in  Fig. 1). Since no photolithography steps are required 
in order to prepare the required samples, the proposed technique provides a low 
cost and quite fast assessment solution compared to other characterization methods. 
The adhesion experiments were performed under different relative humidity levels 
in order to study the effect of meniscus force. For each humidity level, the adhesive 
force was measured while different bias amplitudes were applied to the Au layer 
underneath the SiNx film. Due to the dielectric charging, the SiNx film is charged 
and this results in an induced surface potential over the dielectric film. The applied 
bias, therefore, corresponds to the voltage used to actuate the MEMS switch and/or 
the induced surface potential over the dielectric film due to the dielectric charging.   

Force-distance measurements were used to measure the adhesive force 
between the AFM tip and the SiNx film as well as the adsorbed water film 
thickness over the SiNx surface [2]. An example of the force-distance curve for the 
investigated samples is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Force-distance curve for the investigated samples. 
 

The force-distance measurement starts at a large separation (point A) where 
there is no deflection of the cantilever. As the piezo moves towards the sample, a 
sudden mechanical instability occurs between point B and point C, and the tip 
jumps into contact with the adsorbed water film and wicks up around it to form a 
meniscus. The cantilever bends downwards because of the attractive meniscus 
force acting on the tip. As the piezo further approaches the SiNx surface, the 
deflection of the cantilever increases while the tip travels in the water film and 
eventually contacts the underlying SiNx surface at point C, and then the cantilever 
starts to bend upwards. Once the piezo reaches the end of its designated ramp size 
at point D, it is retracted to its starting position. The tip goes beyond zero 
deflection (point E) and enters the adhesion region. At point E, the elastic force of 
the cantilever becomes equivalent to the adhesive force, causing the cantilever to 
snap back to point F. The piezo travel distance used in this study is 500 nm which 
is comparable to the air gap of MEMS switches.  

The adhesive force, which is the force needed to pull the tip away from the 
sample, can be calculated from the force distance curve by multiplying the vertical 
distance between E and F with the stiffness of the cantilever as explained in Fig. 1. 
Also, as the tip travels in the adsorbed water film from point B to C, it is deflected 
as well. The tip deflection occurs in the same direction as the piezo travels for the 
AFM used in this study. The water film thickness is therefore the sum of the travel 
distance of the piezo (h1), and the deflection of cantilever (h2) as highlighted in Fig. 1 [2]. 

 
3. Results and Discussion  
 

A. Effect of meniscus formation when no-bias is applied  
 

Figure 2 shows that the adhesive force increases considerably when the 
relative humidity (RH) increases from 1% to only 20%, and the increase tends to 
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saturate at larger RH. The measured thickness of the adsorbed water film over the 
SiNx surface also increases with humidity as highlighted in the figure. The increase 
of the water film thickness enhances the meniscus formation, and consequently 
results in increasing the adhesive force. Though the measured increase in the water 
film thickness when increasing RH from 1% RH to 80% RH is found to be 
relatively small, the adhesive force increases considerably. In addition, when the 
RH increases, the meniscus becomes easier to form and more difficult to rupture 
[7]. This leads to stronger attractive capillary force between the tip and the sample, 
and hence larger adhesive force with increasing the RH. The considerable change 
in the adhesive force when RH increases to only 20% indicates that the SiNx 
material is very sensitive to any tiny amount of water molecules adsorbed over its 
surface.  
 

B.  Effect of applied bias on adhesive force  
 

The separate and combined effect of the two mentioned stiction mechanisms 
were studied by using three different groups of samples (A, B, and C). Group A 
and B were dehydrated just before performing the experiments through two cycles 
of heating (150 °C) and cooling steps under vacuum.  

This removes a considerable amount of the adsorbed water over the dielectric 
surface. Then, group A was measured under a very low RH level (1%), while 
group B was stored under high RH (60%) for 60 min, and then was measured under 
60% RH. Group C was not dehydrated, and was measured under a low humidity 
level (1%) similar to group A. The thickness of the adsorbed water layer for group 
A is therefore smaller than groups B and C. Consequently, the contribution of the 
meniscus force to the measured adhesive is expected to be much smaller for group 
A compared to groups B and C. Comparing groups A and B, the influence of the 
water molecules adsorbed during a time duration of 60 min under high relative 
humidity (60%) could be assessed. Also, the comparison between groups A and C 
reveals the influence of the annealing step.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The influence of the relative humidity on adhesive  
force and adsorbed water film thickness. 
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Figure 3 presents the measured adhesive force under different applied bias for 
the three mentioned sample groups (A, B, and C). For the three groups, the 
adhesive force is found to increase with the applied bias as shown in Fig. 3a. This 
increase is attributed to the increase in the attractive electrostatic force between the 
AFM tip and the SiNx surface as the applied bias increases. In addition, the 
increase in the adhesive force with bias is found to be very small for group A 
compared to groups B and C. In these experiments, the adhesive force was 
measured while the bias is applied between the AFM tip and the sample. So, the 
SiNx film is charged, and this results in an induced potential over the dielectric 
surface which reduces the effective applied bias between the AFM tip and the 
sample. The induced surface potential for the three groups of samples were 
measured, and the effective applied bias is calculated, and the results are plotted in 
Fig. 3a.  

Figure 3a highlights that for a given applied bias, the effective bias is much 
smaller for group B compared to group A. Therefore, the electrostatic attractive 
force for group B is much smaller than group A for all investigated applied bias. In 
spite of that, the adhesive force measured under different bias for group B is found 
to be much larger compared to group A. The measured adhesive force as a function 
of the effective bias is shown in Fig. 3b. It is evident from the figure that at the 
same effective bias, hence the same electrostatic force, the adhesive force for group 
B is much larger compared to group A.  

 

      
 

Fig. 3. The impact of applied bias on adhesive force. 
 

Also the increase in the adhesive force with the effective bias is much higher 
for group B compared to group A. Therefore, the difference in the trend of the 
adhesive force versus the applied bias between both groups cannot be attributed to 
the electrostatic attractive force. Additionally, the relatively small difference in the 
adhesive force between the two groups when no bias is applied clearly indicates 
that the large difference between both groups at higher bias cannot be explained by 
the liquid mediated meniscus formation. Since the individual impact of the 
attractive electrostatic force and the liquid mediated meniscus formation does not 
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explain the high difference in the adhesive force between groups A and B, there 
must be other adhesion mechanisms. 

There are different mechanisms behind the meniscus formation as shown in 
Fig. 4. When mechanical instability occurs (between points B, C in Fig. 1), the tip 
jumps into contact with the adsorbed water film and wicks up around it to form a 
meniscus (Fig. 4a). This is called liquid mediated meniscus. It has been also 
reported that the adsorbed water film between the AFM tip and the sample surface 
grows under the influence of the electric field, forming a meniscus that becomes 
unstable when a critical field is reached [3, 4]. At this point, the meniscus suddenly 
forms a bridge between the tip and surface as shown in Fig. 4b. This is called a 
field-induced meniscus. A modeling study shows that the height of the water film 
under the tip almost doubles upon the formation of the field-induced meniscus [3]. 
Therefore, the increase in the water film thickness caused by field-induced 
meniscus is much higher compared to the increase in the water film thickness 
caused by increasing the relative humidity (see Fig. 2). Also, due to the attraction 
of water molecules towards the tip under the electric field, the volume of the 
meniscus surrounding the tip will increase considerably.  

 

 
 

                                        a)                                                                          b) 
 

Fig. 4. Different mechanisms of meniscus formation between the  
AFM tip and the sample surface. 

 
This leads to the conclusion that the field-induced meniscus and its resulting 

considerable increase in the water film volume surrounding the tip will result in 
increasing the adhesive force between the AFM tip and sample surface 
considerably. Also, the influence of the field-induced meniscus on the adhesive 
force is expected to be much higher compared to the liquid mediated meniscus 
formed when no bias is applied. 

The threshold voltage required to induce the formation of water bridges 
between a metallic tip and a flat metallic sample is given by [4]  
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( )RHDVth /1ln5.3=                                                  (1) 
 

where D is the distance at which the field-induced meniscus forms, and RH is the 
employed relative humidity. Based on Eq. 1, for a given tip-sample separation, the 
required threshold field for the formation of water bridges decreases considerably 
when the relative humidity increases. For example, at 5 nm tip-sample separation, 
the calculated value of Vth for RH of 1% and 60% are found to be 24.7 V and 8.2 V, 
respectively. 

Figure 3b shows that for sample group B the adhesive force increases 
considerably at relatively small effective bias (around 5 V), and this increase is 
attributed to the field-induced meniscus formation. The considerable increase in 
adhesive force indicates obviously that the threshold field required to induce the 
formation of liquid bridges between AFM tip and the SiNx surface has been 
reached. This is supported by the small calculated value of the threshold voltage at 
60% RH from Eq. 1 which is 8.2 V. In addition, higher RH would lead to a 
stronger attractive capillary force since the adhesive force becomes longer ranged 
as explained earlier. According to that, the field-induced meniscus can persist at a 
longer tip-sample separation before bridge rupture [7]. Therefore the adhesive 
force measured at 60% RH (group B) will increase considerably by the field-
induced meniscus formation. For group A of samples, the maximum effective bias 
is found to be larger compared to group B as shown in Fig. 5d. In spite of that the 
increase in the adhesive force with the effective bias for group A is found to be 
smaller compared to group B. This indicates that for group A the threshold field 
required for the field-induced meniscus has not been reached by the range of 
applied bias used in these experiments. Comparing the adhesive force for groups A 
and B at higher bias, it can be concluded that at higher RH levels the adhesive 
force resulting from the field-induced meniscus is much higher compared to the 
adhesive force caused by the attractive electrostatic force and/or the liquid 
mediated meniscus.  

Two categories of capacitive MEMS switches (switch-A and switch-B) are 
assumed, which employ the sample groups A and B. When no bias is applied and 
assuming that the surfaces of both the dielectric film and the switch bridge come in 
contact with each other, the interface will look like Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b for switch-A 
and switch-B, respectively. The figures shows that the interfaces of both switches 
have many contacting and near-contacting asperities. Also the liquid mediated 
meniscus in switch-B is much higher than switch-A. 

When bias is applied in order to actuate the switch, field-induced meniscus 
will be formed in the positions of contacting and near-contacting asperities for 
switch-B (Fig. 5d). This might also occur in switch-A if the actuation voltage is 
large enough to reach the threshold voltage (Fig. 5c). Under any condition, the 
formation of the field-induced meniscus will be much higher in switch-B compared 
to switch-A, similar to the obtained results for samples B and A. This results in the 
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formation of a water meniscus between the near-contacting asperities in switch-B 
as shown in Fig. 5d. Also, the volume of liquid mediated meniscus previously 
formed at the contacting asperities will increase in switch-B. When the applied bias 
is removed, the adhesive force between the switch bridge and the dielectric layer 
occurs under the effect of induced surface potential over the dielectric surface. 
Since the induced surface potential in sample B is much larger compared to sample 
A (Fig. 2), the enhancement of the field-induced meniscus in switch-B is much 
larger compared to switch-A. Also, the attractive electrostatic force in switch-B 
will be much higher compared to switch-A. Based on this analysis, the adhesive 
force between the switch bridge and the dielectric film will be much larger in 
switch-B compared to switch-A. 

Based on the previous analysis, the adhesion or stiction between the switch 
bridge and the dielectric will be much faster in switch-B compared to switch-A. 
This explains why MEMS switches operated at larger RH have shorter lifetimes as 
reported in [8]. For switch-B, the main mechanism behind the stiction is the field-
induced meniscus formation which is enhanced by the dielectric charging 
phenomenon. For MEMS switch-A, if the induced surface potential reaches the 
critical threshold, field-induced meniscus will be formed, and the high resulting 
adhesive force will cause the switch stiction. If the induced surface potential in the 
long time range does not reach the threshold voltage, the stiction will be caused by 
the electrostatic attractive force. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. A cartoon showing the meniscus formation at the interface between  
the switch bridge and the dielectric film for MEMS switches. 

 
Figure 2 also highlights that the increase in the adhesive force with the 

applied bias for sample group C is much higher compared to group A. The 
effective applied bias, hence, the electrostatic force, is relatively smaller for group 
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C compared to group A. Therefore the higher increase rate of adhesive force with 
the applied bias for group C compared to group A is attributed to the field-induced 
meniscus formation. Once again, two types of MEMS switches are assumed, 
switch-A and switch-C, which resembles the investigated samples A and C, 
respectively. When bias is applied to actuate switch-C, the volume of the meniscus 
surrounding the contacting asperities will increase due to the field-induced 
meniscus formation (Fig. 5d). Also, bridging the near-contacting asperities by 
water will be further supported by the field-induced meniscus in switch-C. This is 
because the gap between the near-contacting asperities will be smaller due to the 
thicker water film in switch-C, and therefore the threshold voltage will be smaller. 
In other words the field-induced meniscus formation is expected to be much higher 
in switch-C compared to switch-A. Based on this analysis the stiction between the 
switch bridge and the dielectric film for switch-C will be much faster compared to 
switch-A. This explains why annealing MEMS switches increases the device 
lifetime as reported in [1]. 

 
4. Conclusion  
 

The individual impact of the charging induced stiction and meniscus induced 
stiction in electrostatic capacitive RF-MEMS switches is presented. Also, the 
interaction between both stiction mechanisms was investigated. The adhesive force 
resulting from the field-induced meniscus is found to be a dominant stiction 
mechanism. The adhesive force induced by meniscus formation due to the 
adsorbed water layer is found to be relatively small when the dielectric layer is not 
electrically stressed. When bias is applied, the adhesive force increases 
considerably for dielectric films which have not been annealed even after being 
measured at a very low humidity level, due to the field-induced meniscus. For the 
annealed samples, the contribution of the field-induced meniscus is found to be 
very high when the sample is stored under larger relative humidity for a short time. 
The nanoscale characterization performed in this study explains well the crucial 
role of a controlled MEMS packaged environment to control and minimize relative 
humidity and enhance lifetimes. Also, it explains why annealing MEMS switches 
increases the device lifetime.  
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Abstract. A new method to determine the bulk discharge current in the dielectric 
film of MEMS capacitive switches is presented. The method is based on the elementary 
theory of the discharge process in dielectric materials and the physical model of MEMS 
capacitive switches with non uniform trapped charge and air gap distributions. The shift 
of the bias for the minimum of the pull-up capacitance allows the calculation of current 
densities in the order of picoAmpere per unit area. Assessment of switches with silicon 
nitride dielectric film shows that the discharge current transient obeys the stretched 
exponential law. Finally the proposed method is applied to assess the discharge of 
electrical stressed devices.  

Key words: MEMS capacitive switch, dielectric charging, lifetime, reliability.  
 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Capacitive RF MEMS switches although are very promising components for 
radio frequency applications their commercialization is still hindered by reliability 
problems. The key issue problem in these electrostatically actuated devices is the 
dielectric charging because it causes erratic device behavior and limits the device 
lifetime [1–3]. So far the dielectric charging of MEMS switches has been 
investigated by recording the shift of pull-in and pull-out voltages as a function of 
electrical stress conditions [1], [4-7] or the shift of the bias for the pull-up 
capacitance minimum [8]. In order to obtain a better understanding of the charging 
processes the electrical properties of the dielectric films have been investigated 
with the aid of MIM capacitors [9-11], which although cannot simulate the 
charging through roughness and asperities can provide the same information when 
the decay of top electrode potential is monitored  [12]. Finally, the assessment of 
both MIMs and MEMS [13] revealed that the shift of bias for minimum 
capacitance is thermally activated.  
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Recently the Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) method [14-16] has 
been employed to investigate the dielectric charging. This method allowed the 
monitoring of surface charge dissipation when injection occurs through a single 
asperity, simulated by AFM tip, or over a large area when charging occurs through 
the contacting armature. The method also allowed the determination of the 
influence of ambient on the discharge process [15, 16].  

The lifetime of a MEMS capacitive switch is determined by the rates of 
injected charges during the pull-down state and the collected, by the bottom 
electrode, charges during the pull-up state. The charge decay rate, which is related 
to the current paths in the bulk of dielectric film, has been attempted to be 
determined by monitoring the discharge current in MIM capacitors. As shown in 
[17], in MIM capacitors the discharge current in the external circuit measured with 
thermally stimulated depolarization current (TSDC) method and in earlier papers 
with the discharge current transients (DCT) method [11] arises from collection of 
charges located in the vicinity of the injecting electrodes. Taking into account the 
recovery time of a charged MEMS capacitive switch we are easily led to the 
conclusion that the discharge current of a MIM capacitor measured in external 
circuit is several orders of magnitude larger than the current through the bulk 
material. Here it must be pointed out that recently has been attempted to measure 
the discharge current in MEMS capacitive switches [18]. In this experiment the 
duration of the current transient was limited to about 150 sec thus providing little 
information on those parameters that determine the switch lifetime.  

The aim of the present work is to demonstrate a new method that allows the 
determination of the discharge current in MEMS capacitive switches. Transients 
with duration in excess of 103 sec have been monitored and current densities of the 
order of pico Ampere per unit area or even less have been calculated. The method 
takes into account the model of a real MEMS switch with non uniform trapped 
charge and air gap distributions [19]. The rate of the shift of bias for minimum 
pull-up capacitance and the dielectric film thickness allow the calculation of the 
discharge current. The discharge current, determined by mechanisms such as 
hopping, percolation etc, which are expected in an amorphous and disordered 
dielectric, provides valuable information that can be used for further optimization 
and/or engineering of the dielectric material.  

 
2. Theoretical Background  
 

The dielectric charging/polarization in an insulating film arises from charges, 
injected through surface roughness and asperities, and/or redistributed throughout 
the dielectric material, the orientation of dipoles and presence of charges at the 
dielectric interface [21]. In the case of a MEMS capacitor the depolarization 
process will induce a discharge current density transient through the dielectric film 
that is given by: 
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)()( t
dt
dtJ dis ψ−=                                                                (1) 

 

where ψ(t) is the surface charge density. 
In order to calculate the switch discharge current transient, the present work 

device model adopts both the model proposed in [19]. For this we consider the 
setup in Fig. 1 that includes a fixed nonflat metal plate of area A which is covered 
with a dielectric layer of uniform thickness dε, dielectric constant εr, and volume 
charge density. ρ(x, y, z). Above it a rigid but nonflat movable metal plate is 
fastened with a linear spring k to a fixed wall above the dielectric layer at a rest 
position d0(x, y).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Model of a capacitive switch with non uniform trapped  
charge and air gap distributions [12]. 

 
A dc bias source of amplitude V is applied to the two plates. Following the 

procedure analyzed in [19] we find that the electrostatic force Fel can be written in 
a compact form of  
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where μ, σ2, and cov denote the mean, variance, and covariance, respectively, of 
the α(x, y, Δ) and charge β(x, y, Δ) distributions: 
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which is the distribution of capacitance per unite area and 
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the distribution of charge density induced at armature area and ),( yxeqψ  and Δ are 
the equivalent surface charge distribution and the displacement from equilibrium 
respectively. At equilibrium positions the system is determined by equating the 
electrostatic and spring forces that reduce to 
 

( ) ( )βαββα σμμε
,

2220 cov22 VVV
A
k

−+−=
Δ                                    (5) 

 

Depending on the adopted device model the above equations can lead to 
different level complexity approaching in an improved manner the behavior of real 
MEMS switch. In the general case of distributed equivalent charge [ψ(x, y, z)], and 
air gap [d0(x, y), (2) cannot be simplified. The bias at which the capacitance in the 
up state attains minimum (Vm), for which the electrostatic force becomes minimum 
independently of the charge and air gap distributions is given by 
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which can be further written as: 
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According to this the shift of the bias for capacitance minimum consists of 
two components, the one arising from the net surface charge and the other from the 
covariance of the capacitance and charge distribution. Since the covariance 
depends on the magnitude of the capacitance and charge variances, the contribution 

of cov(α, β) can be mitigated by properly choosing a switch where  the 
discharge current density, will be given by:  
 

dt
tdV

ddt
td

tJ mreq
disch

)()(
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ε

εεψ
                              (8) 

 

where is the mean value of  equivalent surface charge density.  
Here it must be pointed out that (8) describes the average net charge 

discharge current density. Therefore in a switch where the net charge is zero Eq. 8 
will lead to a zero current and only the nanoscale assessment with KPFM method 
can be used to obtain information on the surface potential decay only and not on 
the discharge current in the bulk dielectric. 
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3. Experimental 
 

The switches utilized in the present work were fabricated with a standard  
photolithographic process on high resistivity silicon wafers on top of which SiO2 
film was deposited. The dielectric film is PECVD Si3N4 deposited at 300°C. 
Switches with 250 nm dielectric were fabricated. The membrane is an evaporated 
titanium-gold seed layer electroplated to a thickness of 2μm. Under no applied 
force, the membrane is normally suspended about 2.5μm above the dielectric. The 
sacrificial layer was removed with resist stripper and the switches were dried using 
a critical point dryer. The active area of the switches was about 2.5×10-5 cm2. 

The pull-up capacitance voltage (C-V) characteristics were monitored with a 
Boonton 72B capacitance meter while sweeping the voltage in 50 mV. The pull-in 
voltage was 25V and each switch was stressed at 30V and 40V before assessment. 
In all cases the discharge process was monitored for 14000 sec. The bias for pull-
up state capacitance minimum was determined by fitting a parabola to the 
experimental data. This allowed also the determination of the magnitude of the 
capacitance minimum. Finally, in the present work for the sake of simplicity it was 
assumed that the capacitance variance is very small so that to satisfy the conditions 
to apply Eq.8. A switch complying to this condition can be selected with the aid of 
i.e. an optical profilometer or can be properly designed. 

 
4. Results and Discussion  
 

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the capacitance-voltage characteristic in the 
pull-up state of a switch stressed at 30 Volt for 5 min. In all devices and for all 
stress conditions the bias for capacitance minimum (Vm) was found to decrease 
with time and simultaneously the capacitance minimum (Cm) to decrease too. Since 
the stress was unipolar, the increase of capacitance minimum after stress can be 
attributed to non uniform charging [14] and creep.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Evolution of pull-up state capacitance-voltage  
characteristic of a switch stressed for 5 min at 30V. 
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Here it must be emphasized that Eq. 8 can be applied, even  in the presence 
of non uniform charge distribution, as long as the capacitance variance is low, as 
assumed for the sake of simplicity in the present work. 

The transient of bias for capacitance minimum, for a switch subjected 
to stress at 30V for 5 min, is presented in Fig. 3. The variation of Vm with 
time clearly reveals the presence of a very long time discharge mechanism 
with a characteristic time much larger than the time window of observation  
(14000 sec) used in the present experiment. This is the reason the value of 
Vm still remains large beyond 10 sec (fig. 3). Furthermore, taking into 
account that the dielectric film is amorphous silicon nitride we expect that 
the decay of the charge, which may arise from dipole orientation and space 
charge polarization, will obey the stretched exponential law. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Bias for capacitance minimum (Vm) transient for a  
switch stressed for 5 min at 30V. 

 
The fitting revealed a time constant of 7.7×104 sec and a value for stretch 

factor of 0.26, indicating a long discharge time and a complex process. 
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The discharge current transient, calculated form (8) by derivation of (9), is 
presented in Fig. 4. According to this the discharge current will be given by: 
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Fig. 4. Calculated discharge current transient for a 
switch stressed for 5 min at 30V. 

 
The fact that both decays obey the stretched exponential law is not surprising 

because the same behavior has been observed in the discharge current transient of 
MIM capacitors and dielectric films assessed with KPFM methods [12]. A close 
examination of the discharge current reveals the time constant is shorter and the 
stretch factor larger than the ones determined from Vm decay. The differences must 
be attributed to the fact that Vm is determined from the contribution from all 
present charging mechanisms, several of which persisting beyond the time window 
of the present experiment (see Fig. 3). On the other hand the discharge current is 
practically determined by the mechanism which dominates the discharge process in 
the time window of the experiment. Obviously the use of longer time window of 
observation will provide more information. 

The increase of stress conditions, bias of 40 Volt for 15 min, affects both the 
discharge current and the decay characteristic time constant due to larger amount of 
injected charge and different occupancy of trapping centres. The decrease of stretch 
factor with the electric field intensity increasing has been also observed in the 
discharge current transients in MIM capacitors [15, 20]. 

 
5. Conclusion  
 

A new method to calculate the long term discharge current in the bulk of the 
dielectric film of RF MEMS capacitive switches is presented for first time. The 
applied method takes into account the constrains of a real MEMS switch with non 
uniform trapped charge and air gap distributions. The rate of the shift of bias for 
minimum capacitance in the pull-up state and the dielectric film thickness are used 
to determine the discharge current. The discharge current has been found to lie in 
the range of pico Amperes per unit area, a much lower value with respect to any 
reported one. Such a low current level seems plausible if we take into account the 
long discharge time of heavily charged MEMS switches. On the other hand these 
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low current levels can be easily attributed to mechanisms such as hopping, 
percolation etc, which can be expected to occur in amorphous and disordered 
dielectrics under the presence of intrinsic and gradually vanishing electric fields. 
Here it is essential to emphasize that the knowledge of the magnitude and time 
dependence of the bulk discharge current provides valuable information that can 
provide feedback on the further optimization and/or engineering of the MEMS 
dielectric films.  
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